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Preface i
Preface
Kashmir being strategically located on the Grand Silk Route developed
multifarious relations with Central Asia from very early times. On this account, it
absorbed immense influence in economic, social, religious, cultural and
ideological fields. The influence of incoming saints, sufis, artisans, craftsmen,
traders and adventurers from Central Asia was such that Kashmir began to be
called as the ‘Iran-i-Sagir.’
The presence of a number of Silk Route offshoots criss-crossing what once
constituted ‘Greater Kashmir’, from across the Himalayas, Pamir and Hindu-Kush
mountains gave fillip to Kashmir’s multi-sector connections with Central Asia.
These Silk Route links played a significant role in her civilizational
transformation, and facilitated human exchanges and sharing of knowledge,
expertise and thought between the people of Kashmir and Central Asia.
One among these offshoots was the Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit link road, one of
the significant trade links between Kashmir and Central Asia. It had a rich
historical background and contributed towards economic, religio-cultural and
political integration of South and Central Asian countries. Suited to all weather
conditions, it was the lifeline for people of Ladakh in India Administered Kashmir
(J & K) and Gilgit-Baltistan in Pakistan Administered Kashmir (PAK) and a
significant link road to China and Central Asia under the Kushans, Parthians,
Scythians, Sultans, Mughals, Afghans and Dogra.
The present work highlights the role of Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route as a
facilitator of the two way connections between Kashmir and Central Asia via
Zojila pass. Though the route was used for centuries together yet historical
literature is limited. This is not to deny the help that the investigator sought from
these scattered references for the construction of a historical sketch of the route
from ancient times upto 1948, whence it was closed due to Indo-Pak tensions over
Kashmir. In the present piece of work, several aspects of the said route like
geographical setting, historical background, ethnic composition of its people,
economic dynamics, commodity structure, merchant community, trade
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interdependence, role of the state etc., were accounted for by the investigator.
Importantly, the investigator has examined the costs and benefits involved in the
re-opening of this otherwise closed route from the Indian point of view in
particular and others in general.
In this endeavour, I was supported by number of intellectuals and
academicians. I am thankful to my dedicated supervisor Prof. Mushtaq Ahmad
Kaw, for his valued guidance and suggestions. His inspirations enabled me to
complete the assigned task which otherwise would have been very complex. I am
also highly obliged to Prof. Aijaz Ahmad Banday for his beneficial suggestions
during the compilation of my research work. The Director, Centre of Central
Asian Studies (CCAS) Prof. G. R. Jan, deserves great deal of applause for
facilitating the presentation of this work.
Thanks are due to other teaching and non-teaching staff of CCAS for their
valuable advice and assistance. I am thankful to Mr. Mukhtar Ahmad, Librarian,
CCAS, and the entire library staff of Allama Iqbal Library especially Mr. Riyaz
Rufai, J & K state archives Jammu and National archives of Delhi for facilitating
the study and collection of relevant research material.
I am highly indebted to my parents preferably to my mother, who inspite of
many constraints provided me moral, spiritual, material and other support. I am
equally thankful to my beloved sisters, Saleema Akhtar and Naseema Akhtar for
their encouragement and also to my friends for their kind encouragement during
my studies.
April, 2012 Ab. Hamid Sheikh
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Introduction 1
Silk Route: A Conceptual Framework
The term Silk Route was coined by Ferdinand Von Richtofen, a German
geographer and explorer, who made several expeditions to China during the latter
half of the 19th century. It refers to a network of interlinked trade routes across the
Afro-Eurasian landmass that connected East, South, and West Asia with the
Mediterranean and European world and parts of North and East Africa.1 Thus it
stretched from Xi’an across the mountainous region of Kun Lun and Tien Shan,
south of the Taklamakan desert, through the famous cities of Kashgar, onto
Samarkand, Persia, ancient Mediterranean cities of Petra, and Aleppo and finally
connected Rome.2
Trade on the Silk Road was a significant factor in the development of the
great civilizations of China, India, Egypt, Persia, Arabia and Rome. This trans-
continental route, spreading over 4,000 miles (6,500 km), enabled traders to
transport goods, luxuries such as silk, satin, hemp and other fine fabrics, musk,
perfumes, spices, medicines, jewels, glassware, rhubarb and slaves to the markets
abroad.3 The land routes were supplemented by sea routes which extended from
the Red Sea to East Africa, India, China, and Southeast Asia.4 While China traded
silk, spices, tea, and porcelain, India traded ivory, textiles, precious stones and
pepper. The Roman Empire reciprocated by exporting gold, silver, fine glassware,
wine, carpets, and jewels. However, the said route was not meant for commodity
exchange alone but for the spread of knowledge, ideas and cultures also.5
The Silk Route was originally established between Rome and China
during the rule of Han Lyu Tche also known as Wu-di (141-87 B.C). During his
fight with the Xiongnu tribe in the north, the Emperor sent his general Zhang
1 Killion Ulric, A Modern Chinese Journey to the West: Economic Globalization and Dualism,
New York: Nova Science Publishers, 2006, p.65.
2 Susan Whitfield, The Silk Road: Trade Travel War and Faith, Chicago: Serindia Publications,
2004, p. 162.
3 Niklas Swanstrom, “China and Greater Central Asia: New Frontiers,” Central Asia-Caucasus
Institute & Silk Road Studies Program, Silk Road Paper December 2011, p. 16.
4 A Modern Chinese Journey to the West: Economic Globalization and Dualism, p.71.
5 Francis Wood, The Silk Road: Two Thousand Years in the Heart of Asia, Berkeley: University
of California Press, 2002, pp. 13–23.
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Qian on a diplomatic mission6 Yuezhi, for the purpose of the famous Iranian war
horses from them. However, Zhang Qian with his caravan (moving traders) while
crossing the territory of Xiongnu was captured and held captive for ten years.
Anyhow, he escaped and reached back in 128 B. C. to Yuezhi tribe settled in
various oases of Central Asia. But latter Zhang Qian was captured by another
rival group of the Tibetan for a year: he escaped to China in 125 B.C. in this way,
therefore, Zhang Qian was the first to travel the Silk Route and procure
information about Central Asia, and which obviously opened up vistas for China
to trade with Rome in the West.
6 Luce Boulnois, Silk Road: Monks, Warriors & Merchants, Hong Kong: Odyssey Books, 2005,
p. 66.
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The Silk Route originated from the cities of Buoying and Xi’an, traversed
Lanzhou, Tianzhu, Zhangye, Jiuqan along the Hexi corridor, reached Jiayuguan in
the West end of the Hexi corridor of Gansu Province from where it branched into
two separate routes: one over the mountain ranges in the north and south of the
Taklamakan desert to re-join at Kashgar and another route moved to the north of
Tien Shan Mountains through Turfan, Talgar and Almaty (southeast Kazakhstan).
The latter again split at Kashgar into two branches: one traversed the Alai valley
and moved ahead to Termez (Uzbekistan) and Balkh (Afghanistan). The other
branch moved across Kokand in Farghana valley (Uzbekistan) and Karakun desert
to finally terminate at Merv (Turkmenistan). Still another branch turned northwest
towards the Aral Sea and north of the Caspian Sea on to the Black Sea.7
The southern route branched off at Dunhuang, passed through the
Shan’shan (the area near Lob Nor), Miran, Khotan (Hetian) and reached Yarkand
(Shache) where the route split into two branches, the one went to Bactria, Merv,
Hamadan (Ekbatana), Mesopotamia, Syria and Antioch. Another route moved
through Gilgit and Wakhan to the south to reach Gandhara and Bharosh
(Brigaza). The southern route across Karakoram is presently operational between
China and Pakistan for onwards connection to Afghanistan over the Hindu Kush
Mountains. It rejoined the northern route near Merv.8
In all, however, Kashgar was the junction of routes in Asia. All these
routes and sub-routes were named after specialized commodities trading along it
since the 3rd-2nd century B.C: ‘lapis lazuli’, ‘jade’, ‘silver’, ‘tea’, ‘fur’ or
‘emerald’ and ‘gold’. Badakshan was famous for lapis lazuli, Khotan for jade,
India for ivory, Khwarizm for turquoise and China for paper, silk and gunpowder.
The transmission of such rare commodities along the Grand Silk Route served as
a useful instrument to link religions, peoples, communities and nations together
for material, artistic, scholarly, cultural, religious and spiritual pursuits.
7 A Modern Chinese Journey to the West: Economic Globalization and Dualism, p. 66.
8 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ (04-05-2010)
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Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit Route:
One of the offsprings of the Grand Silk Route was Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit Route in
Indian Administered Kashmir (J & K) and Pakistan Administered Kashmir (PAK)
respectively. Situated in Ladakh division, Kargil lay enroute to Kashmir over
Zojila on the one hand and to Iskardu and Gilgit in PAK and Kashgar in Xinjiang
China on the other hand. It was also connected to Yarkand and Khotan via Nubra
and Shiyok valleys in Ladakh division.9 By and large, all these routes were a
source of great link between Kashmir, India and Central Asia. Among these, the
Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route was relatively better for its smoothness, availability of
pack horses and coolies and Kargil’s strategic location towards Yarkand in
Xinjiang China, Srinagar in J & K and Iskardu in Gilgit in PAK; hence, it served
as a great if not the only transmission channel for trade and traffic.10 In fact, it was
the main linkage between Kargil and Northern Areas of Pakistan (Gilgit and
Baltistan).11 These linkages antedated pre-historic times, and were diverse in
nature, time and space. Disorganized as these were, the linkages institutionalized
with the rule of the Mauryas (3rd-1st century B.C.), Hunas (4th century A.D.) and
the Kushans (1st-3rd century A.D.) on Kashmir from time to time.12 Further
improvement was recorded with the establishment of the Sultanate in Kashmir
(14th-16th Century A.D.).13 They struggled very hard to control Ladakh and
Baltistan, perhaps in order to emerge as the major contenders for the Central
Asian trade through Kargil-Iskardu route. The Mughals (16th-18th Century A.D.)
too were serious to occupy Ladakh for wool import for famous Kashmiri shawl
industry and also for resisting the Central Asian intrusions into Mughal Indian
province of Kashmir. Precisely for this reason, the Dogra’s (1846-1947 A.D.)
9 Gazetteer of Kashmir and Ladakh, Delhi: Manas publications, 1992, p. 192.
10 Gazetteer of Kashmir and Ladakh, p.192; R.C. Arora. In the land of Kashmir, Ladakh &
Gilgit, Jammu: Jay Kay Book House, 1940, p. 196; Amar Singh Chohan, Historical Study of
Society and Culture in Dardistan and Ladakh, New Delhi: Atlantic Publishers, 1983, p.165.
11 Wilayat Ali, “Reopening Kargil-Skardu Road a Dream only”, the Kashmir Times, Jammu, 14
February 2009.
12 A. H. Dani, History of Northern Areas of Pakistan, Islamabad: National Institute of Historical
& Cultural Research, 1991, p. 113-31.
13 B.K. Kaul Deambi, (ed.), Kashmir and Central Asia, Srinagar: Centre of Central Asian
Studies, University of Kashmir, 1959, p. 61.
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endeavoured to strengthen their hold on Ladakh. They subdivided the region into
two Wizarats (districts), placing Hunza, Nagar, Ashkoman and some tribal areas
under Gilgit Wizarat and Ladakh and Baltistan under the Ladakh Wizarat: both
were closely linked through the medium of trade.14
14 Ismail Khan, “Unlocking the Cross-border Trade Potential of Gilgit-Baltistan for Peace
and Development,” Jammu and Kashmir Trade across the Line of Control, Discussion
Papers, December 2010, p. 49, www-c-r.org/our-work/Kashmir/trade-report-WEB.pdf (12-07-
2011).
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The Silk Route including ‘Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit’ symbolized not only a
source of economic, political and philosophical exchanges15 but also an effective
conduit for spread of religion and culture.16 It started from the heydays of
Buddhism and its export from India to Central Asia across Kashmir in the North
and Kabul-Afghanistan in the South.17 Gilgit was an important transit city on the
Silk Road, through which Buddhism was spread from India to the rest of Asia. A
large number of Buddhist Sanskrit texts, including the long version of the Heart
Sutra were unearthed in Gilgit18 prove the fact. Likewise, the role of Kashmiri
monks was unprecedented as they played host to a massive religious
congregation, the third Buddhist conference in Kashmir, in the 2nd-3rd century
A.D., to unravel secrets of the faith and its relevance to the then contemporary
society. The spread of Buddhism along the Silk Route led to development of
caves, complexes, and monasteries sponsored by powerful local families and
merchants for the safe passage of their caravans (moving traders). Such bilateral
religio-ideological ties across the Silk Route were reinforced by the export of
Islam and Sufism from Central Asia to Greater Ladakh and Kashmir through the
courtesy of the great Sayyids and saints from Iran and Central Asia. Whereas Mir
Sayyid Ali Hamdani and his accomplices brought Sunni faith to Kashmir, Mir
Shamsudin Iraqi, the pioneer of Shia faith in Kashmir, became famous for the
spread of Islam in Greater Ladakh.19 This process of religious exchange forged
cultural unity which is better explained in common social customs and traditions
of Central Asia and Kashmir20 in general and Kargil and Northern Areas of
Pakistan in particular. In fact, there has been considerable trade and traffic across
Karakoram, from Tibet to Central Asia through Leh, Kargil, Iskardu and Gilgit
which earned livelihood to the people nestled thereon.
15 Niklas Swanstrom, “China and Greater Central Asia: New Frontiers,” Central Asia - Caucasus
Institute & Silk Road Studies Program, Silk Road Paper December 2011, p. 16.
16 Wilayat Ali, “Reopening Kargil-Skardu Road a Dream only”, the Kashmir Time, Jammu, 14
February 2009.
17 Susan Whitfield, Life along the Silk Road, University of California Press, 2001, p. 2.
18 http://wikitravel.org/en/Gilgit_Baltistan#b (12-08-2010).
19 History of Northern Areas of Pakistan, p. 218.
20 M. Ashraf, “Reviving the Aerial Silk Route,” Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 26 October 2008.
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However, the said route came to a standstill following Indo-Pakistan and
Indo-Chinese wars and their confrontation since the 2nd half of the 20th century.
Consequently, the said route became inoperative for free trade and traffic and
exchange of ideologies, cultures, arts etc. in the process, the said route moved
from being the fulcrum of inner Asia to a ‘remote’ region21 pre-empting thereby
the discontinuation of the age-long and multilateral connections of Kashmir with
its northern borderland in Ladakh and Gilgit across Kargil and Iskardu.
Currently, however, India-Pakistan peace talks for conflict resolution have
opened up vistas for restoration of traditional road links, which incidentally
includes the one under discussion. Such an initiative would be the first step
towards the ultimate salvation of the peoples settled there along. Once the
economic links are restored the political links will automatically get sorted out.22
Thus revival of Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit link road would lead to the ‘development of
the Kargil town as a transit point in between Leh and the areas of Gilgit Baltistan
in Pakistan Administered Kashmir (PAK).’23 It would seek to improve relations
and usher in commercial benefits to the peoples of two geographically large but
sparsely populated regions sharing same culture, tradition and ethnicity.24 Above
all, it is probably to bring new opportunities for bilateral cooperation between the
two regions25 keeping in view the fact that trade serves as a useful instrument to
reduce standoff, hate and mistrust26 and promote economic and political stability
in the region, which, in turn is destined to build confidence among the divided
families and communities of the entire geographical space. Further, the revival of
Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route may build confidence between India and Pakistan to
21 Martin Van Beek, Ladakh Studies, International Association for Ladakh Studies, Bristol
University Print Services, 20 March, 2006, p. 6.
22 M. Ashraf, “Intra-Kashmir Trade”, Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 19 October 2008.
23 Sandeep Singh, “Bridging Division - the Role of New Cross - Line of Control Trade Routes,”
Jammu and Kashmir Trade across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers, December 2010, p.
45.
24 Based on the field work conducted by the investigator from 24.8.2010 to 10.9.2010.
25 Navreet Milton, “Opening of the Kargil-Skardu Route: a Reflection” Jammu and Kashmir
Trade across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers, December 2010, p. 53.
26 Malik Javeed Iqbal, “Cross-Line of Control Trade: a Step towards Peace Building and
Conflict Resolution,” Jammu and Kashmir Trade across the Line of Control, Discussion
Papers, December 2010, p. 27.
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jointly fight the forces of secessionism and fundamentalism, and thereby
guarantee border security in particular and regional security in general. It is true
that the given proposition is not without limitation, challenges and threats.
However, internal and external factors are pre-emptive of India-Pakistan
unavoidable cooperation amid disdain and contempt. They have, therefore, no
alternative but to engage in dialogue to resolve long-pending disputes including J
& K. The Confidence Building Measures (CBMs) being a pre-requisite for the
purpose, both countries entail re-opening of Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route while
seeking lessons from the partial restoration of Srinagar-Muzaffarabad and
Poonch-Rawalakote route in 2008 notwithstanding their relations having gone
through rough weather due to 26/11 Mumbai Attack and the then imminent war.
However, said war was averted under internal and external pressure including the
mutual dialogue and series of Confidence Building Measures (CBMs), which,
besides other things, is likely to reopen all ancient routes including Kargil-
Iskardu-Gilgit route. No doubt, its reopening involves both costs and benefits.
However, in this thesis, the investigator argues that benefits out-weigh costs in
several respects, which rhyme with the local and regional demand for re-linking
peoples, countries, cultures and communities and converging India and Pakistan
on the issue of security and peace of the region at large.
While the investigator has constructed this thesis on the empirical studies,
he has simultaneously taken insights from a swath of the following literature
available on the subject. The given literature comprises of the Persian accounts,
travelogues, personal diaries etc, and is quite informative on Silk Route in general
and Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route in particular.
Review of Literature:
One comes across plenty of material on this subject in the primary and secondary
sources. Many scholars, historians, geographers and travelers like Ibn-Batuta
(Rehla), Al-Beruni (Kitab-ul- Hind), Sharafudin Yazdi (Saffar Nama), Mirza
Haider Dughlat (Tarikh-i-Rashidi), Abul Fazl (Akbar Nama and Ain-i-Akbari),
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Jahangir (Tuzk-i-Jahangiri), Muhammad Kazim (Alamgir Nama), Mir Izzatullah
(Sayahat Nama), Mehta Sher Singh (Safar Nama) and Hassan Shah (Tarikh-i-
Hassan), have given exhaustive accounts of different routes connecting the Indian
Punjab with Central Asia through Kashmir. They report about the traders,
merchants, sufis, saints, scholars, missionaries, artisans and craftsmen traversing
hills, mountains, deserts, rivers and oases, for religio-spiritual, artistic and
materialistic pursuits. Even several foreign travelers like Bernier (Travels in the
Mogul Empire), George Forster (A Journey from Bengal to England through
Northern Parts of India, Kashmir, Afghanistan, Persia and into Russia by the
Caspian sea), Elphistone (An account of the Kingdom of Cabul and its
Dependencies in Persia), E.F.Knight (Where Three Empires Meet) and Moorcroft
and George Trebeck (Travels in Kashmir and the Punjab) have furnished
exhaustive accounts of the routes across Kashmir and its immediate
neighbourhood. However, such historical accounts useful though, are not
exhaustive as regards the varied dynamics of the Kargil-Iskardu-Baltistan-Gilgit
route. More so, for their obvious limitations in terms of time and space, such
accounts are no guide to assess the costs that follow the closure of the above route
and the benefits that are likely to follow on its reopening for two important stake
holders, India and Pakistan on two sides of J & K borders in Ladakh division.
Even the archival records are deficient in respect of trade-structure or trade-
organization, composition of merchant community, taxation laws, state policy etc.
Therefore, the present work is based on the empirical study together with the
information contained in the below mentioned travelogues and the repositories of
the National Archives of Delhi and Jammu and Kashmir.
Travel Accounts:
(i). E.F. Knight, Where three Empires Meet, London: Longman, 1893.
The traveler analyzed different aspects of the above route as regard its geo-
political setting and socio-economic dimensions. He lucidly describes the practice
of begar prevalent in Iskardu and Gilgit, composition of racial groups in Baltistan,
Ladakh, Iskardu, Astor, Gilgit, Hunza, Nagar and Yasin, raids of Kanjuts on
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Baltis, travellers and traders and the measures taken by the British to check them.
Although Knight provides information about the Leh-Iskardu route, yet his
information about the Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit is quite limited. His reporting about
the vulnerability of the said route and its shortest link between Kashmir and Gilgit
is quite naive.
(ii). Sir Francis Young Husband, Wonders of Himalaya, Chandigarh:
Abhishak Publications, 1924.
The interesting feature of this work is the scaled map of Srinagar-Kargil-Iskardu
route and the information it provides about the caravans, their herds, food habits,
economic activities and their migration from Ladakh to Central Asia for
subsistence. It also examines the significance of horses in the transportation of
merchandise from producing to the consuming centers. True the given work
mostly draws upon Ladakh-Gilgit road linking India with Xinjiang across
Muztagh Pass and estimates the travel hazards thereon, it contains just limited
reporting about Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route.
(iii). G.T. Vigne, Travels in Kashmir, Ladakh, Iskardo, the Countries Adjoining
the Mountain-Courses of the Indus and the Himalaya, North of Punjab, 2 Vols,
New Delhi: Sagar Publications, 1981.
The work profiles the description of the important settlements on the Kargil-
Iskardu-Gilgit link road. However, the information is scanty in respect of the
economic dynamics of the said route. On the other hand, it reports about the
practice of sati and the Hindu religious code, and gives a brief account of the
Alexander’s invasions into India through different passes, the information about
the great earthquake of 1828 in Kashmir, ancient excavations, Hindu ruins and
several bridges of Kashmir apart. It serves as a useful source of information on
such subjects as pertain to the Takhti-i-Suliman, River Jhelum and the wool and
shawl brokers community.
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(iv). William Moorcroft and George Trebeck, Travels in India Himalayan
Provinces of Hindustan and the Punjab in Ladakh and Kashmir in Peshawar,
Kabul, Kundaz and Bokhara, From (1819 to 1825), 2 Vols, New Delhi: Asian
Educational Service, 1989.
The work comprises of two volumes stretched over four parts: the first part
describes different historical sites on the road he travelled, their location, people,
rivers, monuments, etc and the second part throws light on Ladakh, its location,
administrative divisions, and its fauna and flora. It also furnishes information on
trading caravans from Kashmir and Ladakh to Lhasa and Yarkand, the trading
activities of the Kashmir merchant community in Ladakh and the political
relations of Ladakh chiefs with Ranjit Singh (Sikh Ruler of Punjab). The third
part deals with Kashmir, its mountains, passes, rivers, buildings, customs,
population, shawl and other manufactures of Kashmir and the fourth part accounts
for the departure of William Moorcroft from Srinagar for onward march to
Central Asia. Despite the efficacy of this useful travel account, it is less helpful in
understanding the dynamics of the Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route.
Other Primary Sources:
(i). Frederic Drew, Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, New Delhi: Cosmos
Publications, 1976.
The travel account profiles the geo-physical history of Jammu and Kashmir state
and Ladakh, its mountains, plains, climate, vegetation, rivers, inhabitants, and the
route structure existing between three divisions of the Jammu and Kashmir state,
and Baltistan, Dardistan and Gilgit. The occupation of Gilgit by Sikhs in 1842 and
the succession of Dogra’s in 1947 are important contents of the work. Inspite of
its usefulness as an important source of information, it speaks less of Kargil-
Iskardu-Gilgit route in various dimensions though it examines Iskardu-Gilgit
route via Rondu, a different sector.
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(ii). John Biddulph, Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh, New Delhi: Bhavana Books
and Prints, 2001.
This travel account is mainly focused on the Dard and Brokpa communities and
their attitude, language, customs, traditions, fairs, festivals, religious beliefs and
occupations. However, it does not say anything about their relevance to the
Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit road. Compared to the chiefs of Gilgit and Baltistan, the
traveller applauds the Kashmiri rulers as enlightened despots who brought an end
to the notorious begar system. The relation of Hunza with China and the
plundering of caravans in this area form an important part of the work.
(iii). Walter R. Lawrence, The Valley of Kashmir, Lahore: Shirkat Printing
Press, 1991.
This monumental piece of work is variegated in form and space, and examines
Kashmir from diverse points of view: flora and fauna, archaeology, social life,
religious beliefs, races and tribes, trade, agriculture and live stock, and industries
and occupations. It makes a mention of trade commodities imported and exported
from Central Asia to Kashmir and also the state policy vis-a-vis trade and traders.
However, it fails to give any description of the routes including Kargil-Iskardu-
Gilgit route that connected Kashmir with the outer world across Zojila pass.
Secondary sources:
(i). P.N.K. Bamzai, Kashmir and Central Asia, New Delhi: Light and Life
Publishers, 1980.
The author examines Kashmir-Central Asia relations in different contours and
traces its history from times immemorial. As regard trade, the author considers
Leh and Kashghar as the great stimulants to trade relations between two regions.
Their cultural relations were equally pronounced as is evidenced by
archaeological remains. However, the author is silent about the existence of
Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route and the communities settled there along.
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(ii). Amar Singh Chohan, Historical Study of Society and Culture in Dardistan
and Ladakh, New Delhi: Atlantic Publishers and Distributors, 1983.
It is an exhaustive account of the history of the relations between Ladakh and
Dardistan in terms of politics, administration, customs and folklore, religion,
education and health, agriculture, transport and communication, trade and taxation
and the natural resources such as gold, sulphur, iron, alum, garnets and flora and
fauna. The social practices related to marriage ceremonies and position of women
is comprehensively detailed out by the author. Even the trade practices existing
between different ethnic communities of Ladakh, Iskardu, Gilgit, Hunza and
Nagar and Yasin find sufficient explanation in Chauhan’s work. Although the
author considers Kargil as the hub of inter and intra-state trade, he nevertheless
does not account for the Kargil and Iskardu route as a separate entity in the road
structure of the region.
(iii). B. R. Rizvi, The Balti A Scheduled Tribe of Jammu and Kashmir, New
Delhi: Gyan Publishing House, 1993.
The author’s focus in the present work is on two villages of Kargil viz. Hardas
and Wakha and their description in terms of economic, social, religious and
political structures. The social stratification of Kargil society into Agha, Shaikh,
Akhun, Haji, and Saget forms an important part of the work. The practice of
mutta is briefly explained. However, the mention of the Kargil-Iskardu route is
reported only at one place.
Methodology:
The present work was, therefore, carried out to plug the gaps found in above
accounts and to highlight the relevance of the Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route in the
changing regional scenario especially the development of India-Pakistan mutual
understanding on restoring traditional trans-surface links. The author pursued
historical methodology, and, in that, examined primary sources of information in
Persian and English. The investigator also examined the administrative reports,
and personal diaries and the archival records preserved in the National Archives
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of India and State Archives of Jammu and Kashmir state. The travelogues were
considered as an important input followed by the reporting in different national
and international journals, periodicals and news papers. Modern means of internet
were also taken into account for collecting information on trade between Kashmir
and Central Asia. Above all, the investigator conducted field work and sought
responses from the natives about the historical significance and revival of the
Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit link road. The investigator spent good time in the area and
noted responses of different social groups and age groups.
Kargil-Iskardu-Baltistan-Gilgit Road link: Broad features 17
I. Historical Background
The trade always necessitated routes and highways to ferry the merchandise from
producing to the consuming centers. Infact, whole Eurasia was characteristic of an
ancient highway named as Silk Route connecting Asia, Middle East and Europe.1
“Greater Kashmir” or what presently constitutes Jammu and Kashmir (J & K) in
India and Azad Jammu Kashmir (AJK) in Pakistan was connected to it through
three major corridors: one was across the Karakoram pass into Nubra Valley of
Ladakh in J & K. Another was through Gilgit Pakistan and Gurez India and the
third one was through Muzaffarabad Pakistan and Baramulla India along the
River Jhelum Valley road. All the three had sub-routes including Kargil-Iskardu-
Gilgit Route.
The Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit link road was an important trans-Kashmir outlet
to Central Asia. Its history is obscure due to lack of evidence. However, Hashmat-
ullah Khan reports that the early Aryan settlers in Gilgit and Astor were perhaps
the first people to tread the said route towards Baltistan and Purig for hunting and
grazing and settle there. The presence of Brokhpa’s or Dokpa’s supports the fact.2
Logically, therefore, they must have retained their connection with their homeland
for socio-economic and other ends under the Achaemenians (550-330) who had a
vast Central Asian empire which extended upto and included Gandhara and other
areas of the Indus. Consequently Sattagydians, Gandharians, Dadicae and the
Aparytae formed essential territories of the Achaemenian Empire.3 The Dadicae
or Dardai region constituting Gilgit-Baltistan and Iskardu was famous for huge
reserves of gold and gold mines.4 As a matter of fact, the entire area along the
Indus River spanning Kharmang in Ganche, Tolti and Olding on the present Indo-
Pak borders abounded with large quantity of gold in the past. The old-gold
1 Mushtaq A. Kaw, “ Restoring India’s Silk Route links with South and Central Asia across
Kashmir: Challenges and opportunity,” The China and Eurasia Forum Quarterly, Central
Asia-Caucasus Institute and Silk Road Studies Program, Vol. 7, May/June 2009, p. 60.
2 Maulvi Hashmat-ullah Khan, Mukhtsar Tareek-e-Jammu wa Kashmir, Jammu: Jay Kay Book
House, 1992, p.680.
3 A. H. Dani, History of Northern Areas of Pakistan, Islamabad: National Institute of Historical
and Cultural Research, 1991, pp. 114-15.
4 Virendra Gupta and Alok Bansal (ed.), Pakistan Occupied Kashmir the Untold Story, New
Delhi: Manas Publications, 2007, p. 187.
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digging was practiced beyond Kharal and Ganganie villages as well. How for this
affected the life of common man in the entire region is difficult to ascertain?
However, there can be no denial to the role of the Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit link road
in connecting India, Pakistan, China and Central Asia in a single network hub;
hence, it was a significant contributory to the Grand Silk Road.5
The said route seems to have survived during different regimes. Though
Alexander established a vast empire including Persia in 330 B.C., he could not,
however, extend his domain over the Gilgit region. Even his successors cold not
make any headway in this behalf. However, north-eastern region of Svsa (Khasa)
including Chilas in Gilgit6 was ruled over by the Mauryan King Ashoka (273-232
B.C.).7 If the evidence from Mahabharata about the association of Kha’sas with
Mauryan rule is correct, then it is certain that Chilas in Gilgit was a territorial unit
of the Mauryan Empire. A. H. Dani discovered a number of inscriptions dating 5th
century A.D. which suffice the domain of Khasa state extending up and including
Chilas in Gilgit.8 Quite precisely, it is often held that Buddhism reached Central
Asia either across Gandhara or Chilas though other link routes were not ruled out
for the purpose. From the Central Asian side, Scythians or Sakas (1st B.C-4th
century A.D) made the first appearance in Northern Areas (Gilgit) and, with that,
the Chilas route opened up for pilgrims and caravans (moving traders),9 with
extended connections upto Taxila and its neighborhood. Such a bond further
strengthened under the Kushans (1st-3rd century A.D). The king Kanishka (78-101
A.D.) organized military expeditions in Eastern Turkestan (Xinjiang China) while
using the Chilas route as is imaginable from Kushana coins10 and inscriptions
found in Chilas, Hunza and one at Khalatse in Ladakh. The Chilas inscription,11
and Khalatse inscription are identified after the name of Vima Kadphises whereas
5 History of Northern Areas of Pakistan, pp. 114-116.
6 H.C. Ray Chaudhuri, Political History of Ancient India, New Delhi: Oxford University Press,
1996, p. 298.
7 K.A.Nilakanta Sastri (ed.), A Comprehensive History of India, the Mauryas and Satavahanas,
Delhi: Motilal Banarsidas, 1959, p. 434.
8 A. H. Dani, Chilas: the City of Nanga Parvat, the University of Michigan, 2006, p.98.
9 A Comprehensive History of India, the Mauryas and Satavahanas, p. 191.
10 M.A. Stein, Kalhana’s Rajatarangini, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidas, 1989, p. 85.
11 Chilas: The City of Nanga Parvat, p. 66.
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the Hunza inscription is styled after the name of Kanishka and his successors.12
Thus these evidences show that Kanishka’s rule extended over Chilas, Hunza and
even upto Ladakh. Since the said rule was characteristic of enormous trade with
the Central Asian space, the gold retrieved from entire Chilas-Ladakh-Kargil
region must have been a great contributory to the wide commodity trade structure
of the Kushanas:13 courtesy the role of Kargil-Iskardu-Baltistan-Gilgit road links
with the Kushana capital at Taxila. Such a link strengthened further with Hun
occupation of Kashmir (4th century A.D) and the establishment of the native rule
of the Karkotas (7th century A.D). The Hunas specialized in shooting arrows from
the horse back. According to A.H. Dani, ‘it is exactly this type of horse riders that
we begin to get from the latter half of 5th century A.D. carved on the rocks
throughout the entire Northern Areas of Pakistan from Kohistan to Karakoram
and from Hindukush to Ladakh and Tibet. They ride on horseback, stand on
running horses, shoot from running horses, play on horseback and make a rough
stride against any monument or writing of old. They can be seen at Shatial, in
Chilas, in Gilgit, in Hunza, in Iskardu and on many rocks and by-roads along
which their horses must have bruised their backs. They made a rapid advance
throughout this region and clashed not only with the earlier Kadarite Kusanas of
this country but also extended their power right into the skirts of Tibet and
China.’14
In fact, the Karkotas best maintained their neighbourhood relations across
Ladakh, and Northern Areas of Pakistan under its founder ruler Durlabhavardhana
(627-663 A.D), called as the Indian king namely Tu-Lo-Pa15 in the Chinese annals
of the T’ang period, he controlled the route from China to Ki-Pin (Kabul valley)16
12 Chilas: The City of Nanga Parvat, pp. 113-14.
13 History of Northern Areas of Pakistan, pp. 130-31.
14 History of Northern Areas of Pakistan, p. 136.
15 M.A. Stein, Kalhana’s Rajatarangini, Vol. I, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidas, 1989, p. 67. Tu-Lo-
Pa (Durlabha-the abbreviated name of Durlabhavardhana of coins) was, according to the
Chinese annalse, charged with having conducted the envoy of Ki-Pin safely to their country:
Introduction to Rajatarangini, p. 68.
16 Ki-Pin generally if not invariably, meant Kapisa or north eastern Afghanistan. In the time
of Han and Wei dynasties the term ordinarily meant Kashmir: V.A. Smith, The Early History
of India, Great Britain: University Press Oxford, 1957, p. 251.
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around 627-49 A.D. After Durlabhavardhana, native Kashmiri kings, Chandrapida
(711-19 A.D) and Lalitaditya (724-760 A.D) controlled the Karakoram region and
the overland caravan (moving traders) routes from India to China17 with the
Chinese support against the growing Arabs threat.18 During the process,
Lalitaditya occupied Bhautta land inhabiting i.e. Ladakhis, Tibetans and the
Dards. To quote Kalhana, “His Dignity did not tolerate the continual wine
(drinking) of the Darads (as well) as the rising morning sun tolerate the light of
the herbs in the (mountain) gorges.”19 He further reports: “clearly it is by his
command to display the mark of their bondage that the Turukshas carry their arms
at their back and shave half their head.” The latter practice is indeed prevalent
among certain tribes of Kafiristan, Gilgit and Ladakh.20 The development of
various dialects in Ladakh, Baltistan, Gilgit and Kashmir shows a close cultural
and political affinity with the Tibetan and Dardic people and their languages
during the reign of king Lalitaditya. The Muslim king of Kashmir, Shihab-ud-din
(1354-73 A.D), also held Gilgit, Dardistan, Baltistan and Ladakh as his domain.
He built a big fort in Gilgit and, in all probability, took recourse to Kargil-
Iskardu-Baltistan route for onward military adventurism into Eastern and Western
Turkistan.21 But on his death, Kashmir lost control over Ladakh and Baltistan.
Obviously, the traffic on the Kargil-Iskardu-Baltistan-Gilgit route may have gone
into oblivion. However, with Sultan Sikander’s accession to power in Kashmir
(1389-1413 A.D) these territories were re-annexed to Kashmir.22 His successor,
Zain-ul-Abidin (1420-1470 A.D), further tightened Kashmir’s control over the
Gilgit region23 while using Kargil-Iskardu-Baltistan-Gilgit route for the purpose.
The said route was evenly used by the Mughals for their extended military
17 B.K. Deambi (ed.), Kashmir and Central Asia, Srinagar: Centre of Central Asian Studies,
University of Kashmir, 1959, p. 31.
18 R.C. Majumdar, The Classical Age, Bombay: Bhartya Vidya Bhavan, 1954, p. 174.
19 Kalhana’s Rajatarangini, Vol. IV, p. 169.
20 Kalhana’s Rajatarangini, Vol. IV, p. 179.
21 History of Northern Areas of Pakistan, p. 172.
22 Mirza Haider Dughlat, Tarikh-i-Rashidi, tr. E.D. Ross and N. Elias, Delhi: Renaissance
Publishing House, 1986, p. 423.
23 History of Northern Areas of Pakistan, pp. 174-75
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adventurism in Northern and other areas.24 The Mughal Emperors Jalaluddin
Muhammad Akbar (1556-1605 A.D) and Jahangir (1605-1628 A.D) pursued the
same route for trade with Ladakh, Baltistan and Tibet. In his memoir Jahangir
appreciated economic importance of Ladakh and writes that the best quality of
raw wool for the Kashmiri shawls comes from Ladakh and Tibet.25 Even
Maharaja Gulab Singh (1846-55 A.D) made extensive use of the said trade for
territorial and financial gains.26 His military general, Zorawar Singh followed the
Kargil-Iskardu road along Drass River, attacked and captured Baltistan.27
Maharaja Ranbir Singh (1855-1885 A.D) could not evenly underplay the
significance of the said route in the wake of his onward policy in Northern Areas
including Ladakh.28 Indeed because of its strategic location, the Kargil-Iskardu
route was fully functional up to 1947, and was closed only with the partition of
India in 1947.
II. Geographical Setting
The Silk Route connected China with Europe, Middle East and India within an
interwoven network of sinuous routes traversing the most dreaded deserts,
perilous passes, inhospitable mountains, fertile oases, unaffordable rivers and
glaciers.29 One of its branch routes passed through Iskardu in Gilgit division of
Pakistan and onwards to Kargil in Ladakh and finally to Srinagar, the capital of
Kashmir in J & K.30 The Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route contained several settlements
enroute to Baltistan/Gilgit, Xinjiang China and Central Asia, and one of them was
24 F. Bernier, Travels in the Mogul Empire 1656-68. tr. A. Constable and Revised by V.A. Smith,
New Delhi: Atlantic Publishers and Distributors, 1990, p. 426.
25 Prof. Jigar Mohammad, “Ladakh in the Persian Literature of the Mughal Empire,” Epilogue,
Vol. 4, issue 9, September 2010, p. 52.
26 K.M. Panikkar, Gulab Singh, Founder of Kashmir (1792-1858), Srinagar: Gulshan Book
House, 1989, pp. 76-79; Alexander Cunningham, Ladakh, Physical, Statistical and Historical,
New Delhi: Sagar Publications, 1977, pp. 332-346.
27 A.H. Franke, A History of Western Tibet, New Delhi: Asian Educational Publication, 1995,
p. 81.
28 P.N.K. Bamzai, Kashmir and Central Asia, New Delhi: Light and Life Publishers, 1980, pp.
106-07, 113-14.
29 Mushtaq A. Kaw, “Restoring India’s Silk Route links with South and Central Asia across
Kashmir: Challenges and opportunity,” The China and Eurasia Forum Quarterly, Central
Asia-Caucasus institute and Silk road studies program, Vol. 7, May/June 2009, p. 61.
30 Martin Van Beek, Ladakh Studies, International Association for Ladakh Studies, Bristol
University Print Services, 20 March, 2006, p. 7.
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village Hardas to begin with from Kargil situated over the left bank of the Drass
River.31 Being fertile, the village produced fruit trees that served as an important
means of livelihood to its people.32 The road followed the Drass River and after
crossing a suspension bridge,33 (now Harka Bahadur Bridge) near the junction of
Drass and Suru rivers, about 3 kilometers short of Kargil town, reached Kharal
village, located on the left bank of Drass River.34 The entire path spread over
sandy alluvium, rugged blocks of a talus, and on the cliff washed at the base by
River. By and large, made of stony expanses and rugged rocks, most of the village
tracts were situated on an alluvial fan. Beyond Kharal at a distance of 10 miles
was a small village, Ganganie, again located on the left bank of Drass River.35 In
between Kharal and Ganganie was situated the “Hunderman Bahu” cave. Such
caves were carved out of the rocky mountains, the “Bahu”, served as a caravan
sarais (rest houses) for the travelers. Such sarais existed along the whole Kargil-
Iskardu-Baltistan road at Olding, Bagicha, Tolti and Parkutta. The Central
Asian Museum preserved by a native of Kargil contains some reminiscence of the
famous caravan sarai.36
The road after passing “Hunderman Bahu” cave terminated at the pretty
village of Bielargo, which descended to River Drass and ascended over
Olthingthang, a hamlet,37 situated at the point of junction of the Drass River.
31 B.R. Rizvi, The Balti A Scheduled Tribe of Jammu and Kashmir, New Delhi: Gyan Publishing
House, 1993, p. 2.
32 Ghulam Mohi-ud-din Dar, Kargil its Social, Cultural and Economic History. New Delhi:
Dilprit Publishing House, 1999, p. 4.
33 Communication was maintained over the rivers at certain points by hanging bridges. These
were made of plaited bird twigs with a dip in the middle to avoid strains of load. As no great
strain could be put on the twig plaits. At many places, the bridges with high traffic were
renewed yearly. However, those with little traffic were not repaired for two or three years.
Accidents were few and men accustomed to them carried large and cumbrous loads to the
other end of the river/s without fear: Sir Francis Younghusband, Wonders of the Himalayas,
Chandigarh: Abhishak Publication, 1924, p. 76; Major John Biddulph, Tribes of the Hindoo
Koosh, New Delhi: Bhavana Books and Prints, 2001, pp. 2-3.
34 R. C. Arora, In the land of Kashmir, Ladakh and Gilgit, Jammu: Jay Kay Book House, 1940,
p. 160.
35 Gazetteer of Kashmir and Ladakh, Delhi: Manas Publications, 1992, p. 1055.
36 Based on the field work conducted by the investigator from 24-8-2010 to 10 -9- 2010.
37 In the land of Kashmir, Ladakh and Gilgit, p.196.
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After traversing a small level plain, surrounded by a number of giant boulders,
resting on the upper edge of a very steep slope, the road had series of ascents and
descents along narrow, precipitous, and villageless ravine. The Olthingthang is
followed by valley Tarkatta, 7800 feet above the sea. The lower part of the
valley of the Drass River had a deep and narrow rocky ravine, made of precipices
of granite, which, after a certain distance, terminated at a ridge. From the shoulder
of this ridge, elevated probably about 10,000 feet, the course of Indus has been
visible for some distance above the junction of the Drass River. The said River
remained partially frozen during winter. On its opposite, was a sheer precipice
upto the Drass Valley, with enormous blocks of granite and perpendicular cliffs
which overhung the Drass river.38 After leaving Tarkatta and Gidiaksdo, one
reached the cliff called Bagicha, a hamlet,39 followed by Kharmang
(Kartaksha), a small village located, unlike above referred villages, on the right
bank of the Indus River.40 True the road from Kartaksha to Tolti was situated on
the right bank of the Indus. But some travellers opted for the left bank road to
avoid the labour of crossing the Indus and re-crossing it again and again. From
Kartaksha onwards, was a road to Khapalu on the Shyok River. On it was the
village Tolti on a stony ridge having a fatiguing ascent to more than 1,500 feet
above the river. Beyond this ridge the road abruptly descended amid precipitous
rocks and a few villages scattered at intervals on the northern bank.41
Ahead of Tolti has been Parkuta on the left bank of Indus, a large village
at an altitude of 7,870 feet.42 The entire road between Tolti to Parkuta was
characteristic of densely populated villages abounding with vegetation. However,
on reaching village Urdi, the cultivation contracted due to unfavorable soil
composition.43 Nevertheless, the road from Parkuta to Gol combined both arable
38 Gazetteer of Kashmir and Ladakh, p. 1057.
39 In the land of Kashmir, Ladakh and Gilgit, pp.196-97.
40 De Bourbel, Routes in Jammu and Kashmir, Calcutta: Thaker, Spink & Co, 1897, p. 178.
41 Gazetteer of Kashmir and Ladakh, p.1058.
42 In the land of Kashmir, Ladakh and Gilgit, p. 197.
43 Routes in Jammu and Kashmir, p. 178.
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land and rocky cliffs.44 Near the village Gol, the Leh-Iskardu road was connected
with the Srinagar-Skardu road45 containing ups and downs along the Indus River.
Beyond Gol, was situated village Kepchang, on the left bank of Indus and
the whole road was entirely barren. While the west, of the Indus, contained rocky
spurs, studded with boulders and alluvial debris, its eastern sector had
precipitously rising mountains made of cliffs of granite which, replaced the slate
rocks of Iskardu. Infact Kepchang was only four miles away from Iskardu along
a road that ran parallel to southern sector of the river and that housed few villages
and hamlets. Five miles from Iskardu, one reached a gateway guarded by a soldier
of the Sikh dynasty.46
Iskardu Village:
The Village Iskardu situated on the left bank of Indus was 113 miles from
Kirkitchu in Kargil.47 It had a fort and about one hundred and fifty houses
scattered towards the south of the river. The valley, about two miles broad and
more fertile than any part of Ladakh,48 stood on an alluvial plateau 150 feet above
the sandy waste and was approached by long avenues of populars.49 It was one of
the richest valleys of Baltistan region.50 To quote Frederic Drew “...Of the
valleys, the most important are the Indus valley and the valley of the Shayok that
joins it, and that of Shigar, which combines with the united valley at Skardu. At
this meeting of waters, the valley widened. There is left between the mountains
curving, crescent shaped plain, in length 20 miles and in widest varying from one
mile to five. In the widest part are two isolated hills, about 1000 feet in height;
between these flows the Indus…. Skardu itself is out in the plain, 7740 feet above
44 In the land of Kashmir, Ladakh and Gilgit, p. 197
45 E. F. Knight, Where the Three Empires Meet, Srinagar: Gulshan Book House, originally
published in 1893, Reprint 2008, p. 239.
46 Gazetteer of Kashmir and Ladakh, p. 1058-59.
47 Gazetteer of Kashmir and Ladakh, p. 1055
48 William Moorcroft and George Trebeck, Travels in Kashmir (From 1819-1825), Srinagar: Jay
Kay Book House, 2008, pp.111-12.
49 Where the Three Empires Meet, pp. 249-50.
50 Baltistan was located amid enormous mountain-chains ranging between the height of 18000
and 20,000 feet. Such mountain peaks had height between 25,000 feet and 28,000 feet.
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the sea, just at the foot of the two isolated rocks, this raising to 1000 feet above,
overhangs it.”51 Iskardu held a very strategic location towards Ladakh in India, on
one side, and Yarkand region in Xinjiang China on the other.52 There were two
link roads between Iskardu and Gilgit, one via Astor and other through Rondu,
both connected with Karakoram highway. The Astor Route along the Indus
Valley was the direct route between Iskardu and Gilgit.53 E.F. Knight has the
following impression about it: “on leaving Skardu on July 12, I followed an easier
road, which, after ascending the Indus valley for twenty four miles to the village
of Katsurah, crosses the mountains by the Bannok La, a high, snowy pass, and
descends on the Gilgit road near the fortress of Astor. The march to Katsurah is
rather a trying one; for most of the way the traveler drags himself through the soft
sands of the Skardu plain, and in the summer the heat and glare is intense on this
desert. On July 13, leaving the Indus, we proceeded to ascend the rugged ravine
of Shikarthang by a rough track, and encamped near the village of Stokehun, on
the bank of the torrent, which here rushes through a jungle of roses and other
flowering shrubs. There was a good deal of wild vegetation, pines, elms, junipers,
and roses grew on the hillside. Wherever they could get a hold among the crags,
harebells, orchids, wood anemones, and other wild flowers carpeted the ravine-
bottom. It was a long, weary climb up the steep snow-slopes to the summit of the
Col. Here I found no abrupt ridge and sudden descent on the other side, as on the
Chorbat La, but saw before me undulating downs of snow stretching for a long
distance, with craggy peaks rising above them here and there. After traversing
some miles of boulders and patches of hard snow, we descended into a different
climate and into a more pleasing country than any I had seen for some time. Pine-
woods and flowery pastures covered the hillsides. We encamped near a little
hamlet where the habitations were built of logs, showing that we had reached a
51 Frederic Drew, The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, New Delhi: Cosmos Publications, 1996,
pp. 360-62.
52 History of Northern Areas of Pakistan, p. 18.
53 Where the Three Empires Meet, p. 251.
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land of plentiful timber. For months I had only seen stone huts, and in Ladakh it is
no easy matter to procure even the wood of which to make one’s house door.”54
Ahead of Stokehum, was the village Astor about which Frederic Drew
reports, “the village Astor is situated on the western side of the valley, as the
junction of one of these tributary valleys which comes down from the Naga
Parbat ridge. It is on the remnant of an alluvial plateau, at a height of some 500
feet above the main river. This place, which used to be the seat of a Dard Raja, is
now a cantonment of Maharaja’s troops, the chief station for the Gilgit brigade….
At Astor and for many miles on there is one general character of the valley, at the
bottom it is very narrow; the river is quite confined between the ends of great
spurs from the lofty mountain ridges on both sides. The cultivation is on very
small spaces, usually some hundreds of feet above the valley bottom. The hill
ridges are partly broken into cliffs and partly of a smooth surface, grown over
with grass in tufts, and with bushes of pencil cedar slathered over, while in parts,
sheltered from the sun, pines excelsa grows of small size and make a thin forest;
above the mountain often rise to lofty rocky and snowy peaks.”55
Next to Astor, were the villages of Harcho, Chikdas and Darkin, the
latter was a reputed sight of archaeological importance. At Chikdas, Astor River
was crossed by a bridge towards Mushkin, a large forest area, and thence Rondu
village on foot. From here, the road reached to Doian and further down into the
Indus valley, it finally reached Hattu Pir, about five miles away from Ramghat
Bridge on Shaitan Nala. Ramghat held great importance as it was the early line
of communication between Gilgit and Astor though under the Sikhs (1819-46),
the road followed the right bank of Astor River till it reached Bunji, then to
Jaglot and finally Gilgit.56 According to Drew, ‘Bawanji is a spot where at one
time was a good deal of cultivation, and it is likely that fruit-trees once shaded it,
54 Where the Three Empires Meet, pp. 251-261.
55 The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, pp. 402-04.
56 History of Northern Areas of Pakistan, pp. 14-16.
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but during the wars of two three generations back it was laid waste and became
entirely depopulated, and nough but bare ground remained.’57
Iskardu-Gilgit Alternative Route:
The other link road from Iskardu to Gilgit was through Rondu, relatively a
difficult passage as can be gauged from the following description of Drew:
“Katsura is the first large village. It is situated at the mouth of a ravine, whose
foaming stream drains a great space of mountain country on the south. At the
debauchment there is a mass of fan-stuff and moraine-stuff. For cultivation there
is water in plenty. But ground fit for it is scarce, the loose blocks of stone so much
fill up the space, whenever water courses run, there fruit-trees flourish
exceedingly well, the fields are all shaded with them; there are apricot and walnut
in great plenty, and mulberry trees that bear a very fine fruit, resembling but
excelling, that which we have in England.”58 Following Katsura and Basho, was
the village Rondu situated at an altitude of 6,700 feet from the sea level. It was
strangely located for it occupied little shelves on the rocks and featured ravine and
cliffs supplemented by water channels passing through the whole village for
irrigation and other purpose.59 Ahead of Rondu was Stiriko, a small village on
the way to Gilgit through a narrow and difficult passage running through Indus
valley. Amid the villages were the small watch and garrison towers like at Tak to
ensure smooth supplies from Astor to Gilgit. Then next in line was the village
Haramosh inhabited mostly by the Brokpas of Indo-Aryan race. From here the
road moved across the villages of Shuta, Legbot and Dainyar situated at the
junction of Hunza-Nagar River.60 It was here that Karakoram highway turned
away towards Hunza, after crossing the Gilgit River and skirting proper Gilgit
city, 8 kilometres away from the crossing. The Iskardu-Astor-Gilgit road then
57 The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, p. 405.
58 Katsura and Basho were connected by a rough and difficult passage situated on cliff and rocky
spurs. Partially the road combines some strips of arable land abounding with fruits trees
scattered here and there. Nevertheless, the road after crossing Katsibur Pass, 11,500 feet high,
surrounded by grassy, bushy slopes and birchwood, descended in to the valleys and reached
Rondu, the headquarters of Raja of Rondu: The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, pp. 372-
375.
59 The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, pp. 372-375.
60 Gazetteer of Kashmir and Ladakh, p. 1038.
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traversed a new bridge, 20 miles away from Gilgit, called Alam bridge after the
name of Sardar Mohammad Alam Khan, the first Pakistani Political agent to
terminate at Gilgit61 about which Drew reports, “the village of Gilgit is on one of
the watered tracts on the right bank of the river; here the cultivated ground is not
part of the fan of a side stream, but is on the flat plain of the river alluvium, which
makes a terrace thirty or forty feet above the water. The cultivation occupies the
space of a square mile or so, extending from the river bank to the mountains, the
irrigating water coming from the nearest stream. The houses here are flat topped,
they are scattered over the plain in two’s and three’s among groups of fruit trees,
having been re-built in this way after the destruction that occurred in the various
wars to which Gilgit has been subject; it will take long for the village to recover
the abundance of fruit-trees which used to prevail in it.”62
The aforesaid information reveals that a large number of villages were
situated along the Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit traditional transmission channel between
Kashmir and Turkestan. Such villages had varying situations and location and
were distinct from each other in extent of area, level of production and strength of
population. These villages were connected with each other through roads and sub-
roads moving across plains, forests, boulders, cliffs, ridges and water ways;
hence, were smooth, stuffy, rough depending upon location. However, most of
villages ran along the Indus River with ups and downs and ascends and descents
depending upon the course of the River itself or its tributaries.
III. Economic Dynamics of Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit Route:
Kashmir had developed commercial relations with Central Asia, Persia, Greece
and other nations since ancient times. Such connections continued till modern
times63 as Kashmir was a junction, where all the ancient trade routes converged
for various pursuits. Notwithstanding geographical and national boundaries, such
61 History of Northern Areas of Pakistan, p. 14-16.
62 The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, p. 379.
63 Where the Three Empires Meet, p. 48.
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connections thrived over the centuries together,64 across various routes and sub-
routes. Two of the most frequently used routes from Kashmir were the Gurez-
Gilgit and Kargil-Iskardu trails. The latter predominantly sustained owing to
common ethnic descent of the Baltis inhabiting the region called Baltistan,65 and,
in that, Kargil had a strategic significance owing to its geographical setting, and
for being equi-distant from Kashmir, Baltistan and Ladakh; hence, it was named
as Kar-kil meaning equal distance, which later on transformed into Kargil. Kargil
was linked to Iskardu in Baltistan; hence, a contributor to the grand Silk Route
from the Indian side of borders across Karakoram in J & K India.66 Iskardu in
Pakistan Administered Kashmir in Northern Areas or Gilgit was equally an
important link between Kashmir and India on the one hand and Xinjiang China
and Central Asia on the other.67 It was, as such, a bustling centre for trade and
commerce68 besides a facilitator to the spread of Islam in Kashmir.69 Both
regions, one each in J & K and PAK, were intimately connected with each other
across Karakoram, and in that, the Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit and other trans-surface
trade routes had a great role in shaping the life of the peoples settled along both
sides of the Karakoram Mountains. Every disruption to such a trade had
devastating effect on the concerned people. For instance, the decline of Kashmir’s
trade with western Central Asia was outcome of its occupation by Soviets in
193070 and that of the Tibetan region by the Chinese around the same period.71
This eventually caused considerable dislocation to the economy of Ladakh and
Kargil. The Kargilis, agriculturally backward, had no agricultural surplus to sell
or exchange.72 The harshness of mountains and low productivity of the soil left
with them little surplus despite hard labour. In sequence, they lived between
64 Trade Report of the Jammu and Kashmir State, Samvat year 1989-90, The Development
Department of his Highness Government, Jammu and Kashmir, 1934, p. 20, ( Currently
available in Allama Iqbal Library, University of Kashmir, Srinagar).
65 M. Ashraf, “Gilgit Transport road”, Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, September 28, 2008.
66 The Balti A Scheduled Tribe of Jammu and Kashmir, p.11.
67 History of Northern Areas of Pakistan, p. 214.
68 The Balti A Scheduled Tribe of Jammu and Kashmir, p. 11.
69 Arjimand Hussain Talib, “Kashmir Silk Fantasy”, Greater Kashmir, 26 October 2008.
70 The whole of Central Asia had come under the establishment of Soviet power by 1930.
71 China occupied Tibet in late fifties and their descended the iron curtain against relations with
India, including Ladakh.
72 Kargil its Social, Cultural and Economic History, p. 59.
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starvation and subsistence.73 The said problem compounded with their acceptance
of Islamic ideology which did not recognize any ceiling on birth. This triggered
population explosion, fragmentation of joint families and decreasing size of
landholdings. Thus trade emerged as a viable alternative to insufficient
agricultural production. Under the circumstances, most of the Kargilites acted as
porters, simultaneously, they used their horses for transportation of goods from
one place to other. A horse, in the process, turned as a symbol of social elevation
for a head of pony earned around Rs. 800 per month to its owner.74 However, in
the event of economic disruption following decline in trade, the demand for
labour and transport automatically declined. The substitute was ploughing of the
arable land, which, however, being stony, sandy and unfertile, yielded a single
crop in a year. Because of agricultural insufficiency, the Kargilites travelled long
distance on foot to Kashmir and Iskardu, in search of food and other necessities of
life. During the process of outmigration, few Baltis from Kharmang migrated and
settled in Kargil before 1947 in a Mohalla presently known as “Balti Bazaar.”
The bulk of them established shops in Kargil to make a living. However, their
economy was badly affected due to Indo-Pak and Indo-Chinese wars in 1960s and
1970s.
Despite the above predicament, there was a silver lining in the sense that
trade continued uninterruptedly, and was carried out mainly by intermediaries.
Goods changed hands several times during the course of a journey. Caravan
drivers and their animals customarily travelled to and fro from different
destinations enroute major towns, cities and villages. During travel, the traders or
the caravan bashi’s were accompanied by horses, donkeys and camels loaded
with brick tea, clarified butter, salt, grains, barely, wool, and other commodities.
Ponies, sheep and goat alike made earnings to their owners.75 The horses and
ponies were, in a way, useful contributors to their economic sustenance and
transportation. Usually, the goods were lifted on the strong, well-patient, and
73 Janet Rizvi, Trans-Himalayan Caravans, New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1999, p.15.
74 The Balti A Scheduled Tribe of Jammu and Kashmir, p. 33, 56.
75 Wonders of the Himalayas, p. 29-30.
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sure-footed-beasts which were capable of enduring hardships.76 At least one-half
of the Ladakhi ponies were imported from Yarkand,77 for transportation of goods
into Central Asia.78 However the entire process registered a slight shock after the
discovery of Sea Route79 and the political instability following partition of Indian
sub-continent and the eruption of rigid borders after 1947, whereas Kashmir had
no direct access to the seas,80 it had nevertheless substantial trans-surface
connections with Central Asian and Chinese world, which sequentially boosted
her trade volume with occasional periods of discomfort and decline. However, we
have data available on bilateral trade between Kashmir and Central Asia only
from the year 1907-08. In the same year, the quantum of imports from Central
Asia was estimated at 1891 mounds81 of goods worth the value of Rs. 18071.
However, such a trade figure pertained to whole valley criss-crossed by several
routes. Despite the fact that merchandise entering Kashmir and vice versa were
properly registered at several toll posts,82 the share of Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route
to the whole trade structure is difficult to determine in view of deficient material.
Nevertheless, the following Table-1 is quite representative on Kashmir-Central
Asia trade for the Samvat years 1970-95:
76 Wonders of the Himalayas, p. 30.
77 Historical Study of Society and Culture in Dardistan and Ladakh, p. 44.
78 Gazetteer of Kashmir and Ladakh, p. 92
79 Devendra Kaushik, Central Asia in Modern Time, Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1970, p. 96.
80 M. Ashraf, ‘Reviving the “Aerial” Silk Route.’ Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, October 26, 2008.
81 A unit of weight equal to 37 kg/82 Ib.
82 Trade Report, 1907-08, p. 7, Jammu Archives.
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Table-183
Trade between Central Asia, Kashmir and the Punjab for
25 years 1970-1994-95 (1918-1943)
Year Imports into Central Asia
from India
Exports from Central
Asia to India
Total
1970 34,28,600 23,71,800 58,00,400
1971 29,96,127 20,60,367 50,56,494
1972 31,51,930 29,56,137 51,08,076
1973 28,34,296 29,94,194 58,28,490
1974 32,15,871 38,32,581 70,48,452
1975 38,61,627 49,73,717 88,35,344
1976 48,16,981 41,68,529 89,85,510
1977 47,25,751 45,80,180 93,05931
1978 25,80,565 30,20,378 56,60,943
1979 26,17,323 34,25,124 60,42,447
1980 29,24,052 35,32,759 64,56,811
1981 17,76,092 36,13,258 53,89,350
1982 21,02,737 32,71,198 53,73,935
1983-84 18,78,620 34,15,863 52,94,433
1984-85 12,42,721 28,75,366 41,18,087
1985-86 10,64,511 20,65,628 31,30,139
1986-87 10,87,085 23,20,741 34,07,826
1987-88 6,66,188 20,32,778 26,98,906
1988-89 6,37,555 14,31,623 20,69,178
1989-90 4,98,844 19,66,130 24,64, 974
1990-91 6,76,444 17,60,302 24,36, 746
1991-92 10,68,187 14,88,194 25,56,381
1992-93 11,91,962 18,36,345 30,28, 307
1993-94 12,42,618 24,62,400 37,05,01 8
1994-95 5,14,541 7,77,847 12,92, 388
83 Trade Report of Jammu and Kashmir State 1992-95 (1935-38), Department of Industries and
Commerce, Jammu, Ranbir Government Press, 1940, Table No. 13, (Currently available in
Allama Iqbal library, University of Kashmir, Srinagar).
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From above it appears that the years between 1970 and 1977 were the
years of worthwhile India-Central Asia trade volume. However, the said trade
registered a rapid decline from 1978 and onward due to transition in Russia in the
aftermath of the 2nd World War. Thereafter, the said trade across Kashmir picked
up again as a result of marked economic progress in Soviet Russia. In sequence,
Russian industrial products flooded Indian markets though subsequently such a
bilateral trade registered an abrupt fall84 due to political disturbance in Chinese
Turkestan,85 one of the trade corridors to Soviet Russia. However, such a fall was,
more visible in Indian exports rather than imports from Central Asia for the
simple reason that Indian products failed to compete the Russian goods in Central
Asia. It was also because of India’s continued dependence on the supplies of
charas and felts from Central Asia.86
Whatever the level of imports and exports between two regions, the role of
Srinagar-Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit road must have been quite adequate for it was
short in distance, less vulnerable, and relatively open for the whole year than
through other trans-surface routes.87 As argued above, it was open to South East
Asia, Central Asia, Kashmir valley and Himalayan district of Lahul-Spiti and the
plains of Punjab.88 Precisely for this reason, considerable number of Kashmiri
traders settled across the Karakoram in Iskardu and conduct trade in varieties in
bazaars and shops. However, traders of other ethnic groups were also there to
specialize in weaving of Pashmina,89 for which the wool was brought from
Ladakh.90 Even a large number of Kashmiri, and Baltis had their settlements in
Kargil, Iskardu91 and Gilgit presupposing convergence of divergent ethnic groups
in Gilgit for its strategic location on the Silk Route.92 Importantly, the Kashmiri
traders had their Diaspora in Yarkand, Kashghar, Khotan and Lhasa also
84 Trade Report of the Jammu and Kashmir State, Samvat 1989-90, p. 21-22.
85 Trade Report, 1992-95 (1935-38), p. 24.
86 Trade Report of the Jammu and Kashmir State, Samvat year 1989-90, p. 21-22.
87 Based on field work conducted by the investigator from 24-08-2010 to 10-09-2010.
88 The Balti A Scheduled Tribe of Jammu and Kashmir, p. 21.
89 Pashm is the raw unprocessed wool; pashmina is the cloth woven from pashm.
90 The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, p. 363.
91 The Balti A Scheduled Tribe of Jammu and Kashmir, Foreword.
92 Historical Study of Society and Culture in Dardistan and Ladakh, p. 62-63
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Cunningham writes in 1856, “Moorcroft was informed that the population of
Yarkand was between fifty and sixty thousand, a number which would require
about 10,000 houses,… of these I was told that 500 houses belonged to Kashmiris
alone…” He adds, “There are some hybrids (Arguns) between the Kashmiris and
the native races found in Kashghar, Yarkand, Aksa and Khotan.”93 Thus the
distance and the geographical hazards were no problems to the free movement
and settlements of the Kashmiris into Central Asia and vice versa.
In all this, Kargil was a significant contributory to India-Kashmir-Gilgit-
Central Asia trade in historical perspective. In the process, Kargil-Srinagar,
Kargil-Leh, and Kargil-Iskardu were operational for pack animals from time to
time.94 Armies, traders and missionaries from China, Central Asia, Middle East
and Europe treaded on the treacherous routes of Kargil with their varying
ambitions from the times immemorial. Thus Kargil emerged as a converging point
for many civilizations and peoples of different ethnic groups and faiths.95
Fragmented markets co-existed and integrated with regional trade exchange
system.
Even Gilgit was important than Kargil in the entire trade structure across
Karakoram often called as the Gibraltar on land, Gilgit was the strategic point in
the geography of Kashmir, where the three empires of China, Russia and England
met in 19th century. It was the hub, the crowns nest, the fulcrum of Asia and
supply line from and into Kashmir,96 besides a converging point for traders of
different ethnic backgrounds.97 Money being scarce, trade was carried out on the
basis of barter system which continued till and even after the secession of Gilgit
by Gulab Singh to the British in 1846. Obviously, for these reasons, British Indian
government exerted a great deal of pressure on the Maharaja and his successors to
93 Alexander Cunningham, Ladakh Physical, Statistical and Historical, New Delhi: Sagar
Publications, 1977, p. 291.
94 Assessment Report, Kargil, 1911, p. 35: Historical Study of Society and Culture in Dardistan
and Ladakh, p. 185.
95 The Balti A Scheduled Tribe of Jammu and Kashmir, p. 11.
96 John Keay, The Gilgit Game, New York: Oxford Press, 1993, p. 1.
97 Ladakh Then and Now, p.156.
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entrust the control and upkeep of the caravan routes to Central Asia and Tibet to
British India.98
Consequently, the Silk Road including Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route
facilitated the expansion of commercial enterprises and cultural relations.
Mukhtarov has righty pointed out that, the “Great Silk Way” was not only for
purchasing and sale of different goods, but it was also the way of penetration and
expansion for different cultures and religions, thoughts and dialogues and for the
way of mutual understanding, as also the way of war and peace. An important role
was played by these roads in international relationships.99 Mir Shamsuddin Iraqi
introduced Baltis to the Shia faith of the Safavid Iran which held an important
position on Silk Route. The rulers of Kharmang and Baltistan patronized a regular
influx of Shia missionaries to Kargil for conversion of Buddhists into Shia faith.
The faith acted as a bond between the two regions i.e. Kargil and Iskardu.
Shamsuddin Iraqi also facilitated in creating a new socio-economic base in
Baltistan by importing people and craftsmen from Chilas and Kashmir after the
name of “Doghamipa” and “Kanapas” respectively. Both ethnic groups had
evenly their presence in Yarkand and Kashghar.100 Infact, the tans-Kashmir routes
were extra-ordinarily instrumental in:
 Promoting inter-faith and inter-cultural dialogue;
 Providing employment to millions of peoples;
 Facilitating the sharing of knowledge, expertise and ideas among
different social groups, who intermittently treaded them for fame,
fortune and missionary pursuit101; and
 Integrating divergent economies, cultures and religions.102
98 His Highness Govt., J&K, Persian records, file no. 437, Archival Record, Jammu Archives.
99 Muktarov, “The Samanid State the Cross Road of the Great Silk Way.” Paper read at the
UNESCO Seminar on Samanids, Dushanbe, p. 8-9: Mushtaq A. Kaw and Aijaz A. Banday,
Central Asia: Introspection, (eds.), Srinagar: Centre of Central Asian Studies, University of
Kashmir, 2006, p. 36.
100 History of Northern Areas of Pakistan, p. 218.
101 Mushtaq A. Kaw, “ Restoring India’s Silk Route links with South and Central Asia across
Kashmir: Challenges and Opportunity,” The China and Eurasia Forum Quarterly, Central
Asia-Caucasus Institute and Silk Road Studies Program, Vol. 7, May/June 2009, p. 60.
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IV. Socio- Economic Profile of the People
The people nestled on the Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route symbolize a human lot
imbued with traits of universal brotherhood, love for and cooperation with other
neighbouring communities. The caste system having no place in Islamic Ideology,
the Aghas were highly revered in Kargil Muslim society for their ancestral
association with the Prophet Mohammad (PBUH). They enjoyed the highest
position among the Sheikhs, Akhunds, Hajis, farmers and musicians. Next to them
were the Sheikhs in social hierarchy.103 Both social groups had defined economic
resources: Aghas earned their livelihood from teaching and khums104 whereas the
Sheikhs belonging to local peasantry, had their own landed property for
subsistence. The Akhunds though formed hereditary priests too engaged in
agricultural activity along with their fellow villagers.105 Though the Muslim
society of Kargil was categorized into different classes yet they were averse to
caste system and shared their joy and sorrows with their fellow men irrespective
of occupation, caste or colour. Inter-marriages between Dums, Mons and other
groups were common, and anyone could become a Sheikh, Haji or an artisan.
They offered prayers in mosques regardless of sectarian consideration. Such a
practice was in vague among Baltis of Iskardu region as well.106 Similarly, the
Dards were comprised of five groups: Ronu, Shin, Yashkun, Kremin and Dum,
the most honoured caste, Ronu’s, derived their position, and power from their
predecessors.107 The Shins boasted of belonging to the local aristocracy.108 While
the Dums were mostly musicians, the Kremins were potters, millers and carriers.
The Yashkun, most numerous of all, had agriculture as their chief occupation.109
This social division recognized no borders in Kargil society, the ethnic, cultural
102 Trans-Himalayan Caravans, p. 8.
103 Based on the field work conducted by the investigator from 24.8.2010 to 10.9.2010.
104 Khum means fifth part of surplus annual earnings of a man. According to the Shia belief,
payment of khums to Sayyids was obligatory fro their maintenance.
105 The Balti A Scheduled Tribe of Jammu and Kashmir, pp. 41-45.
106 Based on the field work and allied interviews with local responded from 24.8.2010 to 10. 9.
2010.
107 The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, pp. 425-26.
108 Historical Study of Society and Culture in Dardistan and Ladakh, p. 45.
109 The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, p. 427.
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and religious diversity was well recognized in the Gilgit-Baltistan society, and
such a factor is perceived to be a potential deterrent to the process of intra-
regional economic integration.110
As regard food, the principal diet of Kargilis was grim (a variety of loose
grained barely) and wheat. They took wheat cakes with dried or fresh turnip,
cabbages, pulses or saltish tea etc. Meat was consumed on festive occasions or in
winter whence vegetables were short due to road blockade. The people cherished
meal four times daily: breakfast comprised bread of wheat or ‘sattu’ of barely,
vegetables, milk, curd and butter, lunch bread of grim flour or ‘sattu’, vegetables
or cereals or milk and evening tea and dinner comprised of bread of wheat and
vegetables or pulses and curd.111 The food of the people in Northern Areas of
Pakistan was by and large the same. They took bread, vegetables with milk, butter
or meat and their mid-day meals consisted of fresh or dried apricots. Their
evening meals resembled to their morning meals.112
The houses of Kargilis were mostly two storied: the first storey
constructed of stones and mud was used as mortar and the second storey was built
of sun dried bricks. Both the floors had number of rooms. The roof tops were flat
and made from the timber of poplars. Most of the houses contained stables for
horses and asses, besides cow, goat and sheep, and all the houses had attached
latrines. Usually there was no provision for ventilators either in the sitting rooms
or in the kitchen due to low ceiling or else to check winds breaking into rooms
during winter.113 The houses of Gilgitis were similarly constructed. The ground
floor was made of rafter’s over laden with mud plaster. The windows and
chimneys were synonymous; a square opening was there in the flat roof over the
hearth and the room walls were decorated with conventional designs, made of
flour. The houses were mostly clustered to escape from raids and plunders of the
110 Ismail Khan, “Unlocking the cross-border trade potential of Gilgit-Baltistan for peace and
Development,” Jammu and Kashmir Trade across the Line of Control, discussion papers,
December 2010, p. 47.
111 Based on the field work conducted by the investigator from 24.8.2010 to 10.9.2010.
112 Historical Study of Society and Culture in Dardistan and Ladakh, pp. 47-48.
113 The Balti A Scheduled Tribe of Jammu and Kashmir, p. 13.
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neighbouring tribesmen.114 Thus the housing pattern of Baltis largely coincided
with their counterparts in Kargil.115
Although agriculture constituted significant part of the economy of Kargil
and the villages falling on the Kargil-Iskardu route yet arable land was quite
limited as the soil was sandy, arid and unfertile. Consequently, agricultural yield
was low and hardly sufficient to meet local requirements. The rainfall was
negligent and cultivation was entirely dependent on irrigation especially on land
near the river banks as was the case in Baltistan, Gilgit and the entire region of
Northern Areas.116 The agriculture operations except ploughing were also
performed by the women folk.117 It was preferred by local people as well as by the
immigrating groups of herdsmen as it provided manures for fertilization and
fodder for the cattle in all seasons. Subsistence agriculture, fruit growing,
livestock rearing and agro-forestry dominate land use. Limited local need and
high costs of accessing distant markets were major impediments in agricultural
growth. However, the climate was not that severe in Baltistan Pakistan as it was in
Ladakh and Kargil India. Inspite of these difficulties, agricultural operations were
carried out with great enthusiasm. A good harvest was a matter of joy to the
farmer and his family. Sowing usually takes place by the end of May every year
and harvesting was complete by the end of September. Out of total 19459
hectares, the net area sown in Kargil district has been 9053 hectares for the crops
like wheat, grim, barley, pulses, vegetables, fodder and black zeera.118 Apricots of
great quality and quantity, raisins, local herbs etc. were produced for the domestic
consumption as well as marketing. Livestock was essentially for agriculture
besides a source of consumption and earning to the Kargilis. Bullocks were used
for ploughing and the tractors were ruled out for uneven nature of land. The
114 Historical Study of Society and Culture in Dardistan and Ladakh, pp. 50-51.
115 Based on the field work conducted by the investigator from 24.8.2010 to 10.9.2010.
116 History of Northern Areas of Pakistan, p. 61.
117 Historical Study of Society and Culture in Dardistan and Ladakh, p. 146.
118 Government of Jammu and Kashmir, Department of Agriculture, Kashmir
division,http://diragrikmr.nic.in/Kargil.html (10-11-2010)
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pastoral economy as a significant economic determinant was fairly exhibited in
the cultural milieu of Kargil.119
The life was relatively simple if not easy in Kargil Ladakh and Baltistan
Gilgit regions. The people of Gilgit, unlike those of Hunza-Nagar and Iskardu,
were generally lazy and had little liking for manual labour, which was supplied by
Baltistan and Hunza-Nagar for agriculture and other sort of works. However, the
people of Astor were more laborious than the people of Hunza-Nagar and Iskardu.
The pressure of population was less heavy which accounted for the slovenly
habits of the people. Despite this, forced labour was non-existent and was
extracted by the class of the landed aristocracy from the poor peasants. Per capita
income was about half the national average and around 34 percent lived below the
poverty line, though with wide variation across the area.120 The natural calamities
like earth quakes, spread of disease etc and the factors related to the remoteness
and mountainous character of the regions, hobbled and hampered the pace of
economic development of Dardistan and Ladakh.121
V. Ethnic Composition
Mons: The people inhabiting the settlements enroute Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route
had not a single ethnic descent. They had mixed population comprising of diverse
ethnic and sub-ethnic groups following inter-migration and inter-marriage. The
Mons, for instance, were the first who migrated from upper reaches of Kashmir
to Zanskar region with the intent to propagate Buddhism especially after the third
or fourth Buddhist conference during the reign of Kushan king Kanishka in the
2nd century A.D. From Zanskar, they moved ahead in Ladakh,122 and thence
onwards in Gilgit region. In the process, they formed towns and villages, and thus
119 The Balti A Scheduled Tribe of Jammu and Kashmir, p. 21.
120 Ismail Khan, “Unlocking the cross-border trade potential of Gilgit-Baltistan for peace and
Development,” Jammu and Kashmir Trade across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers,
December 2010, p. 48.
121 Historical Study of Society and Culture in Dardistan and Ladakh, p. 212.
122 Rima Venkataraman, Ladakh, Himalayan Treasure, Dehra Dun: Roli books, 2000, p. 91; R. S.
Mann, Ladakh Then and Now, New Delhi: Mittal Publishers, 2002, p. 28.
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transformed into civilizing and colonizing community,123 simple, cool and
cultured men as they were.124 The Mongols established their empire in Ladakh
and invited Mons from Zanskar and sailed them in Central Asia.125 The Mons
sang songs and played music for the Mongols. Lonpo, Kalon126 and head Lamas
also invited the Mons in their respective regions which led to their spread in the
whole of Ladakh and its peripheries in Gilgit. The Mons and Dards represent the
Aryan element. However, because of inter-mixing the Mons do not seem to be
distinct from Ladakhis.127 The Mons were the earliest settlers in Kargil128 and
were treated by others as socially inferior. However, the musicians or carpenters
among them were treated with little respect by the rest of the population129
especially during the Mongol occupation of Ladakh.130
Dards: The Dards from Central Asia131 formed another distinct ethnic group as
Mons, Kashmiris and the Baltis, within the same geographical space.132 They
predominantly settled in Drass and the areas along the Indus Rivers between
Baltistan and Ladakh.133 At Drass, the Dards of the Sunni creed formed more than
half the community; the others were Baltis of Shi’ite creed. At Rondu, they nearly
equaled the Baltis and both did not intermix. At Basho too, they constituted 50 %
of the total population.134 Besides Gilgit, some of the Dards of Buddhist faith
were settled in Garkoon. However, those who professed Islam dwelt in the
mountainous country north of Kashmir and Tibet. The Baltis were their
neighbours on the east and the Pathans or Afghans on the west and southwest of
123 A.H. Franke, A History of Western Tibet, New Delhi: Asian Educational Publications, 1995, p.
21.
124 Prem Singh Jina, Ladakh Land and People, New Delhi: Indus Publishing House, 1996, p. 148.
125 Ladakh Land and People, p.148.
126 Minister of Ladakhi kings executive council.
127 Ladakh Then and Now, p. 28; Ladakh, Himalayan Treasure, p. 89.
128 According to Hashmatullah Khan, the verification suggests that the earliest settlers of Ladakh
were people of Kargia (referring to Kargil), who were called Mon in Ladakhi, their country
was called Mon-yul: Makhtasar Tareek-i-Jammu-wa-Kashmir, p. 681.
129 A History of Western Tibet, p. 19.
130 Ladakh Land and People, p. 148.
131 Ladakh, Himalayan Treasure, p. 92.
132 The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, p. 432.
133 Ernest Neve, Beyond the Pir Panjal, Srinagar: Gulshan Book House, 2003, p. 174; The
Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, p. 243.
134 The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, p. 432.
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Gilgit, or Chilas; hence, Dards were called as Dardus Chilas.135 Notwithstanding
their common descent, they had distinct groups. According to Biddulph, “the
people of Hunza and Nagar belong to the caste called Yashkuns by the Shins but
amongst themselves known as Boorish.”136 Biddulph identified Yashkuns with
Burushaski speaking people of Hunza and Nagar and Shins with Shina speaking
people of Gilgit, Chilas and other areas, though both were summarily grouped as
Dards.137 Dr G.W. Leitner was the first to coin the word of “Dards” for the people
of Dardistan,138 who specialized in agriculture as against the Mons.139 They
excelled in making fine waterways in difficult terrains, building bridges and small
dams; hence compared to Mons, they were better placed in economic terms.
Similarly, they were different from other races in life style and dress and varying
political history. They were mostly oppressed and enslaved for ages together by
different ruling dynasties. This rendered them unhappy,140 despite their stout
physical make, dark complexion and generally of roughly hewn and homely
features. They were free though but did not indulge in indiscriminate mixing.141
They spoke a peculiar language and were overwhelmed by many local
superstitions as was the case with their fellow medieval counterparts.142 They
lived amid unhygienic conditions and had little concept of bath and wash for the
fear that their deity would be annoyed as the water was purportedly meant for
drinking only.143 Religiously, they were divided into three separate Muslim sects -
Sunni, Shia, and Molai: the latter were fairly near to the Nur Bakhshias of
135 Travels in Kashmir (1819-25), p. 111, 115.
136 John Biddulph, Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh, New Delhi: Bhavana Books and Prints, 2001, p.
30; Makhtasar Tareek-i-Jammu-wa-Kashmir, p. 766.
137 Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh, p. 8.
138 The term Dardaddes’a is for the first time found in Kalhana’s Rajatarangini. Stein writes,
“…..Their settlements on the upper Kishanganga and its tributaries seem to have formed a
separate little kingdom, called by a general name Daraddes’a in the chronicle. Its ruler who
bore Hindu names more than once attempted, invasion of Kashmir”: Kalhana’s
Rajatarangini, p. 911.
139 Ladakh, Himalayan Treasure, p. 92.
140 Where the Three Empires Meet, p. 260.
141 Ladakh Then and Now, p. 34.
142 Travels in Kashmir (1819-25), p. 114.
143 Ladakh Then and Now, p. 34.
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Baltistan, hence, they were relatively liberal compared to their purportedly
orthodox Shia brethren in matters of prayers and fasting.144
As argued above, the Aryan race of Dards migrated from Central Asia and
Gilgit into Baltistan and Purig. Those of them in Ladakh called Brokpa or Dokpa,
were the ancestors of the Dards.145 The Dard name was given to them by the
people of Baltistan. “Presently Buddhist Dards in Baltistan, Purk and Ladakh are
known as Dokpa or Balokiya and Muslim Dards in these places are called Brokpa.
Wherever the Dards are in contact with Baltis or with Bhots, these others call
them Brokpa or Blokpa.”146 The Brokpas managed to maintain their own customs,
language147 and kinship ties.148 Considering themselves as a martial race, the
Dards shun manual labour and showed pride in their ancestors as the rulers of the
region. The rock-inscription, a few miles above Hanu gorge, depict a Dard king
who released his fellow men from bonds of forced labour. A proverb reads: “you
cannot force labour on a Dard just as you cannot put a load on a dog.”149 They
are, “as a race, decidedly clever, if not so ingenious as the Kashmiris, yet they are
both clever-headed and quick.”150
Baltis: The Baltis constituted another racial group of the region. They inhabited
the Suru, Drass and Pashkin or Purik valleys. Some of them had migrated from
Purik and Iskardu and settled in what is called as the “Bhot” country situated only
a few miles from Leh. 151 The Hardas village on the Indian side of Indo-Pak
border (LOC) is predominantly occupied by them. 152 They were actually the
immigrants from Pakistani side of border (LOC) in Iskardu153 during the rule of
Muqpon dynasty of Baltistan in the 17th century, whose extent was up to and
including Drass and Shingo Shegar region in present Jammu and Kashmir
144 The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, pp. 429-30.
145 Makhtasar Tareek-i-Jammu-wa-Kashmir, p. 680
146 The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, p. 433.
147 History of Northern Areas of Pakistan, p. 83.
148 Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh, pp. 53-54.
149 A History of Western Tibet, p. 30.
150 The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, p. 424.
151 The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, pp. 356-60.
152 The Balti A Scheduled tribe of Jammu and Kashmir, p. 3.
153 The Balti A Scheduled tribe of Jammu and Kashmir, p. 69.
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State.154 Basically of Tibetan origin,155 some of them were Mongolian, Aryan,
Turkic and European stock, and had, as such, blood relations with many other
communities in Kazakhstan, Russia and Ukraine.156 On the other hand, the Baltis
of Kargil were close to their brethren in Baltistan and Tibet. Their relations with
above peoples must have been fundamentally the offshoot of their economic ties
with them. That Turgan (a local resident of Leh) accompanied Younghusband’s
voyage in Himalayas, was for economic pursuits alone.157 The factor of
intermarriage between them and the Astories, Gilgitis and others also lay at the
root of their intermixing.158 In make and disposition, Baltis were good natured,
patient, cheerful and humorous as the Bhotas were. However, unlike them, they
were less comprehensive159 though, at the same time, they valued morality and
loved their home land. They feared the smallpox disease and the Sikh army.160
The Europeans present them as honest, simple, cheerful and good natured
creatures.161 While most of them lived across LOC in Iskardu,162 they were the
followers of Shia order of Islam and only a few of them subscribed to the “Nur
Bakshia” sect of the Shia Muslims.163
Purky: Purkis, inter-racial group of Indo-Tibetan human branch, lived in Kargil,
and wore a medium-sized white wollen choga (cloak) though the Purkis of Shegar
Chigtan wore picturesque dress. Superior as they considered themselves, 80% of
them lived in Kargil along with 1% of Baltis, 5% Shina and few Brokpas
scattered here and there in hamlets. In the process of intermixing, they formed a
symbiotic cultural texture styled after the name ‘Purkpa’.164 The following table is
representative of different racial groups inhabiting several regions of Kargil
154 The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, p. 359.
155 In the land of Kashmir, Ladakh and Gilgit, p. 194; Gazetteer of Kashmir and Ladakh, p. 25.
156 The Balti A Scheduled tribe of Jammu and Kashmir, foreword.
157 Young Husband, Wonders of Himalaya, Chandigarh: Abhishak Publications, 1924, p. 79.
158 Where the Three Empires the Meet, p. 236.
159 The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, p. 357.
160 G.T. Vigne, Travels in Kashmir, Ladakh and Iskardo, New Delhi: Sagar Publications, 1981,
Vol. II, p. 271.
161 Where the Three Empires the Meet, p. 235.
162 The Balti A Scheduled tribe of Jammu and Kashmir, p. 69
163 The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, p. 359.
164 Based on field work conducted by the investigator from 24-8-2010 to 10-9-2010.
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including the numbers of their families and the religio-ideological framework they
subscribed to:
Table-2165
Name of
the
village
Number
of
Families
Total
Population
Dards Baltis Purkys
Muslim
Sunni
Buddist Mahayan Muslim Shia Buddist Muslim Shia Buddist Mahayan
Goshan 87 454 250(55.15%) - 204 - - -
Hardas 85 645 - - 645(100%) - - -
Wakhan 99 554 - - - - 166(29%) 338(70%)
Kherbo 93 534 - - - - 534(100%) -
Garkoon 46 331 - 331(100%) - - - -
Total 410 2518 250(9.92%) 331(13.11%) 849(33.61%) - 770(27.87%) 388(13.11%)
It is clear from the above table that the distribution of population of
different racial groups was not uniform. Some villages were dominated by one
particular racial group while others were embodiment of several such groups
together. Population of Goshan was comprised of only Dards (Sunni Muslim) and
Baltis (Muslim Shia), whereas Hardas village was inhabited by the Baltis alone
(Shia Muslims). Similarly the people of Wakhan and Kherbo wholly belonged to
the Purkey racial group, while Garkoon was inhabited by Dards of Mahayana
group of Buddhist. The Kargilis and Iskardu predominantly followed the Shia and
Buddhist faith though in Gilgit there was good number of Sunni Muslims also.
165 Kargil its Social, Cultural and Economic History, p. 14.
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The Kargil-Iskardu route had been one of the most important trade links of
Kashmir with Yarkand, Kashgar and Central Asia. It was operational since
ancient times as a part of the Grand Silk Route.1 Different means of transportation
were used for carrying commodities on the route depending upon the climatic
conditions. These involved horses, ponies, bullock carts and human labour. The
huge mountain ranges of Himalayas, Karakoram and Hindkush could not deter the
overland trade transportation in various commodities.2
I. Commodity Structure
Like other routes, the Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit was round the year traversed by the
caravans (moving traders) for transportation of imports and exports between India
and Central Asia over Kashmir and onwards into Kargil, Iskardu, Gilgit and
Central Asia.3 The trade was of a varied nature, and depended on law of supply
and demand. However, the chief articles of trade remained unchanged for
centuries together. In fact, the legendary gold mines of the mount Kailash, the
world famous pashm (raw wool) of Changthang, the Chinese silk from the east,
tea, salt, borax and spices passing through the brittle tracks of Kargil from west,
pre-empted many rulers to occupy Kargil for economic benefit, political leverage
and regional influence.4 Cunningham, who visited Ladakh a few years after its
occupation by Gulab Singh, gives a detailed account of articles imported into and
exported from Kashmir to China via Ladakh. The imports included shawl-wool,
charas (drug), silver, felts, tea, Russian leather, velvets, coarse silk, gold,
turquoises, Khotanis carpets, coral, musk, tobacco, raisins and other dry fruits,
badam-i-kitai, ponies and salt. The exports from Kashmir via Kargil to Ladakh
and onwards to Central Asia comprised cotton, chintze, silk, shawls, janiwars,
brocades, opium, heron-plumes, turmeric and other Indian species.5 Kashmir
imported a certain quantity of stone and jade, textile fabric, gunny bags, corals,
1 M. Ashraf, Opening Kargil-Skardu Route can boost “Adventure Tourism”
http://www.kashmirfirst.com/articles/history/kargil_skardu.htm (05-04-2011).
2 Where Three Empires Meet, p.48.
3 Kashmir and Central Asia, pp. 24-28.
4 The Balti A Scheduled Tribe of Jammu and Kashmir, p. 11.
5 Ladakh Physical, Statistical and Historical, p. 291.
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and turquoises, silver, steel and iron utensils from Central Asia across the same
route.6 The presence of remains of turquoise, bridal jewelry, hookahs of different
types and shapes, silk, brocade clothes, caps and boots of distinct size, shape and
value and pots and horse saddles in a privately owned Central Asian Museum at
Kargil,7 give insights into commodity structure of the Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route.
To be precise numerous caravans (moving traders) carrying exotic merchandise
like silk, brocade, carpets, felts, tea, poppy, ivory etc., halted at Kargil for their
onward movement to China, Tibet, Yarkand and Kashmir. The traditional bazaars
on the Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route were always housed by rarities from the
neighbouring countries, and such bazaars were functional even sometime after the
closure of borders due to Indo-Pakistan and Indo-Chinese wars in 1960s and
1970s.8 In fact, Kargil was the epicenter of the aforesaid route and the most
preferred one by the Punjabis or lalas of Hoshiarpur for transportation of various
commodities from India to Central Asia and these included the silk, saddles,
boots, carpets, salt, wool, medicines, spices, cotton clothes, muslin, indigo, soaps,
mirrors, combs,9 saffron and kuth etc.
Shawl10 wool
The pashm (raw wool) was imported into Kashmir from Ladakh since ancient
times for manufacturing of the most fabulous Kashmiri shawls.11 Under the
Mughals, the art of shawl weaving attained great deal of perfection, and many
Andijan weavers were brought down to Kashmir by the Mughals for the
6 The Balti A Scheduled Tribe of Jammu and Kashmir, p. 4
7 Renu Pokharna, “Silk Route: The Legend and the Romance”, Epilogue, Vol. I, Issue 10,
November 2007, Jammu, p. 27.
8 http/:www.ladakh-main.htm (14-06-2011)
9 Navreet Milton, “Opening of the Kargil-Skardu route: a reflection” Jammu and Kashmir Trade
across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers, Decembers 2010, p. 52, www-c-r.org/our-
work/Kashmir/trade-report-WEB.pdf.
10 The word Shawl is derived from the Indo-Persian word Shal, which meant a fine woven
woolen fabric used as drape. The Shal, Shawl or Do-shalla (the Hindi term for Shawl) has a
long history, its origin is traced to the medieval period. Different types of wool were used for
making woolen costumes, decorated with patterns on loom while the plain woven ones are
embellished with embroidery.
11 In the land of Kashmir, Ladakh and Gilgit, p. 154.
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introduction of Jiugha12 design in shawls.13 Consequently, shawl industry was
quite lucrative to the state for its earnings were next to land revenue to the state.14
From 1862-70 the export of shawls averaged 25 to 28 lakhs of rupees per annum,
and the industry sequentially provided employment to more than 25,000 people.15
However, its trade declined in the first half of the 19th century,16 due to heavy
taxation, government monopolies and the Franco-German war of 1870 A.D.17
Since pashm (raw wool) entered Kashmir from Ladakh through Kargil only, the
wool spinning was, as such, the only cottage industry of Kargil. About 95% of
women folk were engaged in wool-spinning, their important indoor occupation
after cooking and farming.18 For obvious reasons, the import of wool from Kargil,
Ladakh, Yarkand and Tufran was central to Kashmir traders and businessmen.19
The famous Tibet-baqals20 exchanged their raw wool for manufactured Kashmiri
shawls and sold them advantageously in various markets of Central Asia, China
and Europe.21
Namdha (Rugs)
The namdhas chiefly produced in Kashgar, Yarkand and Khotan22 in Xinjiang
China, were usually imported into Kashmir till 1940s.23 However, thereafter,
Kashmir developed its own industry and manufactured namdhas with colourful
designs for domestic consumption and export with lucrative dividends. However,
the industry could not develop further due to fall in demand owing to the 2nd
12 A jeweled ornament, like an almond, worn on turban.
13 G. M. D. Sufi, Kashir Being a History of Kashmir, Vol. II, New Delhi: Capital Publishing
House, 1949, p. 563.
14 Travels in the Himalayan Provinces of Hindustan and Punjab in Ladakh and Kashmir in
Kabul, Kundaz and Bukhara from 1819-1825 A.D. Vol. II, p.126.
15 The Valley of Kashmir, p.377.
16 K. Warkioo, Central Asia and Kashmir A Study in the Context of Anglo-Russian rivalry, New
Delhi: Gyan Publishing House, 1989, p.64.
17 The Valley of Kashmir, p.375.
18 Kargil, its Social, Cultural and Economic History, 1999, p. 73.
19 Ladakh Past and Present, p.325.
20 The merchants of Srinagar who dealt in pashm from Ladakh were also known as Tibet Baqals.
21 Kashmir and Central Asia, p. 31.
22 Janet Rizvi, Trans-Himalayan Caravans, New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1999, p. 212.
23 Parvaz Dewan, Jammu, Kashmir and Ladakh, New Delhi: Manas Publications, 2004, p.293.
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World War (1939-1945),24 and the troublesome conditions prevailing in Xinjiang
China which instantly affected supply of raw material25 for the said product. The
fall in the imports of namdhas from Xinjiang was also due to its indigenous
manufacturing in Kashmir.26 The trend of decline in namdha imports is sorted out
in the following table:
Table-327
Import of Namdhas 1980s & 1990s of the Samvat years
Silk
The Kashmiri silk constituted an important export item to Damascus, Bukhara,
Khotan, western Asia and Europe and the countries along the Oxus River,
Caspian and Black Seas.28 Whereas the silk worms (cocoons) were imported from
outside, the mulberry was itself grown in Kashmir for their rearing. To quote
Mirza Haider Doughlat, “among the wonders of Kashmir are the quantities of
24 Kashmir and Central Asia, P.31.
25 Kashmir and Central Asia, p.40.
26 Trade Report of Jammu and Kashmir State 1992-95 (1935-38), p. 26.
27 Trade Report of Jammu and Kashmir State 1992-95 (1935-38), Department of Industries and
Commerce, Jammu, Ranbir Government Press, 1940, p. 26, (Currently available in Allama
Iqbal liberary, University of Kashmir, Srinagar).
28 Kashmir and Central Asia, p. 29.
Years Rupees
1988-89 3,08,249
1989-90 2,56,448
1990-1991 50,135
1991-92 1,15,408
1992-93 1,43,328
1993-1994 1,28,217
1994-95 59,253
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mulberry trees cultivated for their leaves from which silk is obtained.”29 The
silkworm eggs were imported from Baltistan, Gilgit and Tibet30 under the
Mughals. Later the Dogra Maharaja Ranbir Singh imported them from China and
distributed among rural folk.31 However, in Gilgit, the silkworms were produced
in bulk.32 The thread obtained from the reared silk worms was transformed into
silk fabric,33 the industry developed with the reign of Sultan Zain-ul-abdin (1420-
70) and obtains till date with large remittances and job to tens, hundreds and
thousands of natives.34 Nevertheless one has to recognize that Kargil-Iskardu-
Gilgit route had a great role in the imports of silk worms and exports of silk
fabrics from Kashmir to South and Central Asia and onwards to west Asia and
Europe.
Salt
Salt was imported from Changthang, Purig and Baltistan.35 Being quite
profitable,36 its traders stocked salt to the extent that it supplied the need of the
people of Kargil, Suru Valley and Iskardu for many years together. It had best
value in Iskardu where it fetched six times its volume in wheat and thus earned
sufficient profit to the traders.37 During the World War I, when the trade routes
were un-safe, the import of salt became difficult, and caused great hardship to the
people of Kashmir38 for it was a necessity both for men and cattle. In view of its
importance, the state encouraged the salt trade, by the improvement in the means
29 Mirza Haider Dughlat, Tarikh-i-Rashidi, tra. E.D. Ross and N. Elias, Delhi: Renaissance
Publishing House, 1986, p. 434.
30 G. M. D. Sufi, Kashir Being a History of Kashmir, Vol. II, New Delhi: Capital Publishing
House, 1949, p. 574.
31 Jammu, Kashmir and Ladakh, pp.229-300.
32 Central Asia and Kashmir A Study in the Context of Anglo Russian rivalry, p.76.
33 Ali Mohammad Dar, Trade and Commerce during Dogra Rule in Kashmir (AD 1846-1947),
Faridabad: Om Publishers, 1999, pp. 85-86.
34 Report on the administration of the Jammu & Kashmir State for the Samvat year 1973 (1916-
17) Jammu: R. P. Press, 1922, p. 41, (Currently available in Allama Iqbal Library, University
of Kashmir, Srinagar).
35 By Shammanas: the class of peasant-traders.
36 Suman Jamwal, Economy of Early Kashmir, Jammu: Jay Kay Book House, 1994, p. 30.
37 Trans-Himalayan Caravans, p. 84, 109.
38 Mohib-ul-Hassan, Kashmir under the Sultans, Srinagar: Ali Mohammad & Sons, 1959, p.245.
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of transportation besides the abolition of heavy duty on salt.39 Though salt was
subsequently imported from the Punjab, yet its imports continued across Kargil-
Iskardu-Gilgit route till recent past.
Ponies
Ponies were also imported across the same route into Kashmir. The Ladakhi
ponies though small, active and hardy, yet were not numerous. Consequently,
one-half of the ponies were imported from Yarkand,40 for these were powerful to
lift heavy weights of course slowly. A large herd of Yarkandi ponies were
annually imported into Kashmir.41 Like ponies horses were also imported on a
large scale to meet the exigency during war.42
Kuth
The kuth (aromatic costus) chiefly produced in Kashmir was exported to China.
The Chinese used it as the chief ingredient in various incenses and medicines.43
Its export in 1994-95 amounted to 1,851 maunds44 valuing Rs. 2, 81,471 as
against 3,254 maunds valuing Rs 5, 01,951 in 1993-94. The unprecedented drop
in its export was due to fall in the demand of kuth in China, its chief market, on
account of second Sino-Japanese war (1937-45).45 The below-given table shows
the export of Kuth from Kashmir for the five Samvat years 1990-95:
39 The Valley of Kashmir, p. 395.
40 Historical Study of Society and Culture in Dardistan and Ladakh, p. 31.
41 Kashmir and Central Asia, p. 33.
42 Economy of Early Kashmir, p. 35
43 Economy of Early Kashmir, p. 35.
44 Unit of weight in Indian sub-continent equal to 37 Kg/Ib.
45 The first Sino-Japanese war was fought in 1894-95 A. D., and the second from 1937-45. In
1931, Japanese troops invaded the Manchurian city of Mukden (now Shenyang, China) and
established the puppet state of Manchukuo. Mukden became a base for Japanese aggression
against China during the second Sino-Japanese war (1937-1945). Manchukuo fell in 1945
when Japan was defeated in World War II.
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Table-446
Year Quantity in mounds Value in Rupees
1990-91 2,502 3,75,300
1991-92 2,458 3,83,530
1992-93 3,256 4,83,644
1993-94 3,254 5,01,951
1994-95 1,851 2,81,471
Saffron
Saffron one among the important exports of Kashmir was exported47 to Central
Asia and Tibet: the Tibetan and Chinese monks used it in their daily worship.48
Some 1,600 Ibs of saffron were exported annually from Kashmir to Ladakh49 and
onwards to Central Asia obviously via Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit or Kargil-Leh-
Xinjiang routes.50 From Kashgar, the centre of overland trade between east and
west, Kashmiri saffron was distributed over to various cities particularly Persia
and Greece, where the people used it as a condiment and flavoring agent in
cooking.51 Saffron production and trade yielded large income to the Mughals
(1586-1753 A.D.) who endeavoured for its massive cultivation in the valley.52
The Central Asian and other traders, engaged in trade played a significant role in
the exports of Kashmiri saffron to Central Asia and China.53
46 Trade Report of Jammu and Kashmir State 1992-95 (1935-38), Department of Industries and
Commerce, Jammu, Ranbir Government Press, 1940, p. 18.
47 Economy of Early Kashmir, p. 36.
48 Kashmir and Central Asia, p.33.
49 Gazetteer of Kashmir and Ladakh, p. 53.
50 Ladakh past and present, 1996, p. 328.
51 Economy of Early Kashmir, p. 34.
52 Mushtaq A. Kaw, Agrarian System of Kashmir 1586-1819 A.D., Srinagar: Aiman Publications,
2001, pp. 79-80.
53 Trade Report, Samvat 1908-09, p. 32-33.
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Charas
Charas (derived from hemp), again a chief article of import from Central Asia,54
was estimated at 500 small maunds (7240 Kgs) worth Rs 24,000 annually.55 It
was mostly imported from Yarkand by Hindu merchants of Hoshiarpur. It
remained a staple trade article, although the hemp plant was endemic all over the
Indian Himalayas including Kashmir. However, the imports from Yarkand were
preferred as a drug.56 In 1983 (1925) 21 maunds and 15 seers of Yarkandi charas
were purchased from a Central Asian traders at the Safa Kadal serai Srinagar for
Rs. 2,396,7357 presupposing the use of Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit and other routes for
the purpose.
The commodity structure of the above route included other sorts of
agricultural produce,58 and, to that effect, Iskardu abounded with wood and
orchards plentiful in grapes, melons, plums, apples, pears, mulberries and apricots
of peculiar excellence especially when dried. Hardas village was famous for its
apricot (Chuli) orchards of which the plant seeds were imported from Iskardu. Its
seeds are also useful for curing many ailments.59 Apricots coloured with sulphur
were exported to foreign countries like Kuwait and Dubai and former Soviet
Union where it was processed for some medicine to cure cancerous patients;
hence, it had a great market demand.60 Even large quantities of dried apricots
were exported to Kashmir from Baltistan in bulk.61 To quote E.F. Knight: “During
my progress through Baltistan, was presented with apricot and mulberries in
profusion at every halting place. Large groves of apricots surround every hamlet
54 Report on the administration of the Jammu and Kashmir State for the Samvat year 1969
(1913-14), Jammu: R. P. Press, 1915, p. 52, (Currently available in Allama Iqbal Library,
University of Kashmir, Srinagar).
55 Ladakh Physical, Statistical and Historical, p. 244.
56 Trans-Himalayan Caravans, pp. 189- 90.
57 The administrative report of the Customs and Excise Department Jammu and Kashmir
Government for the Samvat year 1983 (1926-27), Jammu: Ranbir Government press, 1931, p.
32, (Currently available in Allama Iqbal Library, University of Kashmir, Srinagar).
58 In the land of Kashmir, Ladakh and Gilgit, p. 154.
59 The Balti A Scheduled Tribe of Jammu and Kashmir, p. 3, 6.
60 Kargil its Social, Cultural and Economic History, p. 4.
61 Gazetteer of Kashmir and Ladakh, p. 48.
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in this province, and the dried fruit is the principle export, the kabani of Baltistan
being famous in the entire neighboring region.” 62
The slaves of Chitral, Hunza, Gilgit, Yasin and other adjoining areas of
Kashmir also formed an important item of trade on the Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit road.
The Chitral boys and girls were the most prized among all other groups of slaves
brought to the Turkestan for their superior beauty, docility and fidelity.63
The above imports and exports formed a great part of the commodity
structure along the Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route. This does not suggest that the said
route was the only channel of transportation of above produce from and into
Kashmir. The Valley had number of similar routes in different directions, and all
must have, to a little or large extent, contributed to trade of aforementioned
commodities.
II. Trade Interdependence
The human civilizations had interdependence in diverse contours. Economic
relationships among various societies were mainly determined by the law of
supply and demand and political stability in a given space. The inherent human
tendency was to monopolize and exploits economic resources for their own
benefit. Accordingly, the exchange of goods was an integral part of people’s
social life in Kashmir and elsewhere.64 Different villages, towns and cities were,
as such connected with Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route to sustain regional
interdependence and exchange commodities as per need and surplus.
The Hunza men sold peaches and apples in the bazaars of Gilgit. Peaches,
which in 1935 were twenty a penny in Hunza were sold exorbitantly for sixteen a
penny in Gilgit, hence, earned good profit to the Hunzans.65 Due to insufficiency,
Gilgit alone produced woolen cloth and that too for self-consumption only.
62 Where the Three Empires Meet, p. 238.
63 Central Asia and Kashmir A Study in the Context of Anglo-Russian rivalry. p. 61.
64 Travels in Kashmir, Ladakh and Iskardo, Vol. II, pp. 232-234.
65 Col. R. C. F. Schomberg, Between the Oxus and the Indus, London: M. Hopkinson, Ltd., 1935,
p. 98.
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Nevertheless, it had pre-eminence for being an important commercial centre on
way from Kashmir to Kargil, Yarkand and Kashgar.66 Its Nagar town had
practically no outlet except down the river (Indus) to Gilgit. Shut into the east by
impassable mountains, and to the south by the great Rakapushi Range, it was
dependent on Gilgit for weapons, cotton cloth, salt, sugar etc; mostly produced in
India and Turkestan.67 Large number of fine quality of flocks and herds were
annually reared in Tangir and Darel for sale in the neighbouring valleys.68 Some
traders brought goods from Kashmir and the Punjab for sale in lieu of gold dust
from Astor.69 Different villages around Bunji enroute Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route
sold their local produce in major towns of Gilgit to make their living.70
Ladakh had no specialty for being a barren land. Nonetheless, it had a
strategic location for trade in varieties between Kashmir, India and Central Asia.71
A part of imports from India to Kashmir was meant for onward transmission to
Central Asia via Ladakh or Gilgit either. Likewise, the imports from various parts
of Central Asia were transacted for India and Kashmir via Gilgit, Ladakh and
Kargil.72 The shawl industry of Kashmir in particular depended upon the supply
of wool not only from Ladakh, and Tibet but also from Central Asia.73 Its
dependence on Yarkand for the purpose was by an established convention, and,
any violation thereof, was punishable with confiscation of the commodity.74
Kashmir also exported ornamented shoes, tobacco, and saffron to Ladakh, Central
Asia and China for trade.75 It is interesting to note that Ladakh produced a special
type of goat whose undercoat was woven of Kashmiri pushmina. The Kashmiri
66 Walter R. Lawrence, Provincial Gazetteers of Kashmir and Jammu, New Delhi: Rima
Publishing House, 1985, p. 100.
67 Col. Agernon Durand, The Making of a Frontier, London: Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1899,
p.144.
68 Major John Biddulph, Tribes of Hindoo Koosh, New Delhi: Bhavana Books and Prints, 2001,
p. 3.
69 F.H. Hassnain, Gilgit the Northern Gate of India, New Delhi: Sterling Publishers, 1975, p. 3.
70 Gilgit the Northern Gate of India, p. 3.
71 Major Charles Ellison Bates, A Gazetteer of Kashmir, Srinagar: Gulshan Books, 2005, p. 70.
72 A Gazetteer of Kashmir, pp. 70-71.
73 A Gazetteer of Kashmir, pp. 90-91.
74 Travels in India and Himalayan Provinces of Hindustan and the Punjab in Ladakh and
Kashmir in Kabul Kunduz and Bukhara From 1819- 1825 A.D, Vol. I, p. 347.
75 Henry Lt. Col. Torrens, Travels in Ladakh, Tartary and Kashmir, London: Saunders Otley and
Co. 1863, p. 78.
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shawls as the Kashmiri goats were devoid of such a wool on account of the mild
and moist winter.76 Salt was largely exported to Iskardu and in less degree to
Kashmir and was exchanged for tobacco, grain, fruits and ponies.77 Tea was
imported from China, Khotan, Ladakh, and British India.78 The goods exported
from Kashmir to Central Asia were mostly luxurious and included saffron,
shawls, carpets, charas (drug, same as hashish), opium, bheng,79 ghee80 (clarified
butter), and spices.81 The volume and range of silk exports was not that extensive
as that of shawls:82 The latter had tremendous market in Persia and Russia.83
Drass being contiguous to Shegar-Shingo area on the Kargil-Iskardu-
Gilgit route, presently under Pakistan, it supplied to Kargil abundant butter, meat
and timber at cheap rates: the butter valued Rs 5 per kilogram before Partition of
Indian sub-continent. Their occupation by Pakistan caused great economic loss to
the Kargilites.84 The Partition marked the closure of these routes for trade,
commerce and public traffic, and thus changed course of trade to other destination
than existed prior to Partition of Indian sub-continent in 1947.85 However,
changing routes never eliminated the elements of regional interdependence.
III. Merchant Community
Trade and commerce was conducted on a large scale by a heterogeneous
community of merchants from different regions and distinct ethnic backgrounds,86
76 P.S. Nazaroff, Moved on from Kashgar to Kashmir, Srinagar: Gulshan Books, 2008, p. 278.
77 In the land of Kashmir, Ladakh and Gilgit, p. 154; Walter Lawrence, The Valley of Kashmir,
Lahore: Shirkat Printing Press, 1991, pp. 393-395.
78 The Valley of Kashmir, pp. 393-395.
79 A Gazetteer of Kashmir, pp. 71-72.
80 The Valley of Kashmir, p. 392.
81 A Gazetteer of Kashmir, p. 74.
82 The Valley of Kashmir, p. 390.
83 Travels in Kashmir, Ladakh and Iskardo, p. 325.
84 Kargil its Social, Cultural and Economic History, p. 4.
85 Mushtaq A. Kaw, “ Restoring India’s Silk Route links with South and Central Asia across
Kashmir: Challenges and Opportunity,” The China and Eurasia Forum Quarterly, Central
Asia-Caucasus Institute and Silk Road Studies Program, Vol. 7, May/June 2009, pp. 61.
86 Mushtaq A. Kaw, Aijaz A. Banday (ed.), Central Asia: Introspection, Srinagar: Centre of
Central Asian Studies, University of Kashmir, 2006, p. 55.
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the Russians, British, Indian, Chinese (Manchus, Khitai, Tunganis87),
Badakshanis, Afghans, Kashmiris, Kanjuts, Baltis, Khokhandis, Bukharans,
Kazakhs, Mongols, Armenians,88 Iranians, Shirvanis, Tartars, Hindus and Central
Asian Jews (of whom there was a large colony in Kokand). 89 Nazaroff reports
about the ethnic composition of traders at Ladakh, “here you may meet Tibetans
from Lhasa, which is three months journey from here, Kashmiri often dressed in a
most picturesque and dandified fashion, Hindus from Peshawar, stalwart
mountaineers from Baltistan, whose grey costume blends so closely with the
rocks that when they were resting by the roadside, tired of the heavy load, they
can hardly be distinguished from the ground, clumsy Kashgar sorts with their long
halats, and others.”90 Besides, there were the Yarkandis, Argons,91 Hindus from
Kullu and Hoshiarpur and Muslims from Purig.92 The merchant community that
conducted trade between India and Central Asia across Kashmir, Kargil, Iskardu,
Ladakh and Gilgit and Eastern Turkestan, was broadly fragmented into two
87 They are staunch Muslims, spoke the Chinese language and had scanty hair and resembled
Mongols for they were actually the offshoots of the tartars, (members of historical Central
Asian people who came from East Central Asia and founded an empire stretching into Serbia,
Russia, and Ukraine) and Chinese women. They made up the largest part of the immigrant
Muslim population from Kansu, Chen-his and Szechwan and professed Sunni faith (some of
their Jurists belong to the Hanfi School of law and others to the Shafiite school of law). They
had great influence of Naqash Bandiya (Sufi order), offered prayers in Arabic language,
abstained from pork, wine and Tobacco and shaved their moustaches and used the Chinese
language for sermons and commentaries. Their commercial talent and their culturally
intermediate position between China and the Muslim world enabled them to play a powerful
role in trade. Since many of them could speak a little Tartary, they also had an advantage in
the trade with the Kazaks, and the people of Ili and Tarbagatai: The Cambridge History of
China, Vol. X, pp. 66-68
88 H.W. Bellow, Kashmir and Kashgar: A Narrative of the Journey of the Embassy to Kashgar
(1873-74), Delhi: Asian Educational Service, 1989, pp. 386-387.
89 Cambridge history of China, Vol. X, p. 83.
90 Moved on from Kashgar to Kashmir. p. 278.
91 They were the descendant of Muslim traders of Yarkand and Kashgar and the local Ladakhi
women with whom the former married and lived, during prolonged winters when the
Karakoram pass would remain closed due to heavy snowfall. Mutah qualifies a man to marry
with a lady of his choice for a stipulated period of time which varied between few hours to
100 years. The practice of Mutah obtained in Arabia as a process of ecological adaptation.
The arid or semi-arid situation that existed in Arabia also existed in Kargil: The Balti A
Scheduled Tribe of Jammu and Kashmir, pp. 11, 54-55.
Drew believes that the Arghaun race developed due to the intermarriage of Kashmiri
merchants with women of Ladakh: Frederic Drew, the Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, New
Delhi: Cosmos Publishers, 1996, p. 244.
92 In the land of Kashmir, Ladakh and Gilgit, p. 154.
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groups, the “Andijanese”93 or “Kashmiris”.94 The Andijanese were those who
traded at Kashgar, which in first quarter of the 19th century, was a bigger city than
Bukhara, and the Kashmiris were those who traded at Yarkand.95 The Andijanese
also operated at Kokand, Tashkent and Bukhara though their role was
considerably smaller at Tibet, Ladakh, Baltistan, Afghanistan and the Pamir
countries where Badakshanis, Afghans, Baltis, Tibetans and Hindus, if not Jews
or Russian Tartars, were certainly predominant.96 The Kokandis, Bukharans,
Badakshanis and Kashmiris had trade cooperation with the Begs97 (local
influential class) in Atishahr region. Since Kashmir bordered closely with Central
Asia, its capital city, Srinagar, was the hub of trading activity for the Turkish,
Tibetan, Ladakhi, Balti, Indian and Kashmiri merchants. These traders had not
only rest houses in Kashmir but also their religious Shrines.98 The community of
Kashmiri merchants, described as a far-flung trading race, comparable to
European Jews or Armenians, whose agents were found all over South and
Central Asia,99 brought pashm (raw wool) to Srinagar, though a few Chinese and
Tibetan traders termed Bakals were also involved in the said trade.100 They
disposed of the pashm (raw wool) to the pashm farosh (wool retailer) of Kashmir
Valley.101
Many of the big traders conducted their business through their agents.
However, for the security purpose, the agents at times if not always, put their
families with the concerned merchants as a guarantee against any mischief. But
this did not rule out the scope of the small time traders establishing their
93 Andijan being the name of a city and of a region in the Farghana Valley area under Kokand’s
control.
94 Travels in the Himalayan Provinces of Hindustan and the Punjab, 1819-1825, p. 452.
95 Cambridge History of China, Vol. X, p. 83.
96 W.H. Wathen, “Memoir on Chinese Tartary and Khotan,” Journal of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal, Vol. 4, No. 48, 1835 December, p. 654: Cambridge History of China, Vol. X, p. 83.
97 Cambridge History of China, Vol. X, p. 86.
98 Kashmir under the Sultans, p. 247.
99 P.N.K. Bamzai, Political and Cultural History of Kashmir, New Delhi: Light and Life
Publishers, 1994, p.507; Trans-Himalayan Caravans, p. 10.
100 The merchants of Srinagar who dealt in Pashm from Ladakh were also known as Tibet Baqals.
101 Trans-Himalayan Caravans, pp. 57-58.
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independent business outside Kashmir.102 The Kargilites often worked as agents
of the traders whereas their womenfolk attended the homely affairs.103 Evidences
exist about the trading activities of Hindu traders with Cossacks on the north-west
of Caspian Sea. Similarly, Afghan traders doing business with their Russian
counterparts in Kashmiri shawls valuing around Rs 17000-Rs 34000. They also
engaged the Armenian traders in the shawl business.104 Armenian and Khivans
had close association with the Afghan businessmen for trade in goods from India,
Persia and Kashmir. Whereas the Immigrant British, Kokandi, Russian and the
Chinese merchants operated from Kashgar,105 the Afghans operated from
Yarkand,106 Kashmiris107 and Chitralis from Yarkand and Hindustanis from
Khotan.108 They did so either independently or through partnership with a group
of merchants.109 The essential difference between local trades and long-distance
caravan trades was that whereas the latter symbolized a developed urban activity
the former was characteristics of a subsistence activity, based on a variety of
pastoral and agricultural lifestyles. The long distance trade was organized with a
large initial capital outlay and well-developed organized infra-structure so as to
earn optimum benefits.110
The ruling class, to a certain extent had a share in trade structure of the
region under discussion. The governor of Khotan traded in saffron, Kiryana,
Kemkhabb and white silk.111 The Ladakh trade was exclusively conducted by the
Urghuns in accordance with old custom; hence, were not taxed as compared to the
102 Moved on from Kashgar to Kashmir, p. 14
103 Moved on from Kashgar to Kashmir, p. 278.
104 Gulshan Majeed, (ed.), Emergence of Central Asia Perspectives,(ed.), Srinagar: Jay Kay Book
House, 2008, p. 12.
105 Kashmir and Kashgar: A Narrative of the Journey of the Embassy to Kashgar (1873-74), pp.
386- 87.
106 Bayard Taylor, Travels in Cashmere, Little Tibet and Central Asia (1876-81), New Delhi:
Asian Educational Service, 1997, p. 10.
107 Every trader who came from Ladakh was reckoned as a Kashmiri and was put under
a Kashmiri Arkal or consul: Travels in Cashmere, Little Tibet and Central Asia, p. 216.
108 Travels in Cashmere, Little Tibet and Central Asia, pp. 216-217.
109 Travels in Cashmere, Little Tibet and Central Asia, pp. 216-217.
110 Trans-Himalayan Caravans, pp. 14-15.
111 File no. 332, Samvat 1923 (1866-67), His Highness government of Jammu and Kashmir,
Persian/General records, Jammu Archives: Mushtaq A. Kaw, Aijaz A. Banday, Central
Asian: Introspection (Ed.), Srinagar: Centre of Central Asian Studies, University of Kashmir,
2006, p. 56.
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Kulu men and other merchants. They made advanced payments to their agents for
shawl wool, and, at times, held their own flocks of shawl-goat sheep which they
grazed through the Tibetan herdsmen.
The Kashmir looms mostly derive their wool supplies from this source.112
On the other hand, the Rajas or chieftains of Hunza, Yasin and Chitral, directly
sold lots of slaves who had been held by them during war or loot, to the
Badakshan traders, and these slaves were of different ethnic backgrounds, the
Gilgitis, Dards, Dogras, the Punjabis and Pathans.113 It is worth mentioning that
one of the sources of survival of the aforementioned Rajas was derived from the
periodic loot and plunder of the traders doing business on the Kargil-Iskardu-
Gilgit and other route. It was in this backdrop that Maharaja of Kashmir once sent
a military expedition to punish the Raja of Yasin for having looted a Kashmiri
trader in horse on way from Badakshan and Yasin to Kashmir.114 Whereas the
Afghan governors dealt in shawl trade,115 Maharaja of Kashmir held monopoly of
trade in food grains116 shawls and pashm (raw wool) in the personal capacity. The
Kashmiri merchants settled in Ladakh were obliged to provide a share to the
Maharaja from their earnings from the trade of shawl wool in Chang-thang
region. The long-traders conducted their business though a number of service men
employed for driving ponies and camels and loading and unloading necessary
loads at different halting places. The Shammas, bold and enterprising as they
were, under took long distances deep into Western Tibet and Gertse, which
usually measured 700 kilometres covered in 11 months and 2 days from their
residence in the Indus valley. They also made regular trading expeditions to
Iskardu, Kargil and Srinagar. To them, therefore, trade especially in pashm (raw
wool) and salt was virtually a fulltime occupation.117
112 Historical Study of Society and Culture in Dardistan and Ladakh, p. 255.
113 The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, p. 461.
114 The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories, p. 446.
115 Baron Charles Hugel, Travels in Kashmir and Punjab, Delhi: Low Price Publication, 1845, p.
11.
116 The Valley of Kashmir, p. 397.
117 Trans-Himalayan Caravans, p. 18, 65, 84.
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The womenfolk had also a certain share in the routine trade of the region.
They paraded in the bazaars of Kashgar every morning for selling milk. The
Kargili, Ladakhi and Kashmiri womenfolk came down from hills to sell their
loads of butse and firewood in the market.118 The womenfolk of Kargil had indeed
multi-dimensional character in the work culture, and were thus active in home,
land and business. Young and virgin girls specialized in designing embroidery
and weaving jerseys, hand-gloves, table-covers, pillows etc. earning thereby hefty
profits to meet expenditure on their food and clothing.119 However, with the
coming of British rule in India, Kashmiri traders lost their trade monopoly. Their
role was overtaken by the traders of Hoshiarpur and Amritsar in the trade
structure of British India with Central Asia.120
IV. Tax Structure
The trade served as the most important source of state income after agriculture.
Although shariah (Islamic law) prohibits the realization of customs duty as the
zakat (Islamic tax for charity), kharaj and jazia were the only permissible taxes
under the Islamic taxation policy.121 But since the customs duty was collected at
the frontiers, the jurists legitimized it realization under the heading of zakat.
Accordingly, after the Muslim merchants had paid the Zakat, they were allowed
to cross the frontier though in Kashmir, they had to additionally pay a customs
duty on articles of import and export in the name of Rah-dari.122 Even the Hindu
merchants were no exception to such a practice as the guardians of the passes
ensured that duty was realized from every trader.123
118 Moved on from Kashgar to Kashmir, p. 14, 24.
119 Kargil its Social, Cultural and Economic History, p. 67.
120 Kashmir and Central Asia, p. 39.
121 N.P. Aghnides, Muhammadan theories of finance, New York: Columbia University, 1916, p.
200.
122 Journal of Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta, 1835, Vol. IXIV, p. 385-86: Cambridge
History of China, Vol. X, p. 299.
123 J. C. Dutt, Rajatarangini of Jonaraja, Srinagar: Gulshan Books, 2009, p. 97.
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There was no uniform and well organized tariff or tax structure on imports
and exports before 1846. Like Central Asia, 124 the right to trade on various routes
was farmed out in Ladakh. Thus, there was a tax on shops, brokers and traders
passing through Ladakh not through a systematic mechanism but rather farming
amounting to Rs 3,840 a year.125 In Gilgit, each trader entering the said country
paid a duty (Masool) of one roll of cloth each load, or two percent of live stock, or
the equivalent thereto in other goods. Money payments were made in gold-dust, a
strong circulating medium of payment. A special man called Burro was appointed
to collect the dues.126 Like Ladakh, nearly everything in Kashmir was brought
under taxation. The usual method was to make all products a state monopoly, and
to farm out their monopoly to some contractor. Silk, saffron, chob-i-kot, violets,
various kinds of forest products, hemp, tobacco, water-nuts and paper formed the
subject of state monopoly.127 Accordingly, each contractor paid fixed amount to
the government against the duties collected from above products.128
However, during the 19th-20th century, a proper tax system was evolved
not only in Central Asia,129 but in Jammu and Kashmir also. The Europeans were
charged as much as 20% of the value of their goods as import duty as compared to
5% charged from Hindu merchants and only 2½% from the Muslim traders,
thereby giving tough competition to the European traders. The following table
shows the rate of customs duty at the custom post of Zojila pass on the
commodities imported from and exported to Central Asia:
124 During 17th -18th century one such trade route connected the Sinkiang region with Kabul. The
right to trade on it was auctioned to the highest bidder against a lump sum amount paid to the
King: C. Wessels, Early Jesuit Travellers in Central Asia (1603-1721), New Delhi: Asia
Educational Service, 1921, p. 25.
125 Historical Study of Society and Culture in Dardistan and Ladakh, p. 199.
126 Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh, p. 42.
127 The Valley of Kashmir, p. 417.
128 Jammu Kashmir Chief Political File No. 69 of 1898: cf. Ali Mohammad Dar, Trade and
Commerce during Dogra Rule in Kashmir (AD 1846-1947), Faridabad: Om publishers,
1999, p. 162.
129 Cambridge History of China, Vol. X, p. 82.
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Table-5130
IMPORTS FROM CENTRAL ASIA INTO KASHMIR AND INDIA
Quantity of imported articles Rate of custom duties
Rs Annas Paisa
Per maund of white coloured shawl wool (pashm) 15 - -
Per maund of black coloured shawl wool (pashm) 12 8 2
Per trak131 of wool - 4 -
Per trak of borax and sulphur - 6 -
Per trak of jade 3 - -
Per trak of crystal 1 8 -
Per trak of dry fruits 1 12 -
Four and half seer132 of green tea 4 - -
Four and half seer of black tea 2 - -
Per seer of fannel khatan - 8 -
Per seer of tea khatan 1 - -
Per seer of Zadoary - 8 -
Per seer of Yarkandi Corintha 2 4 -
Per seer of Momiren China 3 8 -
Per seer of rhubard China (rawand) 4 8 -
Per seer of soda earth 5 - 2
Per tola133 of gold dust 1 - -
Per tha’an134 of wollen sheets (Loi) 6 4 -
Per tha’an of pashmina sheets (Loi) 7 8 -
Per tha’an of Tibatan Pattu 8 3 -
Per tha’an of Tibatan Shawl 1 - -
Per tha’an of pashmina pattu 1 - -
Per tha’an of Linen cloth of khatan 2 - -
Per tha’an of woolen cloth (Zangos) 9 5 -
Per tha’an of white woolen felts 10 6 -
Per tha’an of white pashmina felts 1 - -
Per Sheep 4 - -
Per rosary 11 8 -
Per String of pears 12 8 -
Per china cup 13 3 -
130 Dastural-amal-i-Kashmir, f. 117: cf. Trade and Commerce during Dogra Rule 1 846-1947
A.D., p. 197.
131 One-sixteenth of a kharwar was designated as trak.
132 A unit of weight equal to one kilogram.
133 A unit of weight equal to 180 grains troy weight or 11.7 grams.
134 One roll of cloth.
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EXPORTS FROM HINDUSTAN AND KASHMIR INTO CENTRAL ASIA
Per trak of bazazi (cotton,piece goods) 6 - -
Per trak of tabbacco 14 5 -
Per trak of iron 15 6 -
Per trak of edible oil, clarified butter and butter 16 4 -
Per seer of blue indigo 17 4 -
Per seer of looking glass 18 1 2
Per seer of small cardamomas 19 1 2
Per seer of sugar 20 2 -
Per seer of almounds 21 2 -
Per seer of spices (turmeric, peepers, ginger, anise) 22 4 -
Per seer of tin and salammoniac 23 2 -
Per seer of kashmiri snuff 24 1 -
Per seer of pashawari snuff 25 - -
Per seer of cutlery(maniari) 26 2 -
Per seer of shalls (nakus) 27 2 -
Per seer of saffron (Ist. quality) 28 8 -
Per seer of zarda saffron (second quality) 29 5 -
Per seer of opium 30 4 -
Per seer of shoes 31 2 -
Per seer of shoe- slipper 32 1 -
Per seer of cream leathered shoes 33 4 -
Per seer of socks 34 2 -
Per tha’an of embroidered cloth 1 - -
Per tha’an of kimkhab 4 - -
Per tha’an of coloured pattu and coloured woolen sheets (loi) 35 4 -
Per tha’an of other skin 36 4 -
Per tha’an of European chintz 37 1 -
Per shawl 2 - -
Per sword 38 1 2
Per musket 39 8 -
Per simple comb 40 - 2
Per coloured and designed comb 41 1 -
Per wooden box - 1 -
Per quire of paper - 1 -
The above table reveals the contrasting figures of rates of duty on imports
and exports. While the imports from Central Asia were predominated by non-
agricultural products, level of taxes levied was more and especially on wool
(different varieties), imports from Ladakh and Central Asian countries. The shawl
industry being lucrative enough, its manufacturing was depended upon the supply
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of shawl wool from Central Asia.135 Realizing its importance, the State earned an
annual revenue of thirty five lakhs of rupees from the said industry.136 On the
contrary, the export mostly comprising of agricultural products of Kashmir had
relatively less range of duties payable at the Zojila custom post. Precisely for this
reason, the state revenue on imports was higher than the exports notwithstanding
the greater bulk in the latter case.137 The highest range of revenue on exports
amounted to Rs. 17,902 in 1909-10 and the whole lot of exports weighed 578
maunds in 1922-23.138
The taxes imposed on the exports through Zojila pass onwards to Kargil-
Iskardu-Gilgit or Ladakh routes did not only include the goods produced in
Kashmir but also those from different parts of India. To boost the trade along
these Kargil bound routes from Kashmir the State government revised its taxation
policy from time to time. A considerable income was thus generated from
customs and octroi levied on the import-export trade.139
V. State Policy
The state was, by and large, well disposed to promoting trade and commerce for
boosting economy.140 Regardless of the border and other disputes, it largely
offered safeguards to the traders and merchants through a number of measures.141
Since the state consumed big chunk of Central Asian goods, it was, therefore,
seriously concerned about the fluctuating prices of goods in Indo-Central Asian
trade.142 The state, despite limited financial resources, stimulated trade and
commerce by constructing roads and bridges in different parts including Dardistan
135 Gazetteer of Kashmir, pp. 90-91.
136 Kashmir and Central Asia, p. 31.
137 Trade Report, 1907-08, p. 7.
138 M.L. Kapur, Social and Economic History of Jammu and Kashmir State, Jammu: Jay Kay
Book House, 1992, p. 355.
139 Provincial Gazetteer of Kashmir and Jammu, p.77.
140 Kashmir and Kashgar: A Narrative of the Journey of the Embassy to Kashgar (1873-74), pp.
259-60.
141 File no’s. 332, Samvat, 1923 (1866-67) and 771, Samvat, 1935-36 (1878-79), His Highness
Government. J & K Persian/General records, Jammu Archives: Central Asia: Introspection, p.
58.
142 Trade Report of the Jammu and Kashmir State, Samvat year 1989-90, The Development
Department of his Highness Government, Jammu and Kashmir, 1934, p. 20.
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and Ladakh. Ladakh already linked with Kashmir and India by roads, was further
hooked with Gilgit Agency through a road from Boonji to Iskardu built in 1893-
94. In 1914, a new trade route from Leh to the Karakoram Pass was opened for
traffic.143 Among the 26 passes,144 Zojila (11,300 ft) was largely preferred by the
traders for onward connection with the most important trade routes, one moving
over to Kargil and onwards to Iskardu, Ladakh, Samarkand, Khutlan and Kashgar.
The state offered protection and encouraged local traders to go for export
trade, and provided them tax exemption on exports. In 1891-92, the Kashmir
Darbar (Dogras) provided incentives to the Kaliwal Indus valley men for trade
between Kashmir and the Punjab. In 1885, Maharaja Ranbir Singh (1829-
1885A.D) of Kashmir, through a parwana (farman) exempted the traders from
payment of octroi duties in Gilgit, though the unscrupulous officials unlawfully
realized the same and forced the traders to sell them at lower prices than fixed by
the Dogras. The merchants were evenly charged Rs 1.8.0 on each load of Indian
or Kashmir merchandise at Gilgit. This was besides Rs 1.8.0 and Rs 1.0.0 charged
per-load of exports in Yasin and Chitral and Hunza and Nagar respectively. In
1891-92, the merchants complained, through the political agent, to the state
government against the aforesaid exactions of the state officials. As a deterrent,
the Dogras appointed a Naib Wazir at Gilgit to ensure fair price of local produce
and prevent sale of goods under-rate. The realization of aforesaid octroi duty on
imports from Kashmir and India was reduced to Rs. 1.0.0 of course for a
particular year. However, tax levied by the Punial Raja of Gakuch was left un-
disturbed.145 Similarly, the local governor of Rudok and Jungpen exempted the
Kullu traders from the duties on the goods for their personal use.146
Likewise, the State patronage was visible in the construction of countless
rest houses or sarais in the far off and nearby villages, towns and cities for the
143 Statement of the Moral and Material Progress of India 1913-14, p. 126: Historical Study of
Society and Culture in Dardistan and Ladakh, p. 185.
144 Travels in Kashmir, Ladakh and Iskardo, pp. 144-49.
145 Annual administrative Report of Jammu & Kashmir, 1891-92: Historical Study of Society and
Culture in Dardistan and Ladakh, p. 190.
146 Captain R.L. Kemon, Assistant to the Resident for Leh, Ladakh to Resident in Kashmir, No.
509, November 8, 1899, GOI, FGN, Front-A, February 1900, No’s 17-18 (A.S.P. 286).
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comfort and stay of the traders and caravans (moving traders). In fact, sarais
(rest-houses) were an apparent sign of good government.147 Kargil, centrally
located for trade towards Iskardu, Suru Valley, Leh and Srinagar, had a big sarai
and a trade depot in the form of an inn, where goods flowing in from directions
changed hands. Their structure being the same across the Srinagar-Iskardu-Gilgit
and Leh-Iskardu routes, the sarais characterized an inn-cum-warehouse, with
rooms on the upper storey for accommodation of the merchants and storerooms in
the ground floor besides pasturage for the horses.148 The whole sarais had also a
vast courtyard for loading and unloading merchandise. During the trading season,
servants kept watch on the roads and guided the merchants to the sarai. The Baltis
and the Kashmiri traders wearing regular dandies in long jackets and turbans,
stayed at Kargil sarai with their caravans of pack-horses.149 The sarais
constructed at other major haulting places invariable contained provisions of food
and forage for the horses looked after by an officer called British Joint
Commissioner in Ladakh.150 Besides having a sufficient space for a large number
of beasts of burden, they were quartered by mosques and wells as deep as 100
feet.151 Food was kept in excess to withstand urgency. For the convenience of the
Central Asian traders, Kashmir government built two sarais152 in Srinagar.153
However, the passage of caravans (moving traders) hardly had a smooth
sailing in the face of the organized robbers. For safety, the state as well as traders,
at times if not always, brokered deals with marauders or robbers. In some cases,
the caravans (moving traders) were directly given protection by the state army.
Despite this, while treading Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit and other routes, they did not
escape and, in that event, frequent raids from Kanjuties, the inhabitants of Hunza
147 Mushtaq A. Kaw, Agrarian System of Kashmir 1586-1819 A.D., Srinagar: Aiman Publications,
2001, p. 7.
148 Trans-Himalayan Caravans, pp. 227-29.
149 Moved on from Kashgar to Kashmir, pp. 279-282.
150 Moved on from Kashgar to Kashmir, p. 257.
151 Travels in Kashmir Little Tibet and Central Asia (1876-81), p. 189.
152 Kak sarai and Safa Kadal sarai were halting points for some of the caravans from Kargil, Leh
as well as Yarkand.
153 Kashmir and Central Asia, p. 40.
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and Nagar, the State took recourse to military activities154 to protect Kashmir-
India-Central Asian traders at large. As a result Central Asia trade flourished to a
great extent.155 Administrative functionaries were often reigned in to support
smooth sailing of caravans (moving traders), and each subdivision of Ladakh was
accordingly under the charge of a Kardar called Bhot. He was also required to
provide baggage animals and supplies to the caravans (moving traders) depending
upon the capacity of the villages in his Kardari. The Kardars, to note, were
headed by a Wazir Wazarat in whole Baltistan comprising three Tehsils of
Ladakh, Kargil and Iskardu.156 Therefore, by virtue of their wise policy, the
Dogras were exceedingly popular among the traders as compared to their ruling
counterparts in the neighbourhood.157
154 Ataliq Ghazi sent punitive expedition against the plunderers of Hunza and Nagar in the Kanjut
Valley, to punish them for their plundering tendencies and incessant and intricate difficulties
they caused to the traders on the Yarkand-Kashmir route. Most of them including their chief
were seized as slaves. Colonel Durand brought them to their kneels and posted a British
Commissioner to ensure smooth passage of caravans along the route in 20th century: Where
the Three Empires Meet, p. 235.
155 Captains S.H. Godfrey was the ‘British Joint Commissioner in Ladakh in the years 1890-95
and he gives the following figures showing the increase in the volume of trade:
Imports from India Turkestan Changthang Total
1893-94 Rs 1284162 757112 112928 2154252
1894-95 RS 1731680 1274700 158937 3165317
Exports to India Turkestan Changthang total
1893-94 Rs 763873 1027029 56509 1847411
1894-95 Rs 1314143 1440599 95360 2850102
(Sachindananda Sinha, Kashmir the Playground of Asia, Allahabad: Ram Narain Lal, 1943, p. 105-06)
156 Provincial Gazetteers of Kashmir and Jammu, p. 100.
157 Gazetteer of Ladakh and Kashmir, p. 331.
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Chapter IV
Closure and Revival of Kargil-Iskardu-
Baltistan-Gilgit Road: Costs, Constraints &
Opportunities
Since ancient times, there existed strong cultural, historical and commercial
connections between South Asia and Central Asia.1 A number of traditional Silk
Route links sustained such connections. However, these overland connections
fractured with the Partition of Indian-sub-continent and emergence of India and
Pakistan on its debris followed by the de-facto fragmentation of “Greater
Kashmir” into India Administered Kashmir called Jammu and Kashmir (J&K) and
Pakistan Administered Kashmir (PAK) called Azad Jammu Kashmir (AJK) and
the emergence of Line Actual Control (LoC) in between them in 1949. These
developments rendered the long India-Pakistan border line rigid and stalled the
whole process of free trade, human passage and religio-cultural movements.2
Kargil, enroute one among such reliable trade routes3 featuring high passes and
open valleys, was also geographically cut off from the rest of the world in the
latter half of the 20th century due to border dispute.4 The Greater Ladakh region
was also divided between Kargil in J & K and Iskardu in PAK. The closure of
these trans-Gilgit routes led to the decline in Kashmir’s share in regional trade
structure.5 Entire transportation and communication network broke down in the
process, and with that, ceased free mobility of men, material, ideas, and cross-
1 Trade Report of the Jammu and Kashmir State, Samvat year 1989-90, The Development
Department of his Highness Government, Jammu and Kashmir, 1934, p. 20, (Currently available
in Allama Iqbal Library, University of Kashmir).
2 Mushtaq A. Kaw, “ Restoring India’s Silk Route links with South and Central Asia across
Kashmir: Challenges and Opportunity,” The China and Eurasia Forum Quarterly, Central Asia-
Caucasus Institute and Silk Road Studies Program, Vol. 7, May/June 2009, pp. 61-62.
3 Ismail Khan, “Unlocking the Cross-Border Trade Potential of Gilgit-Baltistan for Peace and
Development,” Jammu and Kashmir Trade across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers,
December 2010, p. 49, www-c-r.org/our-work/Kashmir/trade-report-WEB.pdf ( Accessed on 12-
10-2010).
4 Martin Van Beek, Ladakh Studies, International Association for Ladakh Studies, Bristol University
Print Services, 20 March, 2006, p. 7.
5 Based on the field work and allied interviews conducted by the investigator from 24.8.2010 to
10.9.2010.
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cultural and ideological fertilization, division of families of common ethno-
cultural descent apart.6 As a matter of fact, the aforesaid unhealthy developments
led to innumerable costs and constraints for the peoples and the nations of India
and Pakistan in the following areas:
1 (a) Division of Families:
Thus the Partition of the Indian sub-continent, division of Kashmir, Indo-Pakistan
wars and the surfacing of LoC as an artificial border line between J & K and PAK
was not devoid of acute humanitarian problems, and one was indisputably related
to the division of otherwise joint and large families of common historical
background. Around six to seven thousand families got divided between Kargil
and Baltistan, which never met after Partition despite their common history and
ethnicity.7 Importantly, a number of divided families in the Shia-dominated
villages of Kharal, Hundurman and Hardas of Kargil district, share common ethnic
links with their neighbouring fellow men on other side of LoC in Northern Area of
Pakistan.8 Lamenting on the unfortunate development, Muhammad Shafi, an
amiable elderly political activist of Drass, reported that his family was split due to
emergence of the LoC. Consequently two of his uncles, traders by occupation, are
placed on the other side of LoC in Iskardu. The only time that his father Haji
Ghulam Rasool saw his remaining brothers, was during a stopover at Karachi
airport whence his father was going for Haj pilgrimage in the mid-seventies.
These painful stories litter the landscape across Kargil and Gilgit-Baltistan, create
a sense of deja vu and exactly rhyme with the lamentable narratives associated
with the freezed Srinagar-Muzaffarabad road.9 Unfortunately, no systemic data is
forthcoming about the number of such divided families in Kargil and Iskardu.
However, every 5th resident of Kargil in J & K and Iskardu in PAK claims to
have some relatives or property on the two sides of the LoC obviously due to
6 Mushtaq A. Kaw, “Border Politics in South Asia: A Case Study of India, Pakistan and
Afghanistan,” Eurasia Border Review, Hokkaido University, Volume 1 No. 1, Spring 2010, p. 49.
7 Martin Van Beek, Ladakh Studies, International Association for Ladakh Studies, Bristol University
Print Services, 20 March, 2006, p. 9.
8 Based on the field work and allied interviews conducted by the investigator from 24.8.2010 to
10.9.2010.
9 Martin Van Beek, Ladakh Studies, International Association for Ladakh Studies, Bristol University
Print Services, 20 March, 2006, p. 9
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massive displacement in the aftermath of the Partition. Out of 17 million of
people,10 who suffered due to border displacement, 1.5 million were Kashmiris.11
On top of it, many of them lived in migrant or refugee camps for several decades
together. Paradoxically, the Indo-Pakistan borders in the Ladakh region were
redrawn three times due to the wars in 1948, 1965 and 1971, and this eventually
made the repeated divisions of families a harsh reality.12 Whereas Kargil region
has a number of refugees from other side of LoC, Iskardu and Baltistan has
roughly around 19 refugee camps housing about 24,574 displaced persons from
J & K. The biggest camp in Gilgit as a whole had 2,227 persons and the smaller
ones about 10,000 persons, those living with their kith and kin aside.13 This kind
of displacement of households and families not only affected the social life but
also the age-long constructs of economic relations. Numerous families in Kargil
J & K and Iskardu PAK were sequentially dispossessed of enormous assets and
properties. During interview, many Kargilis of Balti origin reported about the
presence of land and property on the other side of LoC and their concerned
revenue documents are preserved in the Mahafiz Khana of Iskardu in PAK, a
potent cause of frequent conflict among peasant families of Kargil. To recall, prior
to the Partition, Baltistan was part of the Ladakh “Wizarat”, enjoying an
independent political identity for nearly 900 years. But with the emergence of
rigid borders, demographic changes fraught with serious consequences followed,
altering sex ratios, occupational structures, and literacy rates in two regions of
J & K and PAK. A good number of archaeological sites, historical forts and other
monuments which have withstood the ravages of time, unfold the painful story of
people located along the LoC.14
10 C. N. Vakil, Economic Consequences of Divided India: A Study of the Economy of India and
Pakistan, Bombay: Vora, 1950, 147.
11 www.scribd.com/doc/66143492, (Accessed on 13-10-2011).
12 Debidatta Aurobinda Mahapatra, the Silk Route in Kashmir: Preliminary Research Findings,
Central Eurasian Studies Review, Miami University, Volume 8, Number 1, Spring 2009, p. 15.
13 Sushobha Barve, “Beyond Borders,” Kashmir Report 2007, Centre for Dialogue and
Reconciliation, Delhi, pp. 13-14.
14 Based on the field work and allied interviews conducted by the investigator from 24.8.2010 to
10.9.2010.
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1 (b) Kashmir Conflict:
The unpropitious development of Partition forged Kashmir conflict with cascading
effects on the people of Kashmir for more than six decades now. Both nations of
India and Pakistan fought several wars on J & K on ethno-national and ideological
grounds. The inestimable cost was visible in the killing of more than 1,00,000
souls.15 Hundreds and thousands were displaced and rendered homeless. Equal
number was subjected to psychiatric ailments, and around 45,000 such persons,
were treated in Srinagar hospitals during 2000-06 alone. The inestimable number
of orphanages and destruction of precious infrastructure make yet another case of
effects following Kashmir conflict.
The economic cost of the conflict cannot be confined to a particular sector
of industry or investment. It affected the livelihood of local people especially in
tourism, horticulture and handicrafts sectors.16 In sequence, the average annual
growth of Net State Domestic Product from 1980-81 to 1999-2000 was 12.45% in
J & K whereas the same was as high as 15.01%, 14.28%, 13.83% and 14.3% in
Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, West Bengal and Kerala respectively. Similarly, the
average annual growth of Per Capita Net State Domestic Product during 1980-
2000 was estimated at merely 9.63% in J & K as compared to 12.9%, 11.63%,
11.63%, and 12.86% in Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, West Bengal and Kerala
respectively.17 The conflict stalled private investment and rendered the economic
growth stagnant.
Political implications of the conflict were equally horrendous. It pushed
India, Pakistan and China into dreadful wars in 1960s and 1970s, killing thousands
and rendering many homeless, widows, destitutes and orphanages besides caused
displacement to equal number of people and families. Above all, the conflict
15 Radha Kumar, (ed.), Negotiating Peace in Deeply Divided Societies, New Delhi: Sage
Publications, 2009, p. 247.
16 Debidatta Aurobinda Mahapatra and Seema Shekhawat, “The Peace Process and Prospects for
Economic Reconstruction in Kashmir,” Peace & Conflict Review, Volume 3, Issue 1, University
of Peace, 2008, pp. 1-2.
17 Planning Commission of India, Jammu & Kashmir: Development Scenario, Executive Summary,
2006, p. 1, http://planningcommission.nic.in/plans/stateplan/sdr_jandk/sdr_jkexecutive.pdf
(Accessed on 07-05-2008).
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strained the relations of India, Pakistan and China. It fuelled traditional enmity to
an extent where the conflicting parties diverted their precious resources to defence
at the cost of works of public utility. However, several factors were encouraging to
bring together India and Pakistan for resumption of peace talks.
2. Revival of Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit Route: Factors & Opportunities
2 (a) External Factors:
(i) Globalization
The dynamics of geo-politics and geo-economics had a great role in promoting
thought for conflict resolution through peace process. The growth of international
communications and trade and softening of borders and taxation policies
contributed to the creation of an unprecedented global economy, which was
galvanized by many countries in South and Central Asia for their respective
development. Perhaps the most important secret underlying the resolution of
territorial disputes between states lies in the incentives offered by economic
integration. Indeed globalization pre-empted porous national boundaries through
the construction of highways, roadways, railways and pipelines across Central
Asian region.18 The Indian Prime Minister, Manmohan Singh also realized that
“India’s foreign policy aims at Global order, in which India’s over-riding goals of
rapid, sustained and inclusive socio-economic development and poverty
alleviation are attained rapidly without any hindrance.”19 It is partially in this
background that India and Pakistan thought of re-inventing their relations through
honest management of shared geographical resources.20 It is again for this reason
that new generation in India with rate of higher literacy, income and access to
media seek for peaceful co-existence in South Asia21 through the medium of
18 Zahid Anwar, “Development of Infrastructural Linkages between Pakistan and Central Asia” A
research Journal of South Asian Studies, Vol. 26, No. 1, January-June 2011, Centre for South
Asian Studies, University of Punjab, Lahore, p. 104.
19 The Asian Age, New Delhi, 2 June 2010.
20 Bashir Assad, “Resumption of Talks: It is Kashmir through Kabul”, Kashmir Times, Srinagar, 18
February 2010.
21 Malik Javeed Iqbal, “Cross-Line of Control trade: a Step towards Peace Building and Conflict
Resolution,” Jammu and Kashmir Trade across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers, December
2010, p. 27.
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economic integration, softening of borders, restoration of traditional land routes
and people-to-people contacts. The India-Pakistan governments are seriously
considering restoration of Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route for economic integration of
J & K with PAK and Central Asia.
(ii) International Community/Organization
The role of international community in the Kashmir dispute has been that India
and Pakistan should built trust in each other to resolve the dispute with the help of
international support whenever required. It is for this reason that Ban Ki Moon,
UN Secretary-General, lately asked the leadership of the two countries to
peacefully resolve the Kashmir issue. He indicated his willingness to help the
troubled neighbours in ironing out the differences over the matter, and called for
an immediate end to the violence in Kashmir and appealed for restraint by all
parties.22 He welcomed the ongoing “constructive” talks between the Indo-Pak
Foreign Ministers for peace, development and security of South Asia as a whole.
Pertinently, “India and Pakistan are neighbouring countries, important nations in
that region-peace and security would have important implications (for them).”23
Like the UN, American strategy mostly aims at reducing India-Pakistan tension
over Kashmir. The successful American facilitation to end the Kargil conflict, ease
tensions during the border confrontation, and help initiate an official-level
dialogue between the two countries reveals American policy on the Kashmir issue
for being a flash point.24 The Bush administration played an active role in
facilitating the dialogue between India and Pakistan in 2003. The Secretary of
State, Colin Powell and Deputy Secretary Armitage and later on, Secretary Rice,
brokered peace process between the Foreign Ministers and leaders of the two
countries.25 In fact, the genesis of ongoing peace process goes back to the
22 The Hindu, New Delhi, 23 September 2010.
23 Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 31 July 2011.
24 Alexander Evans, “Reducing Tension is not Enough,” Washington Quarterly, Vol. 24, No. 2,
Spring 2001, pp. 81-193.
25 Khalid Mahmod, “Improving Indo-Pak Relations” South Asian Journal, South Asian Free Media
Association (SAFMA), Issue 32, April-June 2011, p. 35.
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Armitage mission26 that carried out at the height of the military standoff between
Pakistan and India in 2002, and resumption of talks was linked with a permanent
end to “cross-border terrorism” by Pakistan. Two years later, India and Pakistan
signed the Islamabad Declaration, which stipulated the Indian commitment to
resume talks in exchange for Pakistan’s pledge to end “cross-border terrorism.”
Thus, overtly or covertly, US was instrumental in getting the peace process
started.27 Of late, Barack Obama, US President, recognized that “India is an
important partner in the regional security… We want to encourage dialogue
between India and Pakistan, that is something we continue to support when there
are efforts, because the more confidence and trust that can be built between those
two nations, the more able everyone else is to focus on really the challenges of
extremism and terrorism that are a threat to all.”28 The need was also underscored
in view of the economic implications as Hillary Clinton said, “Promoting trade
links in violence hit South Asia will bring prosperity and peace not only to India,
but also to countries like Pakistan and Afghanistan.”29 She further said that “inter-
state trade would bring stability to the region. The path to long-term peace in
South Asia lies in resolving the Kashmir issue and America held discussions in
this regard with leaders in both India and Pakistan, solving Kashmir issue unlock
the path for long-term solution.”30 This kind of international feeling was a factor
that contributed to the sitting of the leaders of two countries on table for resolution
of long pending disputes including Kashmir.
The Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) also called for peaceful
resolution of the Kashmir issue. Ekmeleddin Ihsanoglu, OIC general secretary
reported in September 2011 in a meeting of OIC nations, “As on the previous
occasions, we continue to reaffirm our strong and principled position that the
J & K dispute has one inevitable path to ride, which is the path of negotiations
towards a peaceful solution of this long-lasting conflict. A peaceful settlement of
26 US Deputy Secretary of State Richard Armitage was engaged in normalizing the relations between
the South Asian neighbours.
27 Ijaz Hussain, “Obama and Kashmir,” Daily Times, Islamabad, 3 December 2008,
www.dailytimes.com.pk/default.asp?page=main-3-12-2008-pg3 (Accessed on 12-08-2010).
28 Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 14 January 2011.
29 Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 15 July 2011.
30 Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 23 September 2011.
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the dispute would certainly serve the people of both India and Pakistan and the
overall interests of South Asia as well. We are therefore hopeful for constructive
and successful bilateral negotiations between India and Pakistan through which a
final solution aiming at respecting the will and rights of the people in J & K could
be achieved.”31 The OIC expressed full faith in the United Nations policy towards
Kashmir issue and its resolution through just and durable peace. The United
Nations General Assembly President, Nassir Abdul-Aziz Al-Nasser of the State of
Qatar said, “History has shown that peaceful settlements, including those brokered
through mediation efforts, provide the most cost-effective and long-lasting
solution for disputes.”32 Dr. Mirwaiz Umar Farooq, during the OIC meeting in
2011, also supported peaceful resolution of Kashmir dispute in accordance with
the aspirations of the people of J & K.33
2 (b) Internal Factors:
(i) Civil Society
Civil society had also a certain role in pre-empting restoration of peace talks
between the two countries. The Indian civil activists recognized Kashmir as an
issue and emphasized on its solution through dialogue for the larger interests of
India.34 They made it clear that, “if the government of India continues to get
carried away by the elections, the day is not far off when you will see another
uprising on the streets of Kashmir.”35 Thus, they underscored the need of a
meaningful, time-bound and result-oriented dialogue, between India and Pakistan
so as to usher in a new era of peace, prosperity and stability in the region.36 To
quote noted Indian writer, Arundhati Roy, “I think that the people of Kashmir
31 Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 23 September 2011.
32 Kashmir issue discussed during the OIC Annual Meeting at the United Nations, OIC Contact
Group Meeting on Kashmir, United Nations, New York, 21 September 2011,
Mht:http://www.kashmir.com/index.php?options=com_acymailing&view=lists&Itemid=3
(Accessed on 11-11-2011).
33 Dr. Mirwaiz Umar Farooq, Chairman, All Parties Hurriyet Conference, Srinagar, Kashmir,
Kashmir issue discussed during the OIC Annual Meeting at the United Nations, OIC Contact
Group Meeting on Kashmir, United Nations, New York, 21 September 2011.
34 Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 14 October 2011.
35 Kashmir News, February 16, 2009, http://www,esinislam.com/ (Accessed on 16-01-2011).
36 Qazi Hussain Ahmad, Member of Jamat-e-Islami Pakistan & head of Muthida Majlis-e-Amal
reported the same: Greater Kashmir, 19 February 2009.
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have the right to self-determination, they have the right to choose who they want
to be and how they want to be.”37 To this effect, the Indian civil society
associations organized dharnas38 at different place in India and across the globe to
voice their opinion about the issue. The members of the Kashmir Centre for Social
and Development Studies (KCSDS), in 2010, suggested for the resolution of
Kashmir issue through peace process.39 Tibetan spiritual leader, the Dalai Lama,
stated that talks were, “the best way out to resolve the dispute over Jammu &
Kashmir. Kashmir dispute can be resolved only through talks and
understanding.”40 The women groups on both sides of the LoC41 urged for regional
peace, security, and economic stability through amicable solution of the protracted
conflict.42 Pugwash brought people together across the LoC during 2004-09,
provided the first peoples forum which united together political leaders of J & K
and Pakistan for laying emphasis on resolution of Kashmir dispute through
dialogue and Confidence Building Measures (CBMs). It is indeed because of it
that Chief Minister of J&K, Omar Abdullah, visited Pakistan to reinforce the idea
of peaceful resolution through dialogue. During the post Mumbai Attack, when
dialogue process between the two countries was frozen, Pugwash in 2009
endeavoured to build great deal of pressure on the two countries to resume
dialogue and shun war path.43 The media also played very significant role in
building bilateral trust: Pakistan’s Jang group and India’s Times of India group
started a TV show, Aman ki Asha (a hope for peace) in January 2010, to
periodically feature programmes essential to facilitate people to people contacts
37 Greater Kashmir, 13 November 2011.
38 Civil Society protested on Kashmir killings on 10 July 2010 in New Delhi at Jantar Mantar.
Representatives from various civil society groups expressed their solidarity for the people of
Kashmir. The two-hour dharna was organized by a nongovernmental organization, Act Now for
Harmony and Democracy (ANHAD).
39 Hilal Ahmad Wani, “The Role of Civil Society in Conflict Prevention in Jammu and Kashmir,”
International Journal of Business and Social Science, Centre for Promoting Ideas, USA, Vol. 2
No. 4; March 2011, pp. 164-66.
40 Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 17 November 2011.
41 The dialogue on ‘Women’s Roles in Society: Issues of Mutual Concern’ held at Gulmarg from the
27th to 29th of September, 2011, organized by Centre for Dialogue and Reconciliation (CDR), New
Delhi, and Women for Peace, Srinagar, in which forty five women from all regions of J&K, as
well as PAK and Gilgit-Baltistan participated.
42 http://www.cdr-india.org/ (Accessed on 13-10-2011)
43 Moeed Yosuf (Part I), Sandra Butcher (Part II) and Paolo Cotta Ramsino, Composite Report of
Pugwash Consultations of Pakistan June-October, 2009, Pugwash Conferences on Science and
World Affairs, Islamabad, March 2010, pp. 40-41.
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and promote peace on both sides of the Radcliff line. The enormous publications
of Jung Group in Pakistan facilitated the beginning of parliamentary dialogue and
the foundation laying of the South Asian Free Media Association (SAFMA).44
Another leading Indian newspaper, the Indian Express, supported the dialogue
process by publishing summaries of articles from Pakistani Press.45
(ii) Political Elite in J & K
The pressure of several elite and social groups Within J & K State also made the
restoration of dialogue process necessary. Though the political elite has no
common conceptual framework regarding J&K state yet it favours resolution of
Kashmir issue through peace process. While the hard core Geelani group of
Hurriyat conference strongly favours the right to self-determination of the people
of J & K under the auspices of United Nations, the Mirvaiz group supports
political stability as a key to economic prosperity of the two countries.46 The latter
welcomed the initiation of dialogue between New Delhi and Islamabad in Bhutan
but, at the same time, urged for the inclusion of Kashmiri leadership in the
dialogue process for the sake of South Asian peace and security.47 However, the
mainstream parties of J & K have different concept of the state: Peoples
Democratic Party (PDP) is in favour of Self Rule, which provides for economic
self-reliance, restoration of power to the state administration and allowing the state
to draw benefits of its geo-political location in the sub-continent. It favours that
Srinagar should be connected to Yarkand in China (777 miles) and beyond
through a 6-way lane constructed by China. It also seeks re-opening of Srinagar-
Iskardu-Gilgit route which connects J & K to Iran and Afghanistan through
Karakorum Highway.48 The PDP maintained that people of J & K look forward to
a broad based and structured dialogue between India and Pakistan which could
solve the six decade old problem. “The two countries must try to avoid pitfalls and
44 Negotiating Peace in Deeply Divided Societies, p. 272.
45 Dr. Yasin, “India-Pakistan Trade Relations: Problems and Prospects”, Indian Ocean Digest, Centre
for Indian Ocean Studies, Osmania University, Hyderabad, Issue: 48, Vol. 27, July-December, p.
66.
46 Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 23 December 2011.
47 Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 8 February 2011.
48 Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 13 February 2011.
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hiccups which had interrupted the dialogue process in the past as had happened in
the wake of Mumbai attacks in 2008,”49 is the stand of PDP on J & K issue.
Favouring dialogue with entire leadership of J & K including the Hurriyat, the
ruling National Conference demanded restoration of autonomy to the state and re-
opening of old trade routes of Kargil-Iskardu, Srinagar-Rawalpindi, Poonch-
Balakote and others so that people from both the sides of LoC develop closer
contacts and trade.50 Even the Governor of J & K State, N. N. Vohra, supported
that the stake holders and people of the State should work towards restoration of
lasting peace, communal harmony, amity and brotherhood in J & K and revive and
promote the states past glory as an abode of peace and tranquility.51
(iii) Rising Defence Expenditure
As argued above, due to the unceasing hostility and mistrust and strained relations,
both India and Pakistan alarmingly built their defence capacities and earmarked a
certain share of their GDP towards defence expenses. A comparative study on the
cost of conflict brings out some disturbing facts as large percentage of population
in both states remains mired in abject poverty. Pakistan’s defence budget since
2000 has been almost 3.9% of its GDP, while India’s defence spending has
averaged around 2.7% of its GDP. India’s social sector development budget has
been around 6%, while Pakistan’s spending has barely averaged 4% of its GDP on
social sector.52 Both the countries stand among the 15 major military spenders of
the world notwithstanding the fact that over 50 million Pakistanis and 34% of
India’s population fall below poverty line.53 The December 2001-October 2002
standoff consumed a total of US$3 billion (1.8 billion for India and 1.2 for
Pakistan). While India’s spending (cost) amounted to 0.38 percent of its GDP,
Pakistan’s cost was a whopping 1.79% of its GDP. Military expenditures of both
India and Pakistan have continued to increase since then. For the budgetary year
49 Rising Kashmir, Srinagar, 3 March 2010.
50 Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 8 June 2010.
51 Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 14 October 2011.
52 Imtiaz Gul “the Cost of India-Pakistan Conflict” the Friday Times, Islamabad, 24-30 December
2004. http://www.strategicforesight.com/inhouse_articles.htm, (Accessed on 14-08-2010).
53 Ingolf Kiesow and Nicklas Norling, The Rise of India: Problems and Opportunities, Central
Asian-Caucasus Institute Silk Road Studies Program, Silk Road paper January 2007, p. 27.
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2006/2007, India’s defence expenditure increased from 2.7 to 3.1% of Gross
Domestic Product (GDP), and that of Pakistan swelled to 5.5% of its GDP,
excluding pensions, during the same period.54 Instead of devoting their efforts to
poverty, unemployment, illiteracy, crime and the like social problems, they
engaged in building their military capabilities and enhancing their respective
defence expenditures: lately India hiked it by 34% worth 1.4173 trillion Indian
rupees and Pakistan increased its defence budget by 15% in 2009 despite her
insignificant growth rate of 3.3% of GDP.55 For the financial year 2011-12, the
Government of Pakistan increased the country’s Military budget by 12%,
including the 15% increase in the salaries of the employees. The total amount of
the budget was Rs. 495 billion, compared to Rs 442 billion for the year 2010-11.
The Finance Minister while justifying the increase in the defence budget said, “We
live in a difficult neighbourhood. We are faced with threats to our security. We
remain engaged in a struggle for the safety of our citizens. We are the victims of
war on terrorism.”56 However, while analyzing the defence budget, over the last
few years, there has been a decline in the defence budget of Pakistan in practical
terms. The fact remains that, during year 2010-11, in term of GDP share, the
defence allocation was 2.6% whereas, despite an increase of 12%, the GDP share
of defence allocation for the next year (2011-12) would go down to 2.4%, a
decrease of 2%. This decline was due to inflation, which at an average was 14.1%
and continues to be so over the years.57 The union budget of India, 2011-12,
increased the defence allocation to Rs 1, 64,415.49 crore ($36.03 billion), an
increase by 11.59% over the previous year’s allocation. But its share in the GDP
was decreased from 2.12 in 2010-11 to 1.8% in 2011- 2012 implicitly due to the
relatively faster growth of the Indian economy and the resultant increase in total
54 Ingolf Kiesow and Nicklas Norling, The Rise of India: Problems and Opportunities, Central
Asian-Caucasus Institute Silk Road Studies Program, Silk Road paper January 2007, pp. 27-28.
55 Mushtaq A. Kaw, “Border Politics in South Asia: A Case Study of India, Pakistan and
Afghanistan,” Eurasia Border Review, Hokkaido University, Volume 1 No. 1, Spring 2010, p. 49.
56 Dr. Raja Muhammad Khan, “Pakistan: Inside the Military Budget”, Pakistan Ka Khuda Hafiz
(Leading Policy Institute), 8 June 2011, http://www.pakistankakhudahafiz.com/ (Accessed on 17-
05-2011).
57 Dr. Raja Muhammad Khan, “Pakistan: Inside the Military Budget”, Pakistan Ka Khuda Hafiz
(Leading Policy Institute), 8 June 2011, http://www.pakistankakhudahafiz.com/ (Accessed on 17-
05-2011).
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central governmental expenditure.58 This declining trend in the share of military
budget in GDP reveals positivism as both India and Pakistan resolved to go
hammer and tongs after ‘trust deficit’ which they realized had blocked the
progress of developing a genuine relationship.59 Thus globalization, internal and
external pressures and the high mounting costs of defence, pre-empted the two
countries to perceive of peace talks60 for conflict resolution through several
Confidence Building Measures (CBMs) including the restoration of ancient routes.
(iv) Confidence Building Measures (CBMs)
The CBMs characterized softening of borders to allow free movement of people,
goods and services:61 perhaps the only viable alternative to reconcile the divergent
India-Pakistan stand on Kashmir.62 True during 80s and 90s both sides strived for
peace talks but that proved rhetoric in absence of mutual trust. However, in 1996
and onwards, much work was done quietly for resumption of dialogue process.63
The advent of Nawaz Sharif and I. K. Gujral governments greatly helped this
process. Prime Minister Navaz Shrief was candid on Kashmir issue, “We cannot
take Kashmir by force and you cannot give it peacefully we have to find a way to
span the distance.”64 In 1997, the Indian and Pakistani Prime Ministers engaged in
negotiations on the sidelines of the Male SAARC Summit. This said process of
composite dialogue was furthered,65 at the Foreign Secretaries level meeting of the
two countries on the sidelines of the UN General Assembly Session in September
1998. This was followed by the first substantive round of talks on the issues of
composite dialogue, mutual security and CBMs in October 1998.66 Though the
58 Laxman K. Behera, “India’s Defence Budget 2011-2012”, Institute for Defence Studies and
Analyses, New Delhi, 7 March 2011, http://www.idsa.in/?q. (Accessed on 12-10-2011)
59 The Asian Age, New Delhi, 2 June 2010.
60 Moeed Yusuf, “Promoting Cross-Loc Trade in Kashmir,” United States Institute of Peace, Special
Report 230, August 2009, p. 2.
61 P.R. Chari and Hasan Akbar Rizvi, “Making Borders Irrelevant”, Epilogue, Vol. II, Issue 9,
Jammu, October, 2008, p. 24.
62 Siddharth Varadaraja, “Building Trust, One Step at Time”, The Hindu, New Delhi, 23 June 2010.
63 Satish Chandra, “The Prospects for Indo-Pak Dialogue,” South Asian Journal, South Asian Free
Media Association (SAFMA), Issue 32, April-June 2011, p. 41.
64 Gull Wani, “Reconciling different dialogue tracks”, Kashmir Times, Srinagar, January 5, 2011.
65 Asma-ul-Husna Faiz, India Pakistan Dialogue: Bringing the Society In, RCSS Policy Studies 39,
Colombo: Regional Centre for Strategic Studies, 2007, p. 93.
66 Satish Chandra, “The Prospects for Indo-Pak Dialogue,” South Asian Journal, South Asian Free
Media Association (SAFMA), Issue 32, April-June 2011, p. 42.
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process galloped with Prime Minister Vajpayee’s visit to Pakistan in February
1999, yet it was stalled due to Kargil war, the military coup in Pakistan, terrorist
attacks on the J & K Assembly and the Indian Parliament.67 However, June 2004
saw real beginning of the dialogue process. The immediate impulse came from the
Vajpayee-Musharraf meeting on the sidelines of the SAARC Summit in Islamabad
in January 2004. Both agreed to resume the dialogue within what was billed as the
‘2+6’68 framework.69 The Islamabad stressed on regional cooperation and
resolution of all pending issues including Kashmir. At the same time, it reaffirmed
not to allow its soil to be used for terrorism.70 Between 2004 and 2008, when the
two countries were about to resume the fifth round of talks, the 26/11 (2008)
Mumbai terror attack occurred, which stalled the above process, as India believed
Pak hand in it, which the latter out rightly denied. However, for the larger interests
and under different compulsions, the two countries again decided to resume
talks.71 In September 2008, the president of Pakistan and Prime Minister of India
met during the 63rd United Nations General Assembly session in New York,
resolved to strengthen bilateral relations, open the Wagah-Attari road, Khokrapar-
Munnabao rail, and the Srinagar-Muzaffarabad and Poonch-Rawalakot roads for
trade and traffic on 21 October 2008.72 The inclination of both the countries
to resume dialogue73 brought them together for renewed engagement at
67 Asma-ul-Husna Faiz, India Pakistan Dialogue: Bringing the Society In, RCSS Policy Studies 39,
Colombo: Regional Centre for Strategic Studies, 2007, p. 94.
68 This meant that two issues were assigned a higher position on the scale of negotiations, while six
others were to be dealt with piecemeal. Negotiations on the two major issues of peace and security,
including Confidence Building Measures and Kashmir, were to be held at the foreign secretary
level. Negotiations on six other issues, Siachen, the Wular Barrage/Tulbul navigation project, Sir
Creek, terrorism and drug trafficking, economic and commercial cooperation and promotion of
friendly exchanges were to start from July 2004 by the relevant administrative departments.
69 Asma-ul-Husna faiz, India Pakistan Dialogue: Bringing the Society In, RCSS Policy Studies 39,
Colombo: Regional Centre for Strategic Studies, 2007, p. 94.
70 Ishtiaq Ahmad and Rabia Akhtar Choudhry “India Pakistan Peace Process 2004-2008: A Case
Study of Kashmir,” Research Journal of International Studies, Institute for Interkulturelle Studien,
Issue 13 (March, 2010), p. 94.
71 Samarjit Ghosh, “Two Decades of Indo-Pak CBMs A Critique from India,” IPCS Issue Brief 132,
Institute of Peace and Conflict Studies, New Delhi, September 2009, pp. 1-2.
72 Epilogue, Vol. II, Issue 9, Jammu, October, 2008, p. 23.
73 While talking about resumption of composite dialogue Gilani said, “the suspension of the India-
Pakistan composite dialogue in the wake of the 2008 Mumbai attacks allowed non-state actors to
succeed in dictating their agenda, Pakistan wants peaceful relations with the neighbouring
countries including India, Afghanistan, and Iran. India should sit with us to initiate dialogue to
resolve all important issues including Jammu and Kashmir, Water dispute and terrorism:” Greater
Kashmir, 4 January 2009.
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Sharm-el-Shaikh in July 2009, and the decision to initiate dialogue at Foreign
Ministers level without any precondition was taken at the South Asian Association
for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) summit at Thimpu, Bhutan. The Pakistan,
Prime Minister assured that India’s ‘core concern’ of terrorism would be
addressed.74 Consequently, the Foreign Secretaries of two countries held talks on
the sidelines of the SAARC meeting to hammer out modalities of peace process.
The hope for taking this process forward on all issues was expressed by Indian
Minister of External Affairs, S. M. Krishna, when he said: “Secretary-level talks
on counter-terrorism, (including progress of Mumbai trail); human rights
violation, peace, security, resolution of pending issues including J & K and
Siachen etc., will be held soon.”75 Soon he met his Pakistani counterpart, Ms. Hina
Rabbani Khar, at New Delhi on 27 July 2011, to discuss issues related to
“Confidence Building Measures including cross-border trade and visa
protocols.”76 The bilateral dialogue has taken over two and a half years to revive
and continues successfully regardless of the impact of Mumbai bomb blasts.77
With the spirit to carry forward dialogue process, Pakistan send its own team to
investigate into Mumbai Attack78 and granted the status of Most Favoured Nations
(MNF) to India, expedite and upgrade cross-LoC trade and travel in J & K.79 She
also removed restrictions on the import of 12 items from India, including raw
materials and machinery. In fact, both countries agreed to increase the movement
of trucks across-LoC from two to four days, as part of CBMs aimed at normalizing
the bilateral trade relations.80 Importantly, the proposed CBMs suggest re-opening
of Kargil-Iskardu and other traditional routes. The committee of the interlocutors
under Padgankar81 is also reported to have recommended free flow of people and
74 Dr. Yasin, “India-Pakistan Relations: Problems and Prospects”, Indian Ocean Digest, Osmania
University: Centre for Indian Ocean Studies, Hyderabad, July-December 2010, Issue 48, Vol. 27,
p. 64.
75 Greater Kashmir, Srinagar 11 February 2011.
76 Greater Kashmir, Srinagar 28 July 2011.
77 On 13 July 2011, a series of deadly bomb blasts ripped through India’s financial capital, killing 23
people and wounding over 130.
78 Dawn, Karachi, 17 July 2011, http//www.dawn.com-2011/7/17.htm, (Accessed on 10.10.2011).
79 Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 11 November 2011.
80 Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 13 November 2011.
81 Padgaonkar was a member of the Panel of the three member interlocutors on Kashmir, appointed
by the centre in 2010 to look after and analyze the main causes of the summer unrest in Kashmir in
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trade across the LoC and reopening of more routes without “prolonged
bureaucratic hassles.” This would end the isolation of J & K and usher in the
welfare of people in adjoining parts of Asia.82
2010. The Panel was supposed to make recommendations for establishing long term peace in
Jammu and Kashmir.
82 Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 24 December 2010.
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Chapter V
Revival of Kargil-Iskardu-Baltistan-Gilgit
Road: Challenges & Benefits
Challenges:
(i) Security
Conditioning sustenance of bilateral dialogue between India and Pakistan, the
reopening of Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit road is likely to be as good a reality as that of
Srinagar-Muzaffarabad and Poonch-Rawalakote roads, though the proposition is
not devoid of various threats. Such a beginning can pre-empt the restoration of
Demchak-Tibet traditional trade route in Southern Ladakh and re-link J & K and
Chinese part of Tibet and Xinjiang as well. This is quite likely in view of the
following statement of Indian Prime Minister, Manmohan Singh: “I will make an
effort to ensure that relations with China improve and new routes are opened with
that country.”1 A well-built infrastructure is already in place in Xinjiang and
Ladakh across Karakoram in J & K.2 However, such an arrangement may lure
China to extend her political influence in Ladakh which may lead to escalation of
tension between the two countries.3 Recently China declared J & K as disputed
territory and issued visa to the Kashmiris on plain paper, which speaks for China’s
expanding designs in South Asia.
Likewise, it is feared that re-opening of LoC routes would facilitate
infiltration of militants and arms from the other side of borders into J & K.4
Despite increased efforts for peace building, security and economic cooperation,
security threat persists. Both India and Pakistan accuse each other for supporting
1 Martin Van Beek, Ladakh Studies, International Association for Ladakh Studies, Bristol University
Print Services, 20 March, 2006, pp. 6-7.
2 Mushtaq A. Kaw, “Restoring India’s Silk Route links with South and Central Asia across Kashmir:
Challenges and Opportunity,” The China and Eurasia Forum Quarterly, Central Asia-Caucasus
Institute and Silk Road Studies Program, Vol. 7, May/June 2009, p. 66.
3 Martin Van Beek, Ladakh Studies, International Association for Ladakh Studies, Bristol University
print services, 20 March, 2006, p. 6.
4 Rekha Chowdhary, “The Political Economy of Cross-LoC Trade” Jammu and Kashmir Trade
across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers, December 2010 (Conciliation Resources), p.16.
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militants in their territories. Pakistan alleges that ‘several military training camps
in Baluchistan besides some restive groups in Gilgit and Sindh are financially
supported by the Indian consulates in Kandahar, Jalalabad and Zahidan,5 which is
probable to channel hawala funds6 for the militants in J & K in the guise of barter
system or exchange of goods.7 Recently the Director General of J & K police,
Kuldeep Khoda said, “Militants in the State continue to receive funds through
different channels like cross-border trade and electronic transfers.”8 The
Enforcement Directorate (ED) on November 1, 2011, booked four persons under
the Prevention of Money Laundering Act (PMLA) for transferring illegal money
along the LoC. The event is first of its kind since reopening of Srinagar-
Muzaffarabad trade route on 21 October 2008. The State Government revealed in
the J & K Legislative Assembly on September 27, 2011, “As the cross LoC trade
seems to have improved the relations between the traders on both sides of the
dividing line, the same has been misused by many by acting as conduits of passing
hawala money into the State, meant for militants and separatist groups.”
Accordingly, 48 persons were found involved in misusing the trade across the LoC
and an amount of INR 7.3 million as well as un-cashed cheques worth INR
100,000, were recovered from these persons in a total of 20 cases registered since
January 1, 2009 (July 31, 2011).9 The Bahu’s (banker like structures) amid the
rocky mountains of the said route would provide the protective shield to the
militants against the security personals. Perhaps the mounting threat of cross-
border terrorism and religious extremism is a potent deterrent to the revival of the
Silk Route in Kashmir and elsewhere.10 The whole South and Central Asian region
5 www.silkroadstudies.org/New/docs/publications.GCAP (Accessed on 12-06-2010).
6 The informal transfer of money has been a common phenomenon in J & K. The militant outfits are
reported to receive lots of funds from Pakistan, Arabia and other funding countries and agencies:
Ajit Kumar Singh, “Dismantle Hawala Networks to End Terrorism in Kashmir,” The Kashmir
Telegraph, Pune, 21 November 2011.
www.kashmirtelegraph.com/.../dismantle-hawala-networks-to-end.ht...(Accessed on 20-09-2011).
7 Dr. Smruti S. Pattanaik and Dr. Arpita Anant, “Cross-LoC Confidence Building Measures between
India and Pakistan: A Giant Leap or a Small Step towards Peace,” Institute for Defence Studies
and Analyses, p. 11.
8 Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 4 January 2011.
9 Ajit Kumar Singh, “Dismantle Hawala Networks to End Terrorism in Kashmir”: The Kashmir
Telegraph, Pune, 21 November 2011, www.kashmirtelegraph.com, (Accessed on 20-09-2011).
10 Dana Upadhyay, “Central Asian Nations to Back Russia in Fight against Terrorism”, Indian
Express, Delhi, 27 September 1999.
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is already plagued with the existence of the non-state forces.11 Despite being
strong allies, China strictly scans the entry of goods in Xinjiang lest these contain
arms and ammunition for restive Uighers and secessionists in Xinjiang.12
(ii) Trade
Like its counterparts, the re-opening of cross-LoC trade along Kargil-Iskardu-
Gilgit route may affect the local traders of Kashmir and promote interests of big
business tycoons of India and Pakistan. The apprehensions of Kashmir traders
about Srinagar-Muzaffarabad road are quite revealing. They allege that business
tycoons of India and Pakistan have hijacked the business and profits. “These
businessmen decide what to trade, create demand and set the rates and we
Kashmiri traders are mere commission agents.”13 To run proxy trade, they hired
local traders as facilitators, and bribed officials to get clearances against taxes
though Pakistan has checked the same trend along the Poonch-Rawalakot, if not
the Srinagar-Muzaffarabad route.14 Both countries realize that traders evade
customs and other taxes on the exchange of goods simply on the name of being
Kashmirian in make, usually exempted from duties. Notably the non-Kashmirian
goods like moong dal, herbs and garlic have a good demand in J & K and so have
cardamom, coconut and red chilly in PAK. All these goods are transacted along
the LoC in the name of Kashmirian goods.15
(iii) Emotional
Likewise, trans-LoC trade is characteristic of high level of emotional quotient
rather than the realistic strategy.16 The international trade is very rarely based on
emotional proclivities and is purely governed by the profit motive. Hence, LoC
trade along Kargil-Iskardu and other traditional routes may in the long run prove
11 www.subcontinent.com/sapra/bulletai/95oct/si951001... (Accessed on 11-10-2010).
12 Alauddin Masood, “Benefits of Trade Links”, Jung, Islamabad, 11 April 2010,
http://www.jang.com.pk, (Accessed on 12-10-2011)
13 Malik Javeed Iqbal, “Cross-Line of Control Trade: a Step towards Peace Building and Conflict
Resolution,” Jammu and Kashmir Trade across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers, December
2010, p. 28.
14 Ershad Mahmud, “Bringing Peace and Development: a Case Study of Intra-Kashmir Trade,”
Jammu and Kashmir Trade across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers, Decembers 2010, p. 36.
15 Indian Express, Delhi, 16 August, 2011.
16 Arjimand Hussain Talib, “Re-thinking LoC Trade,” Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 14 September
2008.
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counterproductive to the traders. Their loss for obvious trade limitations does not
matter for the respective governments. They simply allow LoC trade to address the
emotional outburst of restive Kashmirians rather than the cost-benefit factor of the
LoC trade structure.17 To quote President of the Muzaffarabad Chamber of
Commerce and Industries: “The manner in which cross-LoC trade is being rolled
out it is not a business of profit; it is out and out a business of loss. Aware of all
the bottlenecks and losses we are still serious about going ahead because we
respect the gestures behind this (cross-LoC trade). Of course, in the long term we
would try to convert these losses into profit but at the moment we are ready to bear
all losses for a long term profit of peace and cooperation between two parts of
Jammu and Kashmir.”18 It is important to give traders opportunities to make
market assessments rather than rely on the current “blind trade” system.19 This has
robbed the trade of its potential to make any impact on the economy on either
side.20 Therefore, the LoC trade has become hostage to the peace process. That is
why its volume is not worthwhile,21 and is believed to remain so in future too.22
The Joint Chamber of Commerce and Industries exists only on paper and simply
to ward off the bottlenecks that developed in the aftermath of 26/11 Mumbai
Attack.23 In the like manner, proper LoC trade system is not in place and is run
instead on shortcut mechanism. While corruption has been rampant, the vital
services such as trade, finance, banking, insurance, bonding, and
telecommunication facilities have been absent.24 On top of it, it is believed that the
17 Moeed Yusuf, “Promoting Cross-Loc Trade in Kashmir,” Special Report 230, United States
Institute of Peace, August 2009, p. 10.
18 Interview of Zulfikar Abbasi, President, Muzaffarabad Chamber of Commerce and Industries,
Epilogue, Vol. 2, Issue 10, November 2008, p. 35.
19 Faheen Aslam, ‘Cross-LoC Trade has Peace-building Potential,’ Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 26
March 2011.
20 Dr. Shaheen Akhtar, “Expanding Cross-LoC Interactions: A Conflict Transformational Approach
to Kashmir,” Regional Studies, Quarterly Journal of the Institute of Regional Studies, Islamabad,
Vol. xxx, No. 1, Winter 2011-2012, pp. 19-20.
21 Rekha Chowdhary, “The Political Economy of Cross-LoC Trade” Jammu and Kashmir Trade
across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers, December 2010, p.15.
22 Moeed Yusuf, “Promoting Cross-Loc Trade in Kashmir,” Special Report 230, United States
Institute of Peace, August 2009, p. 10.
23 Shaheen Akhtar, “Expanding Cross-LoC Interactions Perspective from Pakistan” IPSC Issue Brief
130, Institute of Peace and Conflict Studies, New Delhi, September 2009, p. 2.
24 Zahid Anwar, “Development of Infrastructural Linkages between Pakistan and Central Asia” A
research Journal of South Asian Studies, Vol. 26, No. 1, January-June 2011, Centre for South
Asian Studies, University of Punjab, Lahore, p. 108.
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Kashmiri exports have a greater scope of market in India with a bigger population,
consumers than in Pakistan. Thus Pakistani market would be a new experience for
them both in quantative and qualitative terms.
Benefits:
However, the benefits associated with the revival of Kargil-Iskardu-Baltistan-
Gilgit road outweigh the challenges. The said proposition is time-saving and
convenient, and is due to promote direct access of Kashmir with the markets of
Pakistan and South and Central Asia. Infact, it would be a landmark step towards
the economic development of the people of the disputed Himalayan region and
guarantee numerous benefits to all contending parties of the region.
(i) Reunion of Divided Families
Kargil is more wedded to Iskardu rather than the half-yearly impassable Zojila
road. During the winter, the Kargil region is cut off from the main land due to
heavy snowfall on the Srinagar-Leh national highway. The Zojila Pass between
Kargil and Ladakh and Srinagar closed for about six months (October-March) is
causing immense hardships to the people on the other side. Contrarily, Kargil-
Iskardu route, which lies in a cold but arid region, remains open even during the
harsh months. One respondent, Amir Syed Kazim,25 rightly said, “it is very
important to open the road, the divided families can meet, new relations can be
developed, Kargil has no air service so it is very important to revive the route as it
would remain open throughout the year.”26 With that, the people can get into
Iskardu in winter for marketing, business and medical treatment.27 In addition, the
necessary provisions can reach out to needy people on time than is usually taken
across Zojila Pass.28 Indian Prime Minister, Dr. Manmohan Singh said that
Government wants to take steps to open Kargil-Iskardu route. “We have tried our
best to promote movement of people and trade on Srinagar-Muzaffarabad and
Poonch-Rawalakote route. Now we want to take similar steps for the Kargil-
25 Deputy Chairman, Kargil Autonomous Hill Development Council.
26 Interview with Amir Agha Syed on 28-08-2010.
27 Interview with Ghulam Mustafa, local resident of Hardas conducted on 02-09-2010.
28 Navreet Milton, “Opening of the Kargil-Iskardu Route: a Reflection” Jammu and Kashmir Trade
across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers, December 2010, p. 51.
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Iskardu route. We have been constantly trying to increase trade and commerce
between different parts of Jammu and Kashmir. We want to look at all possible
measures to strengthen links between people on both sides of the line of control.”29
Importantly, 7000 divided families would re-unite on the opening of the said route.
Asghar Karbalaie reported that "We hope the Prime Minister will open this road as
the other routes do not provide much benefit to the divided families of Kargil who
live in the northern areas. The Prime Minister has assured us that the Government
was considering a proposal to start talks with Islamabad on opening a road
between Kargil in Jammu and Kashmir and Iskardu in the Northern Areas which is
controlled by Pakistan."30 In fact, borders have not only divided land but even
pierced hearts and minds. There are stories of thousands of divided families, every
family has suffered a lot and each person has his own tale of suffering to tell.31
The long distance and the political factors have prevented the divided families in
Kargil and Iskardu to meet each other since decades together. The only mode of
communication is letters and telephone calls.32 One of the respondents reported,
"If the Kargil-Iskardu route is opened, I would happily go by that road to meet my
relatives. I stay all alone here, so I would be very happy to go by that route and
pray to God for that."33 Yet another respondent, Asghar Ali Karbalaie, expressed
emotional attachments with the Kargil-Iskardu route: "The situation in the
Northern Areas is an open secret but the main impact of the opening of the road
would be felt here across the LoC in Kargil as the people here belong to the same
ethnic stock, and are emotionally linked to the people living in the Northern
Areas."34 Ghulam Hassan Khan, a member of Indian parliament from Ladakh said:
“the upper most benefit of the revival of Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route will be
29 Greater Kashmir, 8 June 2010.
30 Martin Van Beek, Ladakh Studies, International Association for Ladakh Studies, Bristol University
Print Services, 20 March, 2006, pp. 8-9.
31 Dr. Sadia Chisti, “Divided Families,” Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 10 March 2012.
32 Martin Van Beek, Ladakh Studies, International Association for Ladakh Studies, Bristol University
Print Services, 20 March, 2006, p. 10.
33 Interview with Haji Neyaz, local resident of Kargil conducted on 27-08-2010.
34 Martin Van Beek, Ladakh Studies, International Association for Ladakh Studies, Bristol University
Print Services, 20 March, 2006, pp. 10-11.
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towards the removal of psychological blockage and its revival will bridge the gap
amongst the divided families of the regions.”35
Such a re-opening can pre-empt the re-union of hundreds of such families
of Turtuk who got distanced from their relatives as a result of India-Pakistan 1971
war. The entire region of Turtuk in Nubra Ladakh was a part of Baltistan till such
time. The division took place overnight leaving behind painful tale of divided
families and communities of the same ethno-historical background.36 Similarly,
such type of beginnings by India-Pakistan can be instrumental in re-opening
Ladakh to Tibet and Xinjiang China. The people of Ladakh have been cherishing
for their re-union with their Tibetan communities for religious and economic
integration, and expressed serious concern over the apathy of the State and Central
government.37 They urge that Indian government should explore re-opening LoC-
Demchak-Tibet route on the analogy of the re-opening of “Nathula Pass” in
Sikkim. They believe that it would not only address the humanitarian problem but
even shorten the distance of travel for thousands of Indian pilgrims to Mount
Kailash and lake Mansarovar in Tibet, who otherwise enter Tibet across long-
Distanced route in Himachal Pradesh. The Ladakh even urge for re-opening of the
traditional Karakoram route to Xinjiang China for economic integration besides
enabling them and others to exploit the high-end tourism in Karakoram region.
The said route connected Kashmir to Xinjiang across Nubra in Ladakh and Uldi
Beg near Aksai Chin on the Karakoram mountains. Perhaps with above
considerations in mind India-China expressed their resolve to restore their
traditional road links in and across Ladakh. Indian Prime Minister, Manmohan
Singh, many a times, reiterated to engage China in talks for opening up
Mansarovar in Tibet via Ladakh for religious tourism. To quote him, "We are
firmly determined to resolve these problems through talks with China and Pakistan
so that people can lead a peaceful life and can utilize their creative energy to take
35 Navreet Milton, “Opening of the Kargil-Skardu route: a reflection” Jammu and Kashmir Trade
across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers, Decembers 2010, p. 52.
36 Dr. Smruti S. Pattanaik and Dr. Arpita Anant, “Cross-LoC Confidence Building Measures
between India and Pakistan: A Giant Leap or a Small Step towards Peace,” Institute for Defence
Studies and Analyses, New Delhi, pp. 16-17.
37 Based on the field work conducted by the investigator from 24-08-2010 to 10-09-2010.
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the state to new frontiers."38 In fact, the restoration of Kargil-Iskardu route to
Baltistan Gilgit has no doubt several stakes from the security point of view.
However, such stakes are due to marginalize with India-Pakistan engagement in
peace process and conflict resolution through mutual consultation and dialogue.
With that, the re-opening of above route would open up vistas of advantages to all
the stakeholders including India and Pakistan and their nationals in Kargil J & K
and Iskardu in Baltistan Gilgit. Such a beginning can go along with other re-
openings over LoC in J & K and PAK and facilitate geographical, historical,
cultural, economic, religious, tourist and other sorts of re-unions between the
peoples of India and Pakistan.
(ii) Additional Trade Corridor
The Kargil-Iskardu route can be a vital gateway for trade with untapped markets
of Central Asia39 as it offers the best opportunity of ‘economic growth and access
to the international market.’40 The Srinagar-Muzaffarabad and Poonch-Rawalakote
routes are confined to a particular segment but the Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route
would directly connect Kargil, J & K and India with the Karakoram Highway to
which Gilgit-Baltistan are already the part of.41 It would take only eight hours
from Gilgit to Kargil.42 This is perhaps why the Kashmiri traders are looking at
wider international markets through the traditional Gilgit route. To quote Muneeb
Shah, President Chamber of Commerce and Industries in Kashmir, “we have”
spoken to people in Dubai and other countries to trade with us via Pakistan in
general.”43 However, another respondent, Aslam Karbalaie44, specially
underscored the need of re-opening Gilgit-Kargil route for the purpose. According
38 Martin Van Beek, Ladakh Studies, International Association for Ladakh Studies, Bristol University
Print Services, 20 March, 2006, p. 7.
39 Martin Van Beek, Ladakh Studies, International Association for Ladakh Studies, Bristol University
Print Services, 20 March, 2006, p. 11.
40 Zaffar Chaudhary, “Beginning of a New Chapter” Epilogue, Vol. II, Issue 9, Jammu, October,
2008, p. 17.
41 Ismail Khan, “Unlocking the Cross-border Trade Potential of Gilgit-Baltistan for Peace and
Development,” Jammu and Kashmir Trade across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers,
December 2010, p. 49.
42 Mohd. Asraf, “Tourism as a CBM in J & K” IPCS Issue, No. 147, New Delhi, April 2010, p. 3.
43 “It’s Beyond CBM. Kashmir always needed an Alternative Trade Route,” Epilogue, Vol. II, Issue
9, Jammu, October, 2008, p. 20.
44 The Former Chief Executive Councilor of Kargil Hill Development Council (KHDC).
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to him, such a beginning will open up huge economic opportunities for the local
people and the state itself as we can trade with Iskardu, Gilgit, Central Asian
countries and even China.45 This would automatically imply the revival of heydays
of famous Silk Route across Kargil-Gilgit and China,46 and lessen Kashmir’s
dependence on the Indian markets, which are avalanched with apprehensions of
economic blockade47 and climatic hazards.48 The re-opening of Kargil-Iskardu
route will not only address above apprehensions but even increase the exports of
J & K in fruits, carpets, rugs, chain stitch, wall hangings, shawls, embroidery, silk
and silken cloths, shawls, spices, flowers, saffron, Kashmiri cuisine (wazwaan),
timber, furniture, aromatic and fruit bearing plants, to non-Indian markets in South
and Central Asia. According to Haji Asgar Karbalaie, "the way the Muzaffarabad-
Srinagar road has been opened, the Kargil-Iskardu route should also be opened
because it has its own cultural, historical and geographical importance. This is an
ancient route, an all-weather route and is connected from Kargil to Central Asia
via Iskardu and Gilgit and onwards to Central Asia. It would be, therefore,
economically viable and strategically expedient for India-Pakistan in particular
and other regional powers in general;"49 hence, benefit the commoners as well as
the business and trading community of Gilgit Pakistan and J & K India.50 Border
markets would come up at designated points to cater to the need of the nations
across the LoC and tourists alike. The border markets would transform into
business hubs where farmers and craftsmen from both sides of LoC would
converge to conclude future business deals. Over the period of time, these would
serve as retail centers for exchange of routine provisions. Arguably, enhanced
45 Martin Van Beek, Ladakh Studies, International Association for Ladakh Studies, Bristol University
Print Services, 20 March, 2006, p. 9.
46 M. Ashraf, Opening Kargil-Iskardu Route can boost “Adventure Tourism”
http://www.kashmirfirst.com/articles/history/kargil_Iskardu.htm. (Accessed on 10-03-2011).
47 In 2008, the Banihal Road was blocked by the Jammuites to counter ongoing movement of
Kashmiris for transfer of 800 acres of land from the Amarnath Shrine Board at Pahalgam to the
state government.
48 Srinagar-Banihal, the only road connecting Kashmir Valley with outside world remains most often
closed in winter, because of heavy snowfall and landslides on the road, political complications
aside.
49 Interview with Haji Asgar Karbalie, former Executive Councilor of Kargil Hill Development
Council conducted on 28-08-2010.
50 P.R. Chari and Hasan Akbar Rizvi, “Making Borders Irrelevant”, Epilogue, Vol. II, Issue 9,
Kashmir, October, 2008, pp. 32-33.
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interaction would lead mutual producers to gauge consumer preferences and
specialize products, especially crafts and value added goods and thereby usher in a
new era of regional collaboration, exchange, peace and development in South
Asia.51
(iii) Trade Potential
The revival of the Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit road would form yet another trade
corridor for Indian exports to Central Asia over Pakistan in PAK and Pakistan’s
exports to South Asia over India in J & K. Like other traditional routes, the Kargil-
Iskardu-Gilgit route would be a great stimulant to India-Pakistan bilateral trade,
which though has not been worthwhile over the past few decades for obvious
reasons. It was just worth 2.14 billion USD in 2007-08 which declined to 1.78
billion in 2009 though slightly picked up again to 2.7 billion USD in 2010-11.52
Even that too represented just a quarter of the total informal trade between the two
countries.53 It was rather over 0.5 % as regards Pakistan and 1% as regards India
on the eve of 1947.54 This does not, however, rule out the scope of their growing
trade potential provide they stay as friendly neighbours and restore trade at various
cross-border points including the one under discussion. If that happens and both
go by the SAARC (South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation) and
SAFTA (South Asia Free Trade Area) trade agreements in letter and spirit, India’s
formal exports would be worth 9.5 billion USD in the foreseeable future.55 The
fact of the matter is that India-Pakistan trade potential is roughly twenty times
51 Ismail Khan, “Unlocking the Cross-border Trade Potential of Gilgit-Baltistan for Peace and
Development,” Jammu and Kashmir Trade across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers,
December 2010, p. 47.
52 Dr Biswajit Dhar, “Indo-Pak talks on Economic Cooperation; Small but Important Steps,” The
Economic Times, New Delhi, 2 May 2011
53 Arjimand Hussain Talib, “Rethinking LoC-trade,” Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 14 September 2008.
54 In 1948-49, 70% of Pakistan’s trading transactions were with India, while 63 percent of Indian
exports went to Pakistan.
55 Nisha Taneja, “India-Pakistan Trade Possibilities and Non-Tarff Barriers,” Working paper no. 200,
Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations, October 2007, p. 24.
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greater than the recorded trade; hence, can grow from 2.7 billion USD in 2010-
2011 to 42 billion USD in 2020 provided normalization of India-Pakistan ties.56
Such trade prospects would provide ample benefits to the people of border
areas in South Asia57 and stimulate the export of the two countries in the process.
The trend is already set for the purpose. For instance, India’s exports in organic
chemicals, cotton, mineral oils and related products, sugar, vegetables, dyes,
plastic and petroleum products, machinery, tires, tea and cotton increased58 from
1573 million USD in 2010 to 2333 million USD in 2011.59 However, Pakistan’s
exports in edible oil, spices, dry fruits, nuts, cotton, yarn and fabrics, organic
chemicals leather and related products, cereals spirit and vinegar, beverages, wool,
fine or coarse, and pulses60 remained stagnant worth 287.80 million USD in 2008
and 268.33 million in 2009-2010.61 The obvious growing trade would render them
self-sufficient as regards their general requirements. For instance, Pakistan’s
industrial need in terms of raw material can be easily met by imports of iron ore,
machinery and steel products, chemicals and dyes from India. She can also benefit
from agricultural imports in wheat, spices, tea and other edibles from India at
relatively cheap rates. Likewise, India can have substantial benefits from the
imports of cotton yarn and textiles, leather products, surgical instruments,
electrical fans, water coolers, paper, vegetables and fruits from Pakistan.62
The annual welfare gains to Indian and Pakistani consumers through
mutual imports would be around $4 billion and $280 million respectively. Given
Pakistan’s population of 17.8 million, it would give a benefit of $15.73 per person,
56 Mohsin S. Khan, “Improving India-Pakistan Relations through Trade,” East Asia Forum, April
19th, 2010. http://www.eastasiaforum.org/2010/02/05/chinas-growing-presence-in-india-
neighbourhood/ (Accessed on 11-10-2011).
57 Dr Biswajit Dhar, “Indo-Pak talks on Economic Cooperation; Small but Important Steps,” The
Economic Times, New Delhi, 2 May 2011.
58 Export Import Data Bank, Department of Commerce, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, India,
commerce.nic.in/pressrelease/pressrelease_detail.asp?id=2349(Accessed on 16 December 2008).
59 Export Import Data Bank, Department of Commerce, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, India,
File:///E:/pen%20drive/default.asp (Accessed on 18/11/2011).
60 Export Import Data Bank, Department of Commerce, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, India,
commerce.nic.in/pressrelease/pressrelease_detail.asp?id=2349(Accessed on 16 December 2008).
61 Special Report, Jang, Islamabad, 15 May 2011, http://www.Jang.com.pk. (Accessed on 14-10-
2011).
62 Mohammad Saeed, “Prospects for India-Pakistan Trade Partnership,” The World Trade Review, Issue No.
11, (1-15 August), Islamabad, 2011.
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and for Indian population of 1.2 billion, each person would annually gain $3.30.
Moreso, Pakistan's average national savings in foreign exchange would swell from
USD 400 million to USD 900 million provided it abandons “negative list”,63
which it is doing by ending 2012. More than 950 Indian imports which otherwise
used to reach Pakistan through other routes would directly enter Pakistan, which
would save transportation costs and render Indian imports cheaper especially in
farm goods, automobile spare parts, pharmaceuticals and in services related to IT,
telecommunications, architecture, construction and engineering, healthcare, audio-
visual and cinema, higher education and tourism. Service trade accounts for more
than half of the GDP in most South Asian countries and the region is emerging as
a major exporter of commercial services worldwide.64 India has global
competitiveness in production and export of services, India’s global services
export accounts for $109.5 billion as compared to Pakistan’s $2.7 billion in
2010.65
As argued above, India-Pakistan trade which normally could cost less,66
occurs via third party transfers and smuggling, leading to corruption and the loss
of customs revenue67 obviously because of high tariffs following their strained
relations and a large number of non-tariff barriers (NTBs). Consequently, there is
an unusually high degree of informal trading (estimated to be 87% of formal trade)
between India and Pakistan. The presence of strong non-tariff barriers such as
troubled political relations, lack of trading points on borders and complex visa
terms for business men makes it extremely difficult for the goods to exchange
through legal channels despite possessing a clear comparative advantage.68 It is
perhaps for above reasons that Pakistan has finally decided to confer the most
63 http://www.irna.ir/en/news/view/menu-239/0601250461133155.htm (Accessed on12-10-2011).
64 Pradeep S Mehta and Abid Suleri, “A win-win Trade for India & Pakistan,” The Financial
Express, New Delhi, 18 October 2011.
65 Special Report, Jang, Islamabad, 15 May 2011, http://www.jang.com.pk (Accessed on 14-10-
2011).
66 Mohsin S. Khan, “Improving India-Pakistan Relations through Trade,” East Asia Forum, April
19th, 2010.
67 P.R. Chari and Hasan Akbar Rizvi, “Making Borders Irrelevant”, Epilogue, Vol. II, Issue 9,
Jammu, October, 2008, p. 33.
68 Special Report, Jang, Islamabad, 15 May 2011, http://www.jang.com.pk (Accessed on 14-10-
2011).
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favoured nation (MFN) status to India and maintain a fairly narrow positive list (of
about 1400 items) of imports from India. In absence of MNF status, India’s tariff
rates remain high, especially on exports such as textiles, leather, and the mineral
onyx, the presence of non-tariff barriers apart.69
Of late, as argued above, both countries are on way to settlement of issues
through dialogue and CBMs, which particularly focus on re-opening rigid borders
for promoting people-to-people contacts, trade, commerce and economic
cooperation-an effective platform to develop and strengthen bilateral relations.70
To quote, Pranab Mukherjee, Indian External Affairs Minister, “The expansion of
people-to-people contacts, including through trade and commerce, will provide an
effective platform to develop and strengthen bilateral relations.”71 Quite exactly,
the re-opening of Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route would serve as a supplement to other
traditional routes and facilitate the bilateral cooperation and re-integration of the
peoples of the same ethno-historical background, and thereby immensely benefit
the Kargil, Leh and Zanskar regions and its peoples.72 The economy of the people
would be strengthened and they shall be able to get cheap food stuffs. The
products of Gilgit-Baltistan especially dry fruits, apricot, raisin, and fruits having
medicinal value can reach out to Indian markets through Iskardu and Kargil,73 and
Indian sugar, tea, garments and vegetables can reach out to Pakistan through
Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit channel.74 There is tremendous scope for expansion in the
handicrafts, wood articrafts, and handlooms Industries.
‘The re-opening of Kargil-Iskardu route would end up bringing economic
interaction to an area that is essentially deprived of any commerce activity at
present. The trade through the said route will help the people of Kargil, Iskardu
69 Mohsin S. Khan, “Improving India-Pakistan Relations through Trade,” East Asia Forum, April
19th, 2010.
70 Indo-Pak Joint Statement, New York, September 25, 2008, Epilogue, Vol. II, Issue 9, Jammu,
October 2008, p. 23.
71 Dr. Smruti S. Pattanaik and Dr. Arpita Anant, “Cross-LoC Confidence Building Measures
between India and Pakistan: A Giant Leap or a Small Step towards Peace,” Institute for Defence
Studies and Analyses, Issue brief, p. 4.
72 D. Suba Chandran, “Time to Trade across LoC” The Indian Express, Delhi, 28 January, 2007.
73 Dawn, Karachi, 23 March 2011, http//www.dawn.com-2011/4/23.htm, (Accessed on 10-10-2011).
74 Debidatta Aurobinda Mahapatra, “India’s Central Asian Connections,” Journal of Eurasian
Studies, Hague, Mikes International, Volume I., Issue 2. / April-June 2009, p. 140.
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and Gilgit to come out of the years of isolation and move towards
modernization.’75 Trade will of course not solve all the problems between the two
countries, but it could be an important catalyst in lowering tension on the better
interest of both India and Pakistan. Intra-Kashmir trade across the LoC at several
points including the one at Kargil and Iskardu would generate in ten years, an
additional $40 million as income for the two parts of Kashmir, with 9.5% increase
in the state’s Gross State Domestic Product (GSDP). Moreover, the per-capita
income would rise to $745 which would be comparable to Pakistan and India’s
projected level over the next decade.76
(iv) Regional and Economic Integration
The restoration of said route has also a Central Asian dimension. After converging
in Baltistan, it would connect Kargil J & K to Gilgit and thence to Xinjiang China,
Central Asia and Afghanistan for trade and traffic. The Gilgit-Iskardu route is
already connected to all-weather metalled Karakoram Highway to Xinjiang
China.77 The re-connection of Kargil-Iskardu road with it in Gilgit proper would
automatically link Kargil in J & K with China and Central Asia thereby open up
vistas for economic uplift of the poor communities nestled along the Kargil-
Iskardu-Gilgit region.78 From the margins, therefore, they would come to the main
Silk Route or Karakoram Highway network. The trans-Karakoram Highway has
already transformed the life of people in many parts of Gilgit-Baltistan. However,
its true potential as a regional business hub is to be realized for the people of
Ladakh region as well,79 as the route holds promise for regional cooperation
among the countries of the Indian subcontinent, Central Asia, Europe, China,
75 Interview with Aziz Ahmad, local resident of Kargil on 25-08-2010.
76 Arjimand Husssain Talib, “Making LoC Trade Possible,” Greater Kashmir, 21 Srinagar
September 2008.
77 Ismail Khan, “Unlocking the Cross-border Trade Potential of Gilgit-Baltistan for Peace and
Development,” Jammu and Kashmir Trade across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers,
December 2010, p. 49.
78 Wilayat Ali, “Reopening Kargil-Iskardu road a Dream only,” Kashmir Times, Jammu, 14 February
2009.
79 Ismail Khan, “Unlocking the Cross-border Trade Potential of Gilgit-Baltistan for Peace and
Development,” Jammu and Kashmir Trade across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers,
December 2010, p. 47.
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Japan, Korea80 and South East Asian countries.81 Especially the India-Central Asia
potential for political, economic and cultural collaboration is very high in view of
globalization, mutual demand and common security threat perception82 and in that,
trade is going to be a useful instrument. In case Pakistan allows Indian goods to
trade to Central Asian Republics, the whole region, would witness dramatic
changes. This would certainly translate into practice number of trade agreements
that India has inked with Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Turkmenistan.
The only deterrent would be Afghanistan’s political instability which too is likely
to neutralize with US anchored-peace process in Afghanistan followed by shift of
security responsibility to Afghanistan in 2014. However, till such time peace is
restored in Afghanistan, the linkage of Kargil-Iskardu link road with main
Karakorum Highway, can be very beneficial in connecting India with Central
Asian republics while bypassing Afghanistan.83 Done so, the whole region
including Kargil in J & K and Iskardu in Gilgit PAK would transform into an
economic hub.84 The South and Central Asian countries are very much interested
in expanding the economic linkages with each other, and Pakistan has already
entered into a duty free agreement with China.85 She has already allowed the
transportation of India-bound goods from Afghanistan. On the other hand, China
and India san for expanding their bilateral trade ties.86 During recent visit to India,
Chinese Premier, Wen Jiabao to India said, “my current visit is aimed at
promoting friendship, expanding cooperation, building on our past achievements
and opening up new dimensions for mutual benefits and common development of
the two countries, China and India are partners for cooperation and not rivals in
80 Debidatta Aurobinda Mahapatra, “The Silk Route in Kashmir: Preliminary Research Findings,”
Central Eurasian Studies Review, Vol. 8, No. 1, Spring 2009, Central Eurasian Studies Society,
Miami University, p.13
81 Debidatta Aurobinda Mahapatra, “India’s Central Asian Connections,” Journal of Eurasian
Studies, Hague, Mikes International, Volume I., Issue 2. / April — June 2009, p. 140.
82 Alauddin Masood, “Benefits of Trade Links”, Jung, Islamabad, 11 April 2010.
83 Gulshan Sachdeva, “Understanding Economic Linkages between South and Central Asia”, The
Journal of Central Asian Studies, Vol. XVII, No. 1, 2008, Srinagar: Centre of Central Asian
Studies, University of Kashmir, p. 64.
84 Zahid Anwar, “Development of Infrastructural Linkages between Pakistan and Central Asia” A
research Journal of South Asian Studies, Vol. 26, No. 1, January-June 2011, Centre for South
Asian Studies, University of Punjab, Lahore, p. 104.
85 Tajamul Hussain, “Of Self Sufficiency and Cross Border Trade”, Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 20
September 2008.
86 Arjimand Hussain Talib, “Kashmir Silk Fantasy”, Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 26 October 2008.
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competitions.” They agreed to address contentious issues that have been a source
of bilateral friction, set an ambitious trade target of $100 billion by 2015.87 Thus
most of the South and Central Asian states are softly inclined to economic
development notwithstanding political disputes.88 China has been since engaged in
a serious effort to rebuild the much famed Silk Route with modern day
requirements. In view of this, India-Pakistan should seriously consider re-opening
Kargil-Iskardu link road89 as both have already included the same in the CBMs
and the ongoing peace process.
(v) Energy Transmission Channel
The re-opening of Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route can also serve as one of the energy
transportation corridors from energy abundant Central Asian states to energy-
deficient Afghanistan, Pakistan, India and South Asia. Energy shortage has
emerged as major impediment to the South Asian development and its recovery
from poverty. Only 59% of its urban population has the limited electricity benefits
whereas, its rural population still relies on biomass to meet energy needs.90 India’s
energy demand is also growing heavily due to: (a) its rapidly growing population,
(b) precipitously depleting energy coal reserves, (c) limited nuclear (1.5%) and
power production (2%) in energy mix and (d) the staggered gulf supplies since
1980.91 Inspite of importing about 70% oil and gas from the Gulf countries, India
is plagued with extreme energy crisis. Her energy consumption is expected to
grow from a low of 5.5% per annum to high 6.2% per annum which is due to
enhance her energy dependence beyond 70%.92 With the result, India’s oil demand
is set to increase from 2.8 million barrels per day (bpd) to 5.6 million bpd from
87 The Times of India, New Delhi, 16 December, 2010.
88 C. Raja Mohan, “Three can be Company” Indian Express, Delhi, 3 October 2011.
89 D. Suba Chandran, “Reviving the Silk Route In and around J&K,” Excelsior, Jammu, 22
November 2010.
90 Alauddin Masood, “Benefits of Trade Links”, Jung, Islamabad, 11 April 2010.
91 Mushtaq A. Kaw, “Restoring India’s Silk Route links with South and Central Asia across Kashmir:
Challenges and Opportunity,” The China and Eurasia Forum Quarterly, Central Asia-Caucasus
Institute and Silk Road Studies Program, Vol. 7, May/June 2009, p. 61.
92 Zahid Anwar, “Development of Infrastructural Linkages between Pakistan and Central Asia” A
research Journal of South Asian Studies, Vol. 26, No. 1, January-June 2011, Centre for South
Asian Studies, University of Punjab, Lahore, p. 111.
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2002-203093 due to her rapidly growing economy at a rate of 7-8% over the
coming decades.94 In fact, the galloping energy demand has pushed the energy
companies of India further in their efforts to find new sources for raw material.
Considering their growing energy needs, the Indian state-owned Oil and Natural
Gas Company (ONGC) had, by the end of the last millennium, invested in oil
fields, exploitation rights, and refineries in Myanmar, Sudan, Iraq, Russia,
Vietnam, Venezuela and Libya, and the private oil company Reliance had made
investments in Vietnam and Myanmar.95 To meet energy crisis, Indian oil and gas
companies are set forth for exploring new oil and gas dumps in Bay of Bengal.
These have evenly invested huge wealth for oil and gas exploration across the sea.
Pakistan is also facing power shortage, ranging around 5000mw,
hampering Pakistan's economic growth by affecting the business, industry and the
investments.96 Lately, due to energy crisis, Pakistan had to inevitably go for
rationing in gas distribution across the country. It is perhaps for this reason that
Pakistan has joined as an energy partner of Iran for gas and other supplies through
Iran-Pakistan-India (IPI) on-going gas pipeline project. In fact, Northern India
and Pakistan accounting for half of South Asia’s GDP, are devoid of energy
resources as this region has perhaps the scantiest endowment of hydrocarbons of
any important economic zone on earth.97
The reopening of traditional corridors like Kargil-Iskardu-Baltistan-Gilgit
route for energy transportation would certainly ease India’s power and industrial
problems in the foreseable future through domestic demand will still swell owing
to her growing population and economic development. As an additional alternative
thereof, India needs to explore the possibility of importing energy from Central
Asian states across PAK and J & K and thereby take full advantage of the energy
93 Ingolf Kiesow and Nicklas Norling, The Rise of India: Problems and Opportunities, Central
Asian-Caucasus Institute Silk Road Studies Program, Silk Road paper January 2007, p. 87.
94 Debidatta Aurobinda Mahapatra, “India’s Central Asian Connections,” Journal of Eurasian
Studies, Hague, Mikes International, Volume I., Issue 2. / April — June 2009, pp. 143-44.
95 Ingolf Kiesow and Nicklas Norling, The Rise of India: Problems and Opportunities, Central
Asian-Caucasus Institute Silk Road Studies Program, Silk Road paper January 2007, pp. 86-87.
96 Alauddin Masood, “Benefits of Trade Links”, Jung, Islamabad, 11 April 2010.
97 Zahid Anwar, “Development of Infrastructural Linkages between Pakistan and Central Asia” A
research Journal of South Asian Studies, Vol. 26, No. 1, January-June 2011, Centre for South
Asian Studies, University of Punjab, Lahore, pp. 108-09.
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resources available within the region and its neighbourhood.98 This can be done
both through competition and cooperation with the major energy growers of the
region: Central Asia is a resource-rich region.99 On the other hand, South Asia has
a great appetite for energy from Central Asian states.100 Kazakhstan and
Turkmenistan are two energy rich Central Asian states that can play significant
role to meet India’s future energy security. India is already logged on to
Kazakhstan for energy cooperation.101 She has also an expected tie up with
Turkmenistan for energy importation through Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-
Pakistan-India (TAPI) gas pipeline project. She is also due to join the Iran-
Pakistan-India (IPI) gas pipeline project. Both these projects, one to be sponsored
by World Bank/Asian Development Fund and another by Iran, are roughly
estimated at 2.8-3.5 billion U.S. dollars and 7 billion U.S. dollars respectively.102
Importantly, TAPI is key ingredient of Washington’s Afghan rehabilitation plan as
it will earn substantial transit fee to Afghanistan.103 Pakistan would earn around
$500 million in royalties from a transit fee and save $200 million by purchasing
cheaper gas from TAPI pipeline project.104 She shall have a gain of $14 billion in
30 years from IPI gas pipeline project. Afghanistan too has a scope of earning
transit revenues of $300 million yearly from TAPI.105 However, TAPI gas pipeline
project has yet to take off obliviously because of political instability in
98 Alauddin Masood, “Benefits of Trade Links”, Jung, Islamabad, 11 April 2010.
99 Debidatta Aurobinda Mahapatra, “India’s Central Asian Connections,” Journal of Eurasian
Studies, Hague, Mikes International, Volume I., Issue 2. / April — June 2009, pp. 143-44.
100 Alauddin Masood, “Benefits of Trade Links”, Jung, Islamabad, 11 April 2010.
101 Some steps have been taken, a significant development in this direction was the Kazakh offer to
India in 2002 for developing the Karzahnbas oil field and a small natural gas field at Amangaldi
for exploration and production. In another significant development in December 2007, Italian,
Indian, Turkish firms inked a deal for energy cooperation. Italy’s Eni, India’s Indian Oil, and
Turkey’s Galyk Energy have confirmed plans to join Kazakhstan’s national oil and gas company
KazMunaiGaz to construct an oil refinery in Ceyhan, Daniyar: Debidatta Aurobinda Mahapatra,
“India’s Central Asian Connections,” Journal of Eurasian Studies, Hague, Mikes International,
Volume I., Issue 2. / April — June 2009, p. 144.
102 Mushtaq A. Kaw, “Border Politics in South Asia: A Case Study of India, Pakistan and
Afghanistan,” Eurasia Border Review, Hokkaido University, Volume 1 No. 1 Spring 2010, pp. 57-
58.
103 The Times of India, New Delhi, 22 February 2006.
104 The Hindustan Times, Delhi, 7 July 2000.
105 Ingolf Kiesow and Nicklas Norling, The Rise of India: Problems and Opportunities, Central
Asian-Caucasus Institute Silk Road Studies Program, Silk Road paper January 2007, p. 106.
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Afghanistan and Pakistan,106 and is relatively exposed to militant threats.107
Similarly, IPI gas pipeline project has been laid out from Iran to Pakistan though,
its scope of extension to India is limited for want of settlement of energy prices
and Pakistan’s security guarantee of the pipeline on its soil. Supposed both gas
pipeline projects get cleared some day, these would not still meet the huge energy
demand of South Asia including Afghanistan, Pakistan and India. Many more
projects are, therefore necessitated for the transportation of energy from Central
Asia to South Asia along traditional routes in PAK and J & K. In reality, the
potential of a ‘trans-Karakoram oil pipeline’ across Gilgit-Baltistan and onwards
to Kargil cannot be dismissed.108 Such an option would be cost effective and less
vulnerable, accrue benefits to India and Pakistan and the people of both sides of
PAK and J & K. Although the Srinagar-Muzaffarabad and Poonch-Rawalakote
routes have already been set into motion but Kargil-Iskardu route would add one
more, if not the only one, corridor to the list of trans-LoC transmission channels.109
It would establish a separate independent communication corridor and free trade
area110 besides build trust and confidence between two countries for conflict
resolution. While not being the sine qua non for a successful resolution of the
India-Pakistan conflict greater energy interdependence could be one important
component in building trust. Perhaps influenced by this, Mufti Mohammad Syed,
the patron of Peoples Democratic Party in J&K said, ‘The old Silk Route
connecting the sub-continent with Central Asia should be rechristened as gas route
and gas pipelines should be laid throughout the region via J&K.’111
This is not unperceivable keeping in view the urge of the Central Asian
states to diversify their energy partners and energy route to better bargain their
106 http://the-diplomat.com/indian-decade/2011/05/04/ipi-or-tapi-for-india%E2%80%99s-
gas/.(Accessed on 18-10-2011).
107 Ingolf Kiesow and Nicklas Norling, The Rise of India: Problems and Opportunities, Central
Asian-Caucasus Institute Silk Road Studies Program, Silk Road paper January 2007, p. 104.
108 Ismail Khan, “Unlocking the Cross-border Trade Potential of Gilgit-Baltistan for Peace and
development,” Jammu and Kashmir Trade across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers,
December 2010, p. 49
109 D. Suba Chandran, “Reviving the Silk Route In and around J&K,” Excelsior, Jammu, 22
November 2010.
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energy products with the South and Southeast Asian states.112 This would free
them from the dependence on only one market or energy partner and enable each
of them to become more stable, independent and prosperous. The US State
Department new project of ‘Silk Route Revival’ to group countries of Central and
South Asia has added a new dimension to the proposition of the re-opening of
Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route to de-monopolies Russian and Iranian hegemony of
energy transportation from Central Asia to world markets, and restoration of above
route would facilitate reaching of Central Asian energy to Indian and South Asian
markets. Moreso, trans-Kargil-Iskardu energy transportation would widen
commodity structure and boost India-Central Asia trade volume which was
estimated at US$100 million in 2000-01 and rose to US$230 million in 2005, with
Kazakhstan contributing more than 50% of the share.113 Both India and Pakistan
have already given a sufficient space to the exploitation of Central Asian energy in
their foreign policy agendas. Former Indian Foreign Secretary, Shyam Saran, in
November 2006 drove the attention of the audience at Shanghai Institute of
International Studies, to the urgent need of India to join “neighborhood of peace
and prosperity in which people, goods, services, and ideas” could traverse freely
across borders, and which would be anchored in a cooperative Asian security
architecture and Asian economic community.”114 The access requires good cross-
border political relations with the neighbours. The long term result of this process
would be the creation of a fully integrated Greater Central and South Asian region
which is economically and politically stable and less vulnerable to extremism and
other ills.115
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(vi) Peace & Prosperity
The revival of the said road would greatly contribute establishing regional peace
and security in the conflict torn South and Central Asia as Cross-LoC trade has a
strong peace-building potential.116 It would facilitate peaceful settlement of
Kashmir conflict also by transforming it from state-centric to people-centric
solution.117 The six-decades-long Kashmir dispute has caused tremendous human
and economic losses. Otherwise peace loving people of Kargil and Gilgit-Baltistan
have been unnecessarily dragged into the Kashmir conflict,118 marginalize conflict
through the medium of trade and traffic. At the same time, it would bring
otherwise unfriendly neighbours closer to each other to tread the peace process
and mutual dialogue for the resolution of Kashmir conflict; hence, the reopening
of traditional road link in the Himalayan region would prove as a bulwark for
peace and stability in Asia.119 The human interaction would perhaps be a potent
force to scale down territorial disputes and promote interdependence as a useful
instrument of befriending enemies and rivals.120 It is the nature of interdependence
that determines the real partnership for or against peace and security in a region.121
The re-opening of Kargil-Iskardu route and the allied interdependence of the
peoples in Ladakh and Gilgit can, therefore, serve as a strong stimulant to
normalization of India-Pakistan relations for better peace and security in South
Asia,122 and a strong sustainable regulator of inestimable costs of conflict in terms
of human loss and property damage.123 Its allied trade interdependence124 would
116 Faheen Aslam, “Cross-LoC Trade has Peace-building Potential”, Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 26
March 2011.
117 Dr. Shaheen Akhtar, “Expanding cross-LoC Interactions: A Conflict Transformation Approach to
Kashmir,” Regional Studies, Quarterly Journal of the Institute of Regional Studies, Islamabad, Vol.
xxx, No. 1, Winter 2011-2012, p. 4.
118 D. Suba Chandran, “Reviving the Silk Route In and around J&K,” Excelsior, Jammu, 22
November 2010.
119 Debidatta Aurobinda Mahapatra, “India’s Central Asian Connections,” Journal of Eurasian
Studies, Hague, Mikes International, Volume I, Issue 2, April-June 2009, p. 140.
120 Moeed Yusuf, “Promoting Cross-Loc Trade in Kashmir,” Special Report 230, United States
Institute of Peace, August 2009, p. 17,
121 Ayesha Saeed, “Intra-Kashmir Trade and the Logic of Strategic Peace Building”, Jammu and
Kashmir Trade across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers, December 2010, p.19.
122 Rising Kashmir, Srinagar, 24 December 2011.
123 Moeed Yusuf, “Promoting Cross-Loc Trade in Kashmir,” Special Report 230, United States
Institute of Peace, August 2009, p. 9.
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evenly build confidence among the restive Kashmiris for peace and development,
and the LoC can automatically assume as the line of trade and business rather than
a line of conflict and killing.125
Moreover, its restoration would go a long way in defeating the evil designs
of vested interests who exploit the youth of Kashmir and drive them on the path of
militancy. It is a fact that Kashmir conflict has a historical cause and militancy is
its sequence. The conflict drove India and Pakistan into wars and brought people
of Kashmir face to face with militancy. This entire scenario, besides all else,
retarded growth and development of the people both in the main and margins of J
& K India. Industrial development was, as such, a causality, which forged
unemployment in Kashmir. Consequently, large number of youth, opted militancy
as a force of socio-economic change so that unemployment was ended for their
sustenance. In this context, the revival of cross-LoC links including Kargil-
Iskardu-Gilgit for free movement of humans and goods will be the best check to
militancy,126 which is otherwise likely to aggravate.127 Citing unemployment and
the lack of infrastructure as the main reasons of militancy, Ghulam Nabi Azad, the
former Chief Minister of Kashmir, repeatedly stressed for addressing the
unemployment problem of the youth. He believes that 80% of militancy would
cease “if we are able to give employment to the youth.” The survey conducted by
the British group Market and Opinion Research International in March 2002
reported that 93% of Kashmiri respondents cherish regional peace through
economic development, which would provide more job opportunities and reduce
poverty.128 So tapping of new areas like that of Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route can
124 Debidatta Aurobinda Mahapatra, “India’s Central Asian Connections,” Journal of Eurasian
Studies, Hague, Mikes International, Volume I, Issue 2, April-June 2009, p. 140.
125 Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 11 February 2011.
126 Ambassador Arif Kamal, “Freedom of Movement across the Line of Control: a Political Economic
View” Jammu and Kashmir Trade across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers, December 2010,
p. 24.
127 P.R. Chari and Hasan Akbar Rizvi, “Making Borders Irrelevant”, Epilogue, Vol. II, Issue 9,
Jammu, October, 2008, p. 33.
128 Debidatta A. Mahapatra, “Symbiosis of Peace and Development in Kashmir: An Imperative for
Conflict Transformation” Conflict Trends, Issue 4, 2009, the African Centre for the Constructive
Resolution of Disputes, p. 29.
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ensure peace leading to economic development and elimination of unemployment,
poverty and other problems.
The revival of Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route would give India and its
neighbouring countries like China and Central Asia the confidence to jointly fight
and formulate strategy against non-state actors, which currently pose a common
threat to all of them. One has to realize that peace and stability are central to the
political and economic stability.129 The Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan, the
emergence of Talibans, and its spill over to Central Asian states particularly to
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, is a potent threat to India too. There is, therefore, the
great need for India and Central Asian countries to fight Taliban together as the
Taliban avowedly drew support from India’s Deobond School.130 In 2007, Pranab
Mukherjee, Indian External Affairs Minister, suggested that India had a common
security interest with Central Asian states to stall the inflow of Islamic
fundamentalism from Pakistan and Afghanistan and thereby prevent the region
from becoming a conduit for radical religious ideology. India’s goals, were
“premised on the commerce of ideas and goods.”131 Thus he understood the need
of a broader framework to fight the terror menace in Kashmir, Central Asia,
Afghanistan, Xinjiang and Pakistan. This makes regional cooperation all the more
important through the medium of confidence building measures (CBMs), mutual
dialogue and understanding and collective endeavours. In this context, on August
6, 2004, China and Pakistan conducted their first joint anti-terrorism military
exercise named “Friendship 2004” in Xinjiang, 132 which was also done by India
and Pakistan as a follow up of their joint meeting in March 2007. Both agreed to
share information on terrorism and work together against it.133 However, in order
to combat terrorism and extremism, both parties resolved to institutionalize cross
129 P.R. Chari and Hasan Akbar Rizvi, “Making Borders Irrelevant”, Epilogue, Vol. II, Issue 9,
Jammu, October, 2008, p. 24.
130 Debidatta Aurobinda Mahapatra, “India’s Central Asian Connections,” Journal of Eurasian
Studies, Hague, Mikes International, Volume I., Issue 2. / April — June 2009, p. 141.
131 Pranab Mukherjee, “Indian Foreign Policy: A Road Map for the Decade ahead,” Speech at the 46th
National Defense College Course, November 15, 2007,
http://meaindia.nic.in/speech/2006/11/15ss02.htm (Accessed on 13-07-2008)
132 src-h.slav.hokudai.ac.jp/coe21/publication/no16-1…./11-Rahman.pdf (Accessed on 13-02-2011).
133 P.R. Chari and Hasan Akbar Rizvi, “Making Borders Irrelevant”, Epilogue, Vol. II, Issue 9,
Jammu, October, 2008, p. 34.
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border communication and militancy-related information-sharing for national
security and avoidance of crime and terrorism. Further, both reaffirmed mutual
cooperation as a key to crisis management and de-escalation of tensions.134 As
regards India and China, such a need was felt necessary as both have volatile
zones in J & K and Xinjiang, where the Kashmiris and Uighers, the two Muslim
identities, ethnically divergent though, make a common case of “secessionism”
from New Delhi and Beijing. In view of this, China as a big military and economic
power needs to persuade Pakistan to accelerate its fight against terrorism because
Pakistan banks a great deal upon China for military135 and economic support.136
(vii) Tourism potential
The revival of Silk Route is perceived to be an effective means to re-forge
historical heritage of diverse peoples, communities and nations of the region.137
Having served as a confluence factor, its re-opening would make J & K a favorite
spot of tourism.138 Particularly, it connect the three nations, India, China and
Pakistan, and open up some of the most spectacular scenic sites of J & K to world
tourism with immense benefits to the concerned peoples. India has already
proposed joint development of tourism in J & K with Pakistan. It makes even
more sense to bring in China to create broader synergies139 because tourism is one
such area, which has enormous potential to de-escalate legal, territorial and
political tension;140 hence, can lead to transformation of ubiquitous 'cross-border
terrorism' to a new buzz 'cross-border tourism'. The removal of the stone wall
across the Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit road at the LoC would promote the peace
134 Sehar Tariq, Islamabad Dialogue: Report of Proceedings, Jinnah Institute Conference Report,
Jinnah Institute, Pakistan, 2011, p. 13.
135 China covertly provided military supplies worth $200 million annually to Afghan resistance
groups, and extended political support to Pakistan at all international fora.
src-h.slav.hokudai.ac.jp/coe21/publication/no16-1…./11-Rahman.pdf (Accessed on 23-04-2010)
136 Siddharth Varadarajan, “Time to Reset the India-China Relationship”, The Hindu, New Delhi, 15
December 2010.
137 Pia Malhotra, “The Charm of Rajouri, Poonch”, Epilogue, Vol. IV, Issue 5, Jammu, May 2010, p.
36.
138 Hindustan Times, New Delhi, 9 December 2011.
139 C. Raja Mohan, “Three can be Company” Indian Express, Delhi, 3 October 2011.
140 Suba Chandran, “The Decades of Ahead Jammu, Kashmir and Ladakh,” Epilogue, Vol. IV, Issue
5, Jammu, January 2010, p. 43.
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dividend thereby usher in an era of ‘cross-border tourism.’141 In fact, Ladakh,
Gilgit and Xinjiang together represent the stark beauty of the challenging
mountain destinations – the Himalayas and the Karakoram.142 Each sub-region
has its own unique attraction for tourists from all over South and Central Asia.
J & K in particular is gifted with inestimable traits suiting to religious, leisure,
recreational and adventure tourism.143 On the Pakistani side, Gilgit-Baltistan is
endowed with enormous natural beauty emanating from abundant archaeological
sites, religious shrines, and mountainous terrains.144 The inherent potential of
tourism has a great deal of variety, and is worth exploiting on the restoration of
Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route.
The said route has, therefore, umpteen scope for the growth of general
tourism.145 Both regions of PAK and Northern Areas in Pakistan and Kargil in
J & K India benefits from adventure tourism, mountaineering, rock-climbing,
trekking, mountain biking, rafting, kayaking etc.146 Baltistan in PAK has
enchanting meadows, plateaus, lakes, rivers, passes, valleys, glaciers and its
surrounding mountains hold tremendous promise for adventure tourism. Its re-
linking with Ladakh would attract thousands of tourists from both sides of LoC.147
The potential is much greater on the Pakistani side, as Northern Area is
indisputably recognized as a tourist paradise for dozens of its towering peaks and
high altitude plains are like a “magnet for trekkers, climbers and nature-lovers.” It
is surrounded by four great mountain ranges Himalayas, Hindu Kush, Pamirs, and
Karakoram, sufficient enough to render Gilgit Baltistan as treasure of peaks. It is
141 Ismail Khan, “Unlocking the Cross-border Trade Potential of Gilgit-Baltistan for Peace and
Development,” Jammu and Kashmir Trade across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers,
December 2010, p. 50.
142 Mohd. Ashraf, “Tourism as a CBM in J & K” IPCS Issue, No. 147, Institute of Peace and Conflict
Studies New Delhi, April 2010, p. 1.
143 Final Report of 20 year Perspective Plan for Sustainable Development of Tourism in Jammu &
Kashmir Prepared for Ministry of Tourism Government of India, New Delhi by Santek
Consultants Private Limited Delhi, 2006, p. 37.
144 Tourism Department, Gilgit-Baltistan, www.visitgilgitbaltistan.gov.pk/ (Accessed on 15-09-2011).
145 M. Ashraf, “Reviving the “Aerial” Silk Route,” Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, 26 October 2008.
146 M. Ashraf, Opening Kargil-Iskardu Route can boost “Adventure Tourism”
http://www.kashmirfirst.com/articles/history/kargil_Iskardu.htm (Accessed on 10-03-2011)
147 Debidatta Aurobinda Mahapatra and Seema Shekhawat, “The Peace Process and Prospects for
Economic Reconstruction in Kashmir,” Peace & Conflict Review, Volume 3, Issue 1, University
of Peace, 2008, p. 12.
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home to 18 of the world’s highest 50 peaks including Nanga Parbat (the killer
mountain) and K2, the second highest peak in the world,148 indeed the main source
of attraction for the high-spending western mountaineers. Besides, Gilgit-Baltistan
region has had hundreds of other beautiful peaks, including Masha Brum, Laila,
K7, and Trango tower. Glacial lakes abounding in Baltistan, are of high tourist
value and the glaciers, the longest in the world outside the Polar Regions, reaching
to a length of 90 kilometers, surround Baltistan in the north and west and separate
her from China. Gigantic glaciers like Baltoro, Biafo, Hisper, Bilafound and
Siachen (the largest in the world outside the polar region) add to the importance of
the region, the ice corridor of 116.87 kms, abounding with massive glaciers
descending to the roadside bearing dozens of pine trees. Situated among barren
mountains were some lush green valley’s with pine forests combining with green
Alpine scenery of stark Himalayan landscape.149 Deosai Plain, one of the tourist
magnets of the region, has had a stunning landscape, spread over 3,000 square
kilometres at an average elevation of 4,114 metres (13,497 feet): in fact the
second-highest plateau in the world after the adjacent Tibetan Plateau. Part of the
Deosai Plain was formed of a lake, which on a clear day reflected the stunning
beauty of the Himalayas. Though the flora-rich spring was almost over by
summer, yet in the month of August it characterizes beautiful flower
constellations, wildflowers, distinct butterflies and grazing yaks, indeed a treat to
watch.150 The upper reaches of PAK, especially the Neelum Valley, contained
great potential for adventure tourism, which remains untapped for political dispute
across LoC.151 Neelum, Jagran, Sharda, Kail and Guraiz, Jhelum, Leepa,
Rawalakot, Banjosa, Samahi and Baghser valleys from across LoC in Gilgit and
J & K provide a feast of pleasure to the discerning tourist eyes. The beautiful
lakes, Sadpara, Kachura, Jharba Tso etc., have ample scope of fishing of trout. The
road to Hunza, a beautiful drive, with majestic views of the high mountains of the
148 Tourism Department, Gilgit-Baltistan, www.visitgilgitbaltistan.gov.pk/ (Accessed on 15-09-2011).
149 M. Ashraf, Opening Kargil-Iskardu Route can Boost “Adventure Tourism”
http://www.kashmirfirst.com/articles/history/kargil_Iskardu.htm (Accessed on 10-03-2011).
150 Imtiaz Gul, “Small wonder,” the Friday Times, Islamabad, September 16, 2011
151 P. R. Chari, D. Suba Chandran & Shaheen Akhtar, “Tourism and Peace Building in Jammu and
Kashmir,” Special Report 281, United States Institute of Peace, July 2011, p. 6.
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Karakoram and the distant Pamir Mountain Ranges. Hunza has been well-known
for the longevity of its people, their simple lifestyle and diet and unpolluted
mountain air. Tibetan traders called it as "Shangri-La" or humble-paradise,152
perhaps the only cancer-free place in the world. Enroute to Gilgit, was the most
picturesque view of the majestic Rakaposhi peak, the glacier of which almost
touched the tall-pine on the mountain.153
On the other side of LoC in J & K, is/was Kargil, the wonderful and serene
destination supported by the majestic Himalayas in the backdrop and several
divine rivers nourishing the region. As a matter of fact, Kargil has a great tourist
potential because of its greenery, streams and handicrafts. The land beyond the
Himalayas abounding with awesome physical features was enclosed by the two
mightiest mountain ranges, Karakoram in the north and Great Himalayas in the
south besides two other parallel chains, the Ladakh and the Zanskar ranges
possessing the highest mountain peaks, most difficult rock faces, huge glaciers and
challenging mountain rivers: all these remained largely unexploited despite having
huge potential for adventure tourism across the globe.154 The Nun-Kun (7,135m &
7,078m respectively) massif has been a great attraction for foreign mountaineers
prior to 1999 conflict when the Ministry of Defence closed it for trade and traffic.
Even though the area was re-opened a couple of years back, the traffic remains
suspended. The other peaks include Pinnacle (6930m), White Needle (6500m),
unnamed peaks like Z-2 (6175m), Z-3 (6270m) and Z-4 (6050m), etc.
The entire road journey from Kargil to Padam offers one of the most
dramatic mountain drives. Glaciers of Nun-Kun descend right up to the road near
Parkachik and Drang Drung Glacier near Pensi La with Z-8 peak above it was and
continues to be one of the most wonderful sights on the route. The most popular
and easily accessible sites have been around Parkachik in Suru Valley having rock
formation and glaciers. Other potential sites include: Karboo-Drass, Pashkyum,
Faroona, Purtikchy, and Sani in Zanskar. The area offers many spots suitable for
152 Wondersofpakistan.wordpress.com/2011/05/28/Deosai-plains-fact-sheet/ (Accessed on 13-10-
2011).
153 Mohd. Ashraf, “Tourism as a CBM in J&K” IPCS Issue, No. 147, New Delhi, April 2010, p. 3.
154 Based on the field work conducted by the investigator from 24.8.2010 to 10.9.2010.
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rock and ice climbing. The gliding spots are at Rgyal near Wakha, Parkachik in
Suru, Stonzey near Kargil and Sani in Zanskar. Stretches suitable for rafting are at
Parkachik, Kochik to Damsna and Sankoo to Kargil. The slopes for winter sports
like skiing are found around Padum and at Kurbathang and Khumbuthang near
Kargil.155 Two small turquoise, high altitude lakes with camping sites, and views
of the surrounding permafrost mountains are the highlights of the Penzi La pass,
160 Km. from Kargil and at an altitude of 4,401 to 4,450 meters, the highest point
on the Kargil-Zanskar road. This pass has been more of a table land and unlike the
Zojila, it has plenty of flat spaces with great attractions for viewers of all sorts.156
In short, the whole region sprawling Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit road has ample
scope for various sorts of adventure tourism. While the tourists exploit the avenues
separately in Gilgit and Ladakh but these lack linkages due to closure of borders
and which do not give a full and round way taste to the trekkers, mountaineers,
adventurers etc. The vacuum can be plugged with softening of LoC along Kargil
in J&K India and Iskardu-Gilgit in PAK Pakistan. Luckily, the two countries are at
it and it won’t be too distant to see the Kargilites, Baltis and Gilgitis converged for
tourism pursuit along the LoC.
(viii) Religio-Cultural Tourism
The revival of Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route is also prospective of re-animating the
ancient Indian faith of Buddhism which was central to whole region spanning
Central Asia, Afghanistan, Gilgit, Kashmir, Xinjiang, China, Korea, Japan and
other South Asian countries. Though the said faith has been replaced by Islam, yet
its followers exist in different parts of Asia. They still cherish visiting the Buddhist
remains to attain solace and consolation. Incidentally, Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route
was one of the contributories to the spread of the said faith to other regions. Not
surprising, therefore, to see the entire route dotted with a number of Buddhist
sculptures, monasteries etc., which can serve as a stimulant to pilgrimage tourism.
Ladakh and Kargil regions in J & K are already attracting thousands of foreigners
155 Martin Van Beek, Kristoffer Brix Bertelsen & Poul Peddersen, (ed.), Ladakh, Culture, History, &
development between Himalaya and Karakoram, Denmark: Aarhus University Press, 1999, p. 238.
156 Tourism Department, Kargil, kargil.nic.in/ (Accessed on 11-10-2011).
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annually because of the centuries-old Buddhist monasteries, Gompas and
hermitages.157 The foreigners can include the people from other side of LoC in
Iskardu and Gilgit Pakistan if the above route is restored for all the followers and
lovers of Buddhism, and Ladakh region can become the ‘Mecca’ of Ladakh on its
account.158
Like Ladakh, Gilgit can also assume as the pilgrim site for tens and
thousands of Buddhists from India and South East Asia. The Gilgit-Baltistan rocks
are embellished with carvings of 1,200-year-old Bonism and Buddhism thereby
lure many to religious tourism.159 A huge Buddha figure surrounded by
Bodhisattvas is carved on a rock, three kilometers from Iskardu across Sadpara
Nullah and there are rock carvings and drawings of a monastery near Perkuta
(Mehdi Abad) Nalah.160 There is also a historical rock carving of the Buddha at
Kargah, which would be the preferred site of tourists.161 In fact, Niali Shigar,
Iskardu and valleys of Kharmang, Khapulo and Rondu abound with Buddhist
remains.
On the other side in J & K India, Kargil is gifted with a number of
Buddhist monasteries at Mulbek Cave, Trespone and Sankhoo, all
containing some beautiful collections of murals and amazing statues.162 The grand
Tibetan architectural designs of these monasteries are indeed noteworthy. Other
places of Buddhist significance are Turtot Gyat at Sani, considered one of the
eight holiest Buddhist locations of the world, Rangdum, Karsha Gompa, Stongday
Gompa, Zongkhul and Phugthal Monasteries.163 The ancient K. Khar village on
the Barsoo Nalla of Suru Valley Kargil has again a 7 meter tall rock Sculpture of
157 Base on the field work and allied interviews conducted by the investigator from 24.8.2010 to
10.9.2010.
158 Ismail Khan, “Unlocking the Cross-border Trade Potential of Gilgit-Baltistan for Peace and
Development,” Jammu and Kashmir Trade across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers,
December 2010, p. 50.
159 Willayat Ali, “Reopening Kargil-Iskardu road a Dream only,” Kashmir Times, Jammu, 14
February 2009.
160 Navreet Milton, “Opening of the Kargil-Iskardu Route: a Reflection” Jammu and Kashmir Trade
across the Line of Control, Discussion Papers, December 2010, p. 52.
161 Mohd. Asraf, “Tourism as a CBM in J & K” IPCS Issue, No. 147, New Delhi, April 2010, p. 3.
162 Based on the field work and allied interviews conducted by the investigator from 24.8.2010 to
10.9.2010.
163 Tourism Department, Kargil, kargil.nic.in/ (Accessed on 11-10-2011).
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the future Buddha, the “Chamba”. The Mulbek village is not devoid of a 9-m high
rock sculpture depicting Buddha. Thus besides the sculptures, monasteries were
representative of Buddhism in the region. These monasteries contained everything
from an imposing complex of temples, prayer halls and monk dwellings, to a tiny
hermitage housing a single image and home to solitary lama.164 The
gompas/monasteries usually are visited on festive occasions whence dances are
organized by lamas in colourful robes and frightful marks combining spiritual and
mundane pursuits of humans. The Zanskar valley is one of lesser known Buddhist
kingdoms of the western Himalayas. Its inaccessibility and the esoteric nature of
Buddhism have provided the inhabitants with freedom to preserve their cultural
identity, making it one of the last surviving cultural satellites of Tibet.165 The
festivals are associated with the Buddhist ideology which is expressed in local
folk, music, dance and language typical to every part of the region separately. The
distinction is governed by several factors as is argued above. It is for this reason
that Drass Valley has its own charm with a language totally different from the rest
of Kargil district though the spoken language in Gilgit and Astor, is a mixed Dard-
Kashmiri one. Sod-Batalik valley down the Indus from Khaltse, is inhabited by a
typical community having great interest for anthropologists and ethnologists to
explore.166
Buddhism was followed by Islam in the region; hence, indicated continuity
from the past in cultural if not the ideological terms. It is for this reason that the
region possessed great religious structures as combined Buddhistic and Muslim
cultural traits in many if not in all cases. The shrines are characteristeric of the
Muslims architecture notwithstanding the monotheistic structure of Islam. The
Khari Sharif, Narian Sharif, Baba Shadi Shaeed, Mai Toti Sahiba, and Saheli
Sarkar in Gilgit region are visited by one million tourists each year.167 The Mazar
of an old pir in Astor, Sultan Baba, very famous and the tall spire of the dargah of
164 Ladakh, Culture, History, & development between Himalaya and Karakoram, pp. 237-39.
165 Ladakh, Culture, History, & development between Himalaya and Karakoram, p. 238.
166 Parvez Devan, Jammu, Kashmir and Ladakh, New Delhi: Manas publishers, 2004, pp. 290-94.
167 P. R. Chari, D. Suba Chandran & Shaheen Akhtar, “Tourism and Peace Building in Jammu and
Kashmir,” Special Report 281, United States Institute of Peace, July 2011, p. 7.
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Hazrat Shah Sultan Arif Shah, is one of the well known saints in Gilgit.168 The
mosques attached with these shrines exhibit a mix of Iranian and Tibetan
architecture presupposing ancient and medieval influences together; courtesy
Kargil-Iskardu route which was transcended by Muslims for pilgrimage to Mecca
and Buddhist monks to South and Central Asia on the other.169 The grandfather of
Haji Ghulam Ali, Mohammad Ibrahim, performed hajj through this route.170 The
Shiite community choose this route for pilgrimage to Mecca, Iran and Iraq, their
most revered religious centres.171 The said route had thus so much diversity that a
Buddhist from Ladakh would love to go upto even Swat and beyond; a Pandit
would like to visit the Sharda Peeth in Kishan Ganga Valley; and a Muslim would
like to visit Hazratbal in Srinagar and Shahadra sharief in Rajouri Jammu.172 The
said route was regularly treaded by the peoples of all sorts is told by reminiscences
of Northern Areas of Pakistan. It is endowed with famous cultural assets,
thousand-year-old Deosai palace, Phong Khar Sghigar stone palace and the palace
of Raja of Khaplu, besides the mighty fort of Kharphocho and mosques and tombs
having brilliant Kashmiri, Mughal and Iranian architectural specimens.173 Tibetan
influence was not missing in houses with flat roofs and white-painted. The most
notable artifacts of the Balti/Ladakhi architecture include Kharpoche in Iskardu,
Khapulo Khar in Khapulo, Chakchan and Shigar Khanqah and Baltit Fort of
Hunza. Toto Khar and Pato Khar, the oldest-known man-made ruined buildings,
the Kharpo Khar, the white palace and the tomb of Queen Rgyal Bibi are the
beautiful monuments of Kargil.174 However, costumes, cuisines, festivals, dances,
language, script and epics had no different character in whole Gilgit region. Balti
staple cuisine included cha-phe (Tsampa), Ladakhi salt tea (Balti cha), marzan
(cooked dough and yak butter); thsodma (greens), balay (noodles cooked with
168 History of Northern Areas of Pakistan, p. 17-23.
169 Willayat Ali, “Reopening Kargil-Iskardu road a Dream only,” Kashmir Times, Jammu, 14
February 2009.
170 Interview with Ghulam Ali, local resident of Kharal conducted on 26-08-2010.
171 Interview with Mohammad Raza, local resident of Kharal conducted on 26-08-2010.
172 D. Suba Chandran, The Decades of ahead Jammu, Kashmir and Ladakh, Epilogue, Vol. IV, Issue
5, Jammu, January 2010, p. 45.
173 Tourism Department, Gilgit-Baltistan, www.visitgilgitbaltistan.gov.pk/ (Accessed on 15-09-2011).
174 Jammu, Kashmir and Ladakh, pp. 290-94.
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meat), thaltakh (salty cake of refined flour mixed with eggs and butter) and chuli-
chhu (apricot juice): all of great appeal to the foreigners.175
In consideration of rich religio-cultural remains, thousands of foreigners
annually visit Ladakh through J & K in India. The visitors have been varied and so
have been their tastes. The visitors constituted people of different age groups and
tastes as can be gauged from the information contained in the following charts:
Charts176
Their number is likely to swell if foreigners coming from Gilgit Pakistan
side are allowed to enter Ladakh across Kargil-Iskardu link road.177 This would
175 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balti_people (Accessed on 15-10-2011).
176 Final Report of 20 year Perspective Plan for Sustainable Development of Tourism in Jammu &
Kashmir Prepared for Ministry of Tourism Government of India, New Delhi by Santek
Consultants Private Limited Delhi, 2006, p. 414.
177 M. Ashraf, “Gilgit Transport Road,” Greater Kashmir, Srinagar, September 28, 2008, p. 8.
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complete the round troop from Gilgit-Iskardu in PAK to Kargil-Ladakh in J & K
and onwards to China across Karakoram Highway.178 Disconnected though, both
the regions experience the visit of thousands of foreigners every year with
cumulative benefits to the two nations and its peoples. The tourist traffic into
Gilgit PAK through nine entry points was estimated at 1.84 million in 2008, 1.93
million in 2009 and 2.03 million in 2010.179 Gilgit-Baltistan has been the most
sought-after tourist destination in the entire Pakistan, about 80 percent of foreign
tourists visit Balawaristan every year thereby allowing Pakistan to earn over
rupees 4.5 billion.180 The mountaineering expedition teams to Pakistan were
charged rupees seven to eight million per team by the Pakistani government,181
and an estimated 150 or more foreign climbing expeditions were undertaken to
different peaks in the Karakoram Range on the Pakistani side.182
Ladakh including Kargil also possesses great tourist potential at the global
level.183 In 2010 alone, around 75,000 foreign visitors visited Ladakh region,184
and in the process, Kargil received average annual tourist traffic of 12,000
foreigners and 5,000 home tourists.185 At present roughly more than 25%
population of Kargil subsist on tourism directly or indirectly.186 The remaining
75% population makes a bare living as the desert land is unproductive. Thus the
Gilgit-Ladakh old linkage can ensure round-trip tourism and provide alternative
mechanism of sustenance to the otherwise indigent communities of Ladakh and its
Kargil neighbourhood.187
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While Pakistan has been effectively harnessing its potential in Gilgit, India
has been doing the same in Ladakh and Kashmir.188 Only the people settled on
Kargil-Iskardu-Baltistan sector remain without any benefit of tourism. This is
because of certain restriction on foreign tourists, in Gilgit-Baltistan for security
reasons.189 The scenic spots on the Iskardu-Kargil route remain untapped for above
reasons, India-Pakistan hostility apart. Thus the beautiful valleys miss their
admirers who once used to visit in great numbers to watch and bask in the glory of
nature thereby depriving concerned peoples of sustainable source of income.
However, the re-opening of Kargil-Iskardu route along LoC is certain to revitalize
the life pattern of the peoples at large,190 lead to optimization of untapped
resources,191 and augmenting of state revenues.192 In fact, borderlines are
themselves as objects of fascination for tourists.193 A thriving tourism can become
engine of change in Gilgit-Baltistan-Kargil-Leh and thereby help its people to
come out of years of poverty and backwardness. Currently the people of Gilgit-
Baltistan and Kargil make most of their living from tourism in their own regions
which, however, warrant reconnection for historical, cultural and economic
integration.194
Being key to economic development,195 tourism needs to be exploited
jointly by India and Pakistan for Gilgit-Baltistan and Ladakh constitute the most
promising regions for the promotion of cross-border tourism196 and generation of
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jobs to workless peoples on the Kargil-Iskardu route.197 As a matter of fact,
measures to develop religious, adventure, and heritage tourism would pre-empt
establishment of services, ancillary industries, and infrastructure. The villages on
the said route can assume as “cultural symbols” powerful enough to attract
international and domestic tourists. The villages can simultaneously transform into
strong economic units embedded with hotels and shops of all sorts. As a result,
additional income and employment shall be generated with mutual understanding
of India-Pakistan to restore Kargil-Iskardu route.198 To quote one respondent,
Ghulam Hyder, “the revival of the road would be a major step toward the
development of border villages which remain ignored since 1949…. we can
establish shops, small hotels and trade mandis sufficing thereby the core objective
of jobs, earnings to men and woman.”199 Quite precisely, tourist spots shall be
metamorphosised into urban centers sufficient to break the economic stagnation.200
Since tourism is a stimulant to state revenues, business receipts, employment,
wages and salary,201 India-Pakistan tourism cooperation shall go a long way in
uplifting the people and communities settled along the Kargil-Iskardu route from
diverse point of view. Whole region including Kashmir shall, as such, become a
single destination for tourists to visit regularly.202 It should be recognized that
prolonged interaction facilitates the establishment of patterns of cooperation based
on reciprocity of give and take relationship. Being important stakeholders, both
countries can mull cross-border tourism cooperation. The government agencies,
tourists, enterprises, residents, and NGOs can evenly play a significant role in re-
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forging ties for economic growth and conflict resolution through the medium of
CBMs including the restoration of Kargil-Iskardu and other traditional routes.203
203 Mohd. Ashraf, “Tourism as a CBM in J & K” IPCS Issue, No. 147, New Delhi, April 2010, p. 2.
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The Silk Road was the oldest and most famous transcontinental trade route
antedating several thousand years before present (114 B.C.) , stretching over
4,000 miles (6,500 kms) and spanning Europe, China, Central Asia, India,
Pakistan, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Syria etc. However, in the late middle ages, its
significance marginalized with the discovery of the Sea Route (1498 A.D.). But
this did not render the Silk Road dysfunctional as the Central Asian countries had
no direct access to the sea. Though silk from China was the major item of trade,
other products were also traded there along with them. The trade in variegated
commodities facilitated the exchange of men and transmission of technologies,
religions, arts, crafts, cultures and philosophies from one region to another.
The Indian sub-continent was connected to this Grand Highway through a
network of sub-routes criss-crossing Kashmir across the Himalayas, Pamirs and
the Hindukush Mountains. One such offshoot was the Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit road
over Zojila Pass connecting Kashmir with Baltistan, Gilgit and Central Asia. The
said route also linked Kashmir with Yarkand and Kashghar presently a part of
Chinese Central Asia (Xinjiang). The route originating from Kashmir’s capital,
Srinagar, transcends Zojila Pass towards Kargil, reaches the junction of Drass and
Suru rivers at Kharal in the vicinity of Hardas, about 3 kilometers short of Kargil
town, after crossing the Harka Bahadur Bridge. It follows the left side of the river
and crosses LoC near Hundarman and then moves through the villages of
Gangani, Belargo, Marol, Bagicha, Tolti, Parkuta, Mehdi Abad and Gol near the
junction of Indus and Shyok rivers. From here, the route reaches to Iskardu, the
capital of Baltistan, and onwards to Gilgit via Astor and Rondu. A large number
of villages and hamlets were situated along the said road. The inhabitants derived
their livelihood from trade and agriculture though the yield was low and hardly
sufficed the local requirements.
The said road originally developed with the immigration of Aryans from
Central Asia and Gilgit into Baltistan and Purig. It was subsequently upgraded
under the Kushans (1st-3rd century A.D), Mauryas (3rd-1st century B.C.) and Sakas
(1st B.C-4th century A.D). Further development was registered under the Hunas
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(4th century A.D) and Karkotas (7th-9th century A.D.), the ancient ruling dynasty
of Kashmir. Lalitaditya (724-760) controlled the entire Karakoram region and
Caravans (moving traders) from India to China along different routes including
Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit road link. Apart from the Hindu rulers of Kashmir, the
Muslim King Shihab-ud-din (1354-73 A.D.), had a vast territorial domain to
which above over-land transmission link was part thereof. He carried out military
expeditions into Central Asia through the same route. His successors also
contributed to the growth and development of the said route during their state
building, territorial expansion and establishment of multilateral ties with the
Central Asian world. They were followed by the Mughals (1586-1753 A.D.) and
the Dogra’s (1846-1947 A.D.) who too afforded and used the said route for
imperial and trade pursuits.
The settlements on the road had mixed population of distinct ethnic groups
and sub-groups. The Mons, the Aryans, had migrated in different spells and
settled in the Gilgit, Ladakh and Kargil regions. Though they were not distinct
from Ladakhis but were treated as socially inferior and performed as singers and
musicians for Mongols and Dards. The Dards, another Aryan group, comprised a
skilled community and economically better off albeit they were superstitious;
hence, lived amid unhygienic conditions. They were experts in building dams and
cannels in hilly terrains and specialized in agricultural operations. The Baltis
originally from Iskardu migrated into Kargil along the Kargil-Iskardu route and
settled in Hardas and Kharal villages. Though they were ethnically of Tibetan
origin, many of them owed their origin to the Aryan, Mongolian or Turkic stock;
hence, were not distinct from Ladakhi’s. They constituted a labour class and
served as porters or agents of traders, though rich among them also engaged in
trade. The Purkies, the major ethnic group of Kargil, were markedly distinct from
other racial communities and were dominant in business and other socio-religious
activities.
Kargil in J & K was the hub of trade from very beginning for its
geographic and strategic location. Likewise, Gilgit-Baltistan in Pakistan
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Administered Kashmir (PAK) was significantly known as the “Axis of Asia” and
a pivot where ‘Three Empires Meet’. Indeed it was the gateway to Central Asia
and China for all those coming from India and Kashmir. Apart from remaining
open round the year exceptions apart, it offered an easiest link of political and
diplomatic connections between the two regions of J & K India to PAK in
Pakistan. The route was frequented from very early times by traders, travelers,
missionaries and philosophers from both sides of borders facilitating thereby
cross-cultural and social and ideological fertilization. In fact, their cultural,
traditional, language and religious history had deep Central Asian linkages. The
Baltis, constituting the dominant ethnic group in Baltistan-Gilgit were spatially
distributed over the whole land surface from Iskardu to Kargil in J & K. They had
quite a strong history in the background.
The chief articles of export from and imports into Kashmir along the said
route comprised silk, saddles, long boots, famous Yarkandi carpets, salt, wool and
medicines and spices, cotton clothes, muslin, indigo, soaps, mirrors, combs, kuth
and saffron respectively. Since apricots were abundantly grown in Baltistan, its
large quantity, as such, formed the part of trade structure and was accordingly a
significant contributory to the regional trade interdependence. The trade was
conducted by different merchant groups of distinct ethnic backgrounds: the
Russians, British, Indians, Chinese, Badakshanis, Afghans, Kashmiris, Kanjuts,
Baltis, Khokhandis, Bhukharan’s, Kazaks, Mongols, Armenians, Iranians,
Shirvanis, Tartars and Central Asian Jews. All of them had two broader divisions:
Andhijanese and Kashmiris. The Andhijanese traded at Kashghar, Khokand,
Tashkent and Bukhara and Kashmiris at Yarkand. The rich merchants conducted
trade through their agents though many of them did so through the intermediaries.
The ruling elite had also a share in the regional trade structure either through their
agents or partnership with others merchants. The womenfolk were also co-sharers
to the regional trade structure along the said route.
The tax on trade was collected at the Zojila pass, situated in between
Kashmir and Kargil, eventually both from the Hindu and Muslim merchants.
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Before Dogra rule (1846-1947 A.D.), there was no uniform system of taxation,
and the right to trade on various routes was simply farmed out. However, in the
19th century, a uniform tax system was evolved in Jammu and Kashmir and rates
on various commodities were prescribed to be realized at different passes. These
rates were on higher side on non-agricultural imports from Central Asia and
agricultural exports from Kashmir to Central Asia. In view of regular remittances,
the state extended every possible patronage to the promotion of trade, tradesmen
and trade routes including Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit Route. It offered protection to
domestic produce, both farm and non-farm, and, at times, exempted tax on its
exports to stimulate exports. Similarly, the State built countless rest houses
(sarais) for the convenience and comfort of traders and caravans (moving
traders), and protected the caravans (moving traders) from highway robbers in
Hunza, Nagar and Kanjut valleys.
However, the Partition of Indian sub-continent in 1947, emergence of
India and Pakistan on its debris and the sequential wars between them in 1960’s
and 1970’s on J & K led to the emergence of artificial borders and obviously the
closure of Kargil-Iskardu and other traditional trans-Gilgit and trans-Kashmir land
routes. Before 1947, as argued above, Kashmir enjoyed special status in the
Indian subcontinent as it offered a direct land access of India to China, Tashkent,
Lahore, Amritsar and Rawalpindi, and facilitated the free movement of diverse
goods, merchants, explorers, spies and soldiers across different routes criss-
crossing Kashmir. But the Partition of Indian sub-continent into J & K in India
and PAK in Pakistan sequentially gave birth to Line of Control (LoC) between J
& K and PAK notwithstanding immense losses to the two states as well as its
peoples. With that, process of free trade and traffic across hitherto ‘Greater
Kashmir’ or J & K and PAK freezed. Importantly, families and communities of
the common ethno-historical lot fragmented with no intimate connection in
between due to LoC and the rigid stand of the two nations on J & K. There are six
to seven thousand divided families between Kargil and Baltistan, which have
never met with each other after Partition. While it is difficult to ascertain the exact
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number of divided families on above account, every 5th resident among the people
of Greater Ladakh nevertheless claim to have his relatives and property on the
other side of the LoC. Massive and intermittent displacement led to migration of
many people from Kargil in J & K to Pakistan or its Northern Areas of Gilgit.
Out of 17 million people, affected in the process, 1.5 million were Kashmiris who
migrated to the other side of LoC in PAK as a result of India-Pakistan wars.
Currently, PAK has 19 refugee camps and about 24,574 displaced persons from
Kashmir excluding those 10,000 people who live with their relatives.
Displacement of the household affected their entire social and
economic framework. Many lost their kith and kin and material assets
and properties on one or the other side of the LoC. Many respondents from Kargil
reported that several Balti families left behind landed property in Kargil and their
revenue documents are still preserved in the Mahafiz Khana of Iskardu. In
addition, Gilgit-Baltistanis and Kargilites professed the same culture, tradition,
language and religion. But with the closure of Kargil-Iskardu route such cultural
connections came to an end as a result of Partition, division of Kashmir and Indo-
Pakistan wars. Above all, these unhealthy developments triggered Kashmir
conflict with immense human loss and damage of precious infrastructure. Alone
due to militancy as a sequel of Kashmir conflict, more than one lakh people lost
their lives in J & K. Tens and thousands became maimed, marginalized, distitutes
and orphans. Ailed were innumerable and alone in 2003-06, there were around
45,000 psychiatric patients. Damage to infrastructure has been inestimable.
Economic growth of the J & K was also a big causality, and during two decades
of militancy (1980-2000), the Net State Domestic Product was only 12.45%, far
less than other Indian states.
Consequently, India-Pakistan relations remained strained and each state
carried out massive military build ups with considerable share of defense
expenses in their respective GDP. However, due to globalization and its emphasis
on regional and economic integration besides immense internal and external
pressure, the two countries tread the path of reshaping their relation through the
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dialogue. The composite dialogue process started in 2004, as a mutual detente,
and in 2005, both countries pursued people-centric policy which led to the re-
opening of Cross-LoC trade and travel routes. Consequently, Srinagar-
Muzaffarabad and Poonch-Rawalakot bus services were launched in 2005 and
2006 as the first confidence building measure (CBM). Indeed, the dialogue
process continued till 2008 when President of Pakistan and Prime Minister of
India met in New York. They reiterated to sustain normalization of relations on
the basis of mutual respect, peaceful co-existence and non-interference, and
reaffirmed to reopen above routes for regular trade and traffic. However, the said
process was jolted by the Mumbai terror attack in November 2008 as India
suspected Pakistan hand in the event which, however, Pakistan denied. Yet
another war seemed imminent which, however was averted due to internal and
external pressures. The peace process automatically took a back seat.
Nevertheless common security threat from the Taliban and the continued
pressure from within and outside the two countries, India and Pakistan resumed
further talks: courtesy meeting of the two Prime Ministers in Thimpu on the
sidelines of SAARC conference in 2009 and Maldives and also that of the
intermittent meetings of their Foreign Ministers and Foreign Secretaries, which
opened up vistas for conflict resolution through peace process. The level of trust
and confidence having substantially increased, both countries lately exchanged
lists of nuclear possession with each other, and resolved to go ahead with other
CBMs including softening of trade and traffic on Srinagar-Muzaffarabad and
Poonch-Rawalakot routes besides reopening of Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit link road for
mutual benefits to India–Pakistan and the peoples of J & K and PAK at large.
Though such an arrangement is dotted with potent threats from China, which on
its reopening, may try to transform Ladakh division into its own sphere of
influence in the train of trade and regional integration. China is already reported
to have made its presence in Gilgit-Baltistan and is indisposed to recognize J & K
as an “integral part of India.” Similarly, its reopening is looked with skepticism
for it is thought to facilitate infiltration of militants and arms from PAK into J &
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K especially because the entire route is in immediate proximity of Afghanistan,
the home of the Taliban. On ideological grounds, the Taliban may feel elated to
spread and extend support to their co-religionist in J & K and Xinjiang province
in China. The security concern will not enable the trade to grow as per devised
expectations as trade will be subservient and hostage to the security
complications.
However, the re-opening of Kargil-Iskardu and other traditional trade
routes outweighs cost and ensure multifarious advantages to the concerned stake
holders especially India, Pakistan and Central Asia in terms of regional peace,
security and development. The revival can contribute to multilayered benefits
through interdependence and greater interaction at the peoples level which, in
turn, would marginalize India-Pakistan decade-old enmity as a key to economic
upliftment of their nationals. Its restoration would be beneficial to the 6-7 million
Kashmiris as it would generate their annual income of 40 USD million dollars:
enhance their per-capita income to $745 in the next ten years and increase the
GDP of the State of J & K by 9.5%. It would evenly re-unite seven thousand
divided families. Sadly, the LoC divided the Paharis in Rajouri and Poonch,
Kashmiris in the Valley, and the Baltis in Kargil and Iskardu regions. The
reopening would automatically imply re-unification of broken families and drying
up the tears of those whose immediate kith and kin are un-necessarily situated
across the LoC in PAK and J & K. Its re-opening and resultant people-to-people
contacts would inspire India and Pakistan to formulate tangible strategy for the
resolution of Kashmir issue and the defeat of the growing threat of terrorism.
Its reopening is evenly destined to benefit the people of the area provided
free trade is allowed along the traditional Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route. India’s
trade volume with Central Asia, Pakistan and Afghanistan is limited for want of a
direct land-route access. The reopening at several cross-border points in J & J and
PAK can salvage India’s trade limitations and, at the same time, boost her trade
volume with its neighbourhood. India and Pakistan have a potential of US$11.7
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billion untapped trade by 2015 where it was only US$2.7 billion in 2011. On the
other hand, India-China has a trade target of US$100 billion by 2015 where it was
only 35-40 billion USD in 2011. The mutual understanding among China,
Pakistan and India to re-open above and other ancient route along the Karakorum
Highway, can facilitate sharp increase in the trade volume. Pakistan is already
connected with Xinjiang (China) through Karakoram Highway to which Kargil-
Iskardu-Gilgit road can be easily re-linked as before 1947 Partition. China is
geographically close to Pakistan through Karakoram Highway and so can
Pakistan be close to Kargil, Ladakh and J & K India provided Kargil-Iskardu-
Gilgit road is re-linked to it for transcontinental trade. With number of access
points, Gilgit can transform into an economic hub, and so can Ladakh region
through the re-opening of the Kargil-Iskardu transmission channel. It can pre-
empt, Gilgit’s direct connection with Tibet along the Leh-Demchak historical
route.
It can shore up the economic base of the people through the medium of
upcoming tourism. Gilgit-Baltistan and Ladakh are the most promising sites for
cross-border tourism: adventure, religious and cultural tourism. Mountain peaks,
and trekking routes, amid soothing valleys formidable gorges and unaffordable
rivers together with sacred religious and cultural sites on the said route would
attract people from different corners. In fact, the entire Kargil-Baltistan-Gilgit
sector is like a paradise for mountaineers, climbers, trekkers, hikers and anglers.
The region has a rich cultural heritage and variety of rare plants and flowers. Its
re-connection with the Karakoram Highway in Gilgit Pakistan is quite prospective
in view of the former’s being the 'Ninth Wonder of the World.' National Highway
35 (N35) and its surroundings are taller than Europe's Mont Blanc. Shangri-La, a
heaven on earth, is situated in Gilgit or the Northern Areas of Pakistan. It features
the 2nd highest peak on earth, the Deosai Plains, the longest, widest and highest
plateau in the world, fast flowing River Indus from Ladakh into the Karakoram
and Himalayan ranges and their picturesque valleys, glaciers, wild life and forests.
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The cross border cultural tourism has also a great scope of growth owing
to restoration of the above routes. Kargil and Baltistan present unrivaled cultural
and historical assets. Its ancient settlements, grand forts and royal palaces with
intricate work of wooden carving, Buddhist relics, and un-explored sculptures and
monasteries and, above all, its peace-loving communities, make it a solid
contender to qualify as a world top notch tourist and heritage site. Pakistan has lot
of earnings from tourism in Baltistan and Gilgit. It annually earns over rupees 4.5
billion from the tourists who visit Balawaristan. India also has substantial
earnings from tourism in Kashmir, Kargil and Leh: the annual turnover from
tourism alone in the Kashmir Valley was $200 million in 2005 and $260 million
in 2006. While, therefore, both Gilgit and Ladakh have substantial tourist earnings
in their concerned spaces, the cross-border region embodying the settlements
along the Kargil-Iskardu traditional road, has either no benefit or just a peripheral
benefit of the same. The people of this cross-LoC region san seeing the tourists
visiting their villages as a key to their economic upliftment. The removal of the
stone wall across the LoC in the Kharmang Valley would automatically usher in
an era of ‘cross-border tourism’ for all tourist from Europe, Asia and Central
Asia; hence, stimulate economy tourism has direct relationship with GDP, per-
capita income and employability through cross-sectoral synergies. The cross-LoC
tourism in Gilgit and Ladakh together may seem “utopian” at the movement. But
given the India-Pakistan political will and the compulsions of globalization and
the regional and economic integration, the goal is not hard to achieve.
The re-connection of Kargil-Iskardu route with Karakoram Highway can
ease out India’s energy deficiency. India’s domestic production and energy import
from Gulf countries does not fulfill the need of her growing population. Pakistan
also faces the crude energy shortage as a potent deterrent to her economic growth
and development. Therefore, both countries can import energy from energy-
abundant Central Asian states over the Karakorum and Gilgit-Baltistan-Iskardu-
Kargil routes. While the energy import from Central Asia and its transportation to
India would enable Pakistan to earn transit fee and become energy partner to
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“Regional Production Consumption Trade Structure”, it can give equal leverage
to India for the transportation of surplus Central Asian energy to other South
Asian countries. The Central Asian countries can also find energy transportation
corridor to South Asia other than the ones through Moscow, Iran and Turkey;
hence better bargain it with India and Pakistan. The Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit and
other trans-J & K and PAK routes would not only diversify the Central Asian
energy consumers but even provide additional trans-surface energy transportation
for economic and regional integration. Srinagar-Muzaffarabad and Poonch-
Rawalakote routes have already been set into motion for limited trade and traffic.
They, together with Kargil-Iskardu route, simply require to be activated. The
scholars and experts have since recommended Central Asian energy imports into
India across Gilgit.
The dependence of Kashmir valley on Srinagar-Banihal route for
necessary supplies would be marginalized if allowed access to PAK across
Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route, the one if not the only one traditional transmission
corridor. Accordingly, Kashmiri agricultural, horticultural and cottage products
can be sailed out in the markets in Pakistan and Central Asia. Kargil-Iskardu
route, apart from Leh-Lhasa link over Demchak, is the only route that remains
open throughout the year for being situated at a low altitude. The often-securing
interruption to Indian supplies to Kashmir valley over Banihal route affects
onward supplies to Kargil and Leh. The same is even compounded by the most
formidable Zojila Pass remaining closed usually during winter five months. In
view of this, Kargilites cherish connections with Iskardu to obtain timely supplies
of medicines, food and other essential commodities from PAK. They also desire
so to widen their business opportunities and merger with regional economy so as
get benefit of economic uplift and sequential improvement in life style, and per-
capital income.
Notwithstanding few stakes, the restoration of Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route
has multifarious benefits to all stake holders: India, Pakistan, Central Asia and
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China and their peoples at large. It would bolster regional and local economies,
re-animate people–to-people contacts, built India-Pakistan mutual trust for
strategic cooperation and thereby facilitate resolution of sixty two year old
Kashmir conflict. It would evenly facilitate the re-union of the peoples of same
ethnic-historical and cultural background and provide great opportunity to revive
the ancient history and cultural contacts with China and Central Asia.
Nevertheless infrastructure can easily be constructed on the said route. The said
route being relatively affordable has the scope for four-wheel drive. It requires
widening only for a small stretch of half a kilometer near LoC from Indian side.
Suggestions:
 The ongoing dialogue process between India and Pakistan should
be put on a strong footing while taking no regard to Mumbai like
terror attacks in India or Pakistan either;
 The people of J & K especially Kashmir proper and Kargil should
be involved in the dialogue process and restoration of traditional
trade routes over Ladakh and Gilgit as a measure of trust-building;
 The re-opening of trans-Kashmir outlets should be diversified and
include all such routes as connected Kashmir with Chinese and
Central Asian neighbourhood before the Partition of Indian sub-
continent in 1947;
 Mere re-opening of Kargil-Iskardu road shall not be “inclusive”
unless it is onwards linked to Karakoram Highway through Gilgit
in PAK and onwards to Central Asia and China;
 The trade through the said route should be regional rather than
local in nature so as to ensure uplift of its people in the global
context;
 Tourism along the said route should not be confined to the tourist
of India-Pakistan but to those of region and globe at large;
 The LoC trade on the Kargil-Iskardu-Gilgit route should be an
open trade not restricted to few days and articles;
Conclusion 132
 The re-opening of the said route can begin with start of bus service
so as to address the humanitarian issues related to the disjointed
families. Doing so, would re-unite them with their dear ones in
PAK and vice-versa.
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